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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 5)

The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description
Lot # 1 - Black and White poster "The Great Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations"
with front of Crystal Palace with many people milling outside pictured in the center.
Around the edge are people from all different parts of the world. At the bottom is
written "Given with the Illustrated London News May 24, 1851". In small print is
written "The building drawn by J. L. Williams; The Border by G. Thomas, from a
design by William Harvey. The whole engraved by J. Williamson." This item comes
framed in a black frame with glass in the front. Size: 44 3/4" wide by 31 5/8" high
including the frame. Condition: Fair, there many separations where the paper had been
folded and some tears in other spots. There are some brown spots and there is paper
loss in the center especially near the top.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 2 - China Tea Pot with purple pictures of the Crystal Palace on both sides. One
side shows the front facing directly toward it and the other side shows the front from
an angle. The top rim and the lid are both decorated with leaves and branches. The
bottom is marked with an incised "B". This item is very rare. Size with lid: 7 1/2" tall
by 8 3/4" wide (handle to spout). Condition: Fine for its age, the color is nice and
bright and it looks great on the shelf. The handle has been glued back on. There is a
tiny chip in the spout. Inside the rim (where the lid fits in) there are a few small chips.
There is overall crazing and a little bit of browning on the crazing. The lid had a chip
on the edge and the top knob is broken off and missing. You will probably never see
another one of these.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

Lot # 3 - China Plate, "Fidelity" pictures a dog sitting next to a girl who has one breast
uncovered. At the bottom of the image is "1851 Exhibition. The border of the plate is
a raised white daisy design. The back is marked with the maker name that I can't read.
This plate is from a series made for the exposition and it is rare. We sold a different
plate from the series in the last auction. Size: 7 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with overall crazing that is very lightly browned overall and slightly darker on
the edges and back. There is a tiny flaw in the making that looks like a tiny chip above
the girl's head, but it is not a chip.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

$ 75

$ 40

Lot # 4 - White Metal Medal with the bust of "His Royal Highness Prince Albert." on
the obverse. The reverse pictures the Crystal Palace and has written above "The
Building for the Great Exhibition in London, 1851". Below the building is "Proposed
by H.R.H. Prince Albert, Designed by Joseph Paxton Esq. F.L.S., Erected by Fox
Henderson & Co., - Dimensions - Length 1848 Feet, Width 456 Feet, Height of
Principal Roof 66 feet, Height of Transept 108 feet, Glazed Surface 900,000 Feet,
Occupies 18 Acres of Ground. Size: 2 13/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a
couple of rim nicks, overall age toning and light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 5 - Hard cover book "Illustrated Exhibitor". This book is 490 pages and contains
issues # 1 (June 7, 18551) through # 25 (November 22, 1851) of the "Illustrated
Exhibitor". This magazine contained write ups and drawings of the building, the
exhibits, statues, equipment and much more. There are many pages that fold out to
show a large image. If you want to know what was commercially available in 1851
then you need this informative and fascinating book. Size: 6 5/8" wide by 9 3/4" high.
Condition: Very Good, the covers are taped top and bottom, the spine cover is
complete disconnected from the front cover, but not the back cover, and there are
some stains on the inside covers and the first few pages. Otherwise it is remarkably
nice condition.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 35

$ 20

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (6 to 11)

The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also
known as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description
Lot # 6 - "The Crystal Schottisch," by William Byerly, published 1853 by Firth, Pond,
& Co., New York, cover has an image of the Crystal Palace, 5 pgs. Size: 13.25 x 9.75.
Condition: Poor, very worn and torn around the edges, many stains, discoloration,
binding tape along the folded edge.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 7 - A flat folder with a lockable metal latch that holds together two sides with
slots for paper, etc., cover of the folder has a gold-colored image of the Crystal Palace
in a gold-colored floral frame, labeled "New York Crystal Palace for the Exhibition of
all Nations" . Size: 8.75 x 11.75. Condition: Poor, very worn, cover has tears and
stains, folder on inside is discolored and worn.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

Lot # 8 - Booklet advertising "Knapp & Rightmyer's Original Primary Copy-Books,"
noted on cover that they were awarded at the Fair, images of outside and inside of
Crystal Palace on cover, dated 1854, advertisement for pens made by company on
back cover, 24 pgs of copy line examples. Size: 6.5 x 8.25. Condition: Fair, stains on
cover and pages, worn.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 12

$ 75

$8

Lot # 9 - Small coin on a chain that has a hook at the opposite end, image of the
Crystal Palace on one side marked "New York Crystal Palace 1853," other side has an
image of a dog pulling a man in a carriage marked " H.B. West's Famous Trained
Dogs/Tray & Troy". Size: 15 x 1 (with chain). Condition: Poor, dirty, has some
wearing of letters.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 10 - "Official Catalogue of the New-York Exhibition of the Industry of All
Nations, Revised Edition 1853," published by George P. Putnam & Co, 262 pgs of
text. Size: 7.25 x 5. Condition: Poor, cover has several tears, worn, stained, pages
worn and discolored.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 11 - "The World of Science, Art, and Industry Illustrated: From Examples in the
New-York Exhibition, 1853-1854," edited by Prof. B. Sillman, Jr. and C.R. Goodrich,
Esq., published 1854 by G.P. Putnam and Company, New-York, hardcover. Size: 14 x
11. Condition: Poor, several pages in the front are almost completely out of the
binding, stains, wear on pages and cover.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 10

$ 50

$ 20

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (12 to 26)

This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description
Lot # 12 - Framed colorized print of "Bird's Eye View/Centennial Buildings". Size:
24" x 30". Condition: Good - yellowed; water stain in lower left corner completely
outside the field.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 13 - Framed colorized print of the Agricultural Hall, labeled in English and
German. Size: 23.5" x 30". Condition: Good - yellowed with brown streak stains
down the middle.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 14 - Hand-tinted magazine centerfold from May 10, 1876; title in German; view
of opening ceremony (?) with crowds of people between Main Building and Art
Gallery. Size: 14.5" x 20.5". Condition: Very good - fold marks and spots of color loss
in the sky. Archival mat.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 15 - White cotton quilt square with brown image of Memorial Hall Art Gallery
in center and red border with white stars; unfinished edges. Size: 20" x 24".
Condition: Good - slightly faded; staining on the left side.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 16 - Framed large orange cotton handkerchief with sepia design of Main Bldg
(center), Art Gallery (top), Horticultural Bldg (bottom). Size: 24" x 28". Condition:
Very good - Minor wear and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 17 - Embroidered silk ribbon with a Stevensgraph, top section has and eagle
with flag shield with text above: PHILADELPHIA/INTERNATIONALEXHIBITION, under eagle is an image of George Washington framed in laurel
branches, under image is a Stevensgraph featuring different elements of the Expo
including the Memorial Hall, at the bottom is a banner with text:
1776/CENTENNIAL/UNITED STATES/INDEPENDENCE/1876, banner wrapped
around the bases of two flag poles that run up the side of the ribbon, 13 star flags.
Size: 10.25 x 6. Condition: Good, tiny spots, minor wear along top edge.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Lot # 18 - Pendant made out of a black material with an image of the Art Gallery in
the center. Above the building is the word "Kunsthalle". There are raised bumps all
the way around. On the back are 13 stars, "Philadelphia" and "1876". Size: 1 5/16"
high by 1" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of minor spots of missing
black.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 19 - Silver Color Medal with a blue cloth remnant attached to the loop. Obverse
pictures "1776 Independence Hall 1876" in the center and in small writing underneath
"Commenced 1729", "Finished 1734". Reverse pictures the "Liberty Bell" with
"Proclaim Liberty Throughout the Land Unto All Inhabitants Thereof". Hole is
probably original. Size: Medal is 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Fine. The ribbon is in
taters, and the medal has some finish wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

$ 15

$ 20

$ 30

$ 15

$7

Lot # 20 - White Medal picturing the "Art Gallery" on the obverse with "Centennial
International Exhibition" around the top edge and "Fairmount Park Philadelphia 1876"
at the bottom. The reverse pictures "Main Building", "International Exhibition
Fairmount Park Philadelphia 1876". At the top is a picture of an eagle and a shield.
Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Good with corrosion on all the images and in the sky
above the buildings. There are also rim nicks.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 21 - Brass Shell clothing button or stud with raised images of the Main Building
with "International Exhibition" written across the top and "Philadelphia 1876" under
the building. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, with light wear and a little
white spotting on the building edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

Lot # 22 - Fan with cloth decorated top and wooden base, cloth top is decorated with
an image of the Main Building at the Expo and is marked 1776 to the left and 1876 to
the right, has a loop at the end of the base. Size: 11.5 x 3 (closed). Condition: Poor,
top section is very worn, has tears and stains.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 23 - Lot of 2 Lard Pails:
- Miniature tin pail with handle used to advertise for Naphey's Leaf Lard,
Philadelphia, marked as such on pail and lid, outside made to look like iron. Size: 4 x
2.5 (handle up). Condition: Good, has some wear.
- Miniature tin pail with handle used to advertise for Naphey's Leaf Lard,
Philadelphia, marked as such on pail and lid, possibly had some sort of coating
originally. Size: 4 x 2.5 (handle up). Condition: Poor, corrosion, wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 24 - Lot of 2 Books:
- Oversize hardcover book "Frank Leslie Ilustrites Historisches Register der
Centennial Exposition 1876" published in German; includes numerous b&w
illustrations and substantial text about the fair; published by Frank Leslie's Publishing
House, New York, 1877. Size: Hardcover; 16.25" x 11.75" x 1.5"; 192 p. Condition:
Very good - Minor wear to covers; front cover is bowed outward; pages are yellowed
with minor staining around edges at front and back.
- Oversize hardcover book "Frank Leslie's Historical Register of the United States
Centennial Exposition 1876" by Frank Norton [ed.] with nearly 800 illustrations and
substantial text about the fair, copyright 1877, published by Frank Leslie's Publishing
House, New York. Size: Hardcover; 16.25" x 11.75" x 1.5"; 324 p. Condition: Poor Binding is completely missing so all the section of pages are loose, but it appears to be
complete; overall age deterioration/disintegration; pages are yellowed.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$2

$7

$ 25

$6

$ 10

Lot # 25 - "Pennsylvania and the Centennial Exhibition Parts I-II Vol I." Hardbound
book. Both volumes are contained inside the covers with volume one being 250 pages
and volume 2 being 268 pages. Inside is "The Preliminary and Final Reports of the
Pennsylvania Board of Centennial Managers made to the Legislature at the sessions of
1877-8". A great historical reference. Size: 6 5/8" wide by 10 1/8" high by 1 1/2"
thick. Condition: I have to say Fine because the spine has tears and pieces missing at
the top. The pages are Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 26 - "Public Ledger 1876 Almanac", a 68 page booklet published by "Geo. W.
Childs" in Philadelphia. There is a little information about the fair on page 29 and a
"Plan of the Centennial Buildings" on the inside back cover. There are also several
pages of information about the Declaration of Independence and lots of other useful
information for the time. Size: 5" wide by 7 1/2" high. Condition: Fine because there
is some damage to the upper left corner of the booklet and some paper missing from
the bottom of the spine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 17

$ 12

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (27 to 163)

Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book
Rulau refers to "Discovering America The Coin Collecting Connection" - 1989 Krause Pub.

Picture

Description
Lot # 27 - Framed Lithograph showing a bird's eye view of the fair, in sepia tones.
Beneath the image it says "Bird's-Eye View of the World's Columbian Exposition,
Chicago, U.S.A.,1893." Beneath the image on the right it says "Copyright, 1893, by
Rand, McNally & Co." This map is numbered at bottom and top, with letters on both
sides to form a grid. Beneath the image are the names of the buildings followed by a
number/letter combination that matches the location on the map, using the grid. The
frame is wood. Size: 40.5" x 51.75". Condition: Some buckling and staining (caused
by the wooden backing) at top and bottom. There is also a stain on the map and a
small hole in one area of the building names. Part of the decorative molding design on
the frame in the bottom left area has come off.
Estimate: $ 400 - $ 600

Minimum
Bid

$ 100

Lot # 28 - Framed gray toned Lithograph of "Bird's eye view - Area 620 acres" of
"World's Columbian Exposition 1893. Chicago, Ill., U.S.A." The top right corner
shows an image of "Washington" and the top left of "Columbus." The bottom left
corner says "From drawings by our special artist taken on the spot & the official
plans." The bottom right says "Copyrighted 1891 Kurz and Allison, Art Publishers, 76
& 78 Wabash Ave, Chicago, U.S.A." There is a thin white matte around the print, and
the frame is black with a gold inner edge. Size: 29.25" 41.5". Condition: Fine. There
are 3 small tears on the left (repaired), minor paper loss at both and some light crease
lines throughout, none of which detract from the image.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

Lot # 29 - Reverse glass painting in ornate frame. The painting is of a night scene
from the Fair. The Administration Building is in the center with Machinery Hall to the
left. The frame has a raised flower design around all sides, and is gold in color. Size:
21" high by 26 1/2" wide. Condition: There is one small area in the sky at the top
center where the paint has flaked away, and one in water in the bottom right;
otherwise excellent. Note: white streak in sky is the reflection of the room light and is
not in the actual picture.
Estimate: $ 1,000 - $ 2,000

Lot # 30 - Framed certificate from the Fair. The certificate is gray toned and was
given to "F.J. Aubeuf, Oneida, New York /Exhibit Monitor Hand Carts; Cart Runners
/ Award for Novelty of Construction and Workmanship." Around this are various
images including Columbus in a small boat and a woman reclining on a buffalo. At
the bottom it says "Engraved and Printed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
U.S. Treasury Dept." The frame is wooden wit a decorative inner edge and the
backing is wooden. Size: 35" x 29.25". Condition: Fine with some brown staining
from the wooden backing, most visible on the edges at 3 & 9 o'clock. The frame is
good with molding missing in several spots. Award certificates are hard to find.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

Lot # 31 - Framed Color Lithgraph showing "Bird's Eye View World's Columbian
Exposition" in color. In the bottom left corner it says "The Orcutt Co. Lithographers,
Chicago" and "Executed for B.F. Larrabee & Co." There is a tan matte around this
print, and the frame is wood. Size: 14.75" x 27.5" in frame. Condition: Very Fine.
There is some buckling along the top that travels down the print. There is a tear on the
left side in the center, about 1" into the field that has been repaired and is hardly
noticable. Regarding the frame, the nails that hold the backing and print in the frame
are missing from the entire left side of the back, as well as at the top left, which causes
the print, backing and glass to be very loose in the frame in this area.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

Lot # 32 - Framed Color Lithograph showing a bird's eye view of the fair, in color.
Beneath the image it says "Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's-Eye View of the World's
Columbian Exposition, Chicago, U.S.A.,1893. Beneath this are the names of the
buildings, etc. with a number that corresponds to the numbers on the map. In the
bottom right corner there is a round stamp that says "Library of Congress Maps and
Charts Duplicate No. 5995." Below this is another stamp that says "Second Copy Sep
20 1900."The print is surrounded by a green matte, and the frame is black. Size: 37.5"
x 46". Condition: Very Good, the poster was cut down the vertical center, that appears
to have been repaired before framing. There are a couple of tears in the center that
were also repaired and a 1/2" tear on the left.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 750

$ 100

$ 500

$ 75

$ 40

$ 200

Lot # 33 - Columbian Guard uniform with photograph of man wearing it. Coat is navy
blue with dark green stitching and trim, and five gold buttons. There are rows of braid
at each shoulder. There is also a length of braid attached that would be positioned as
seen in photograph. The photograph shows a Columbian Guard in uniform, with hat,
sword and badge. The bottom of the photo says " Hall / Ground Floor Gallery /
Meadville, Penna." The back says J.E. Hall Portraits" and handwritten in pencil
"Percy Ferris.". Size: coat-32" x 16" at shoulder. Photo-6.5" x 4.25". Condition: Coatmissing one button on left sleeve, some fraying of front braided loops, otherwise
excellent. Photo-Very good, some wear at corners.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 800

Lot # 34 - Novelty item shaped like an obelisk and covered with paper. The paper
shows rectangular boxes that each have different subject matter in them. Some boxes
give information about a specific state and some on a specific President. The bottom
has a partial sticker that once said "Souvenir Columbian Exposition." The bottom also
has 4 somewhat pointed feet that it rests on. There are three small metal hooks at the
top. This is a very rare toy. Size: 22.75" x 3.75" x 3.75". Condition: The paper is
stained, worn and missing in a few spots. The label on the bottom that is marked
"Souvenir Columbian Exposition" is damaged.
Estimate: $ 1,500 - $ 2,500

Lot # 35 - Clear glass pitcher that has a thin neck and thin handle and is wide at the
bottom. The bottom portion has an image of the "Horticulture Building" on one side
and the "Electrical Building" on the other, in a white/frosted color. Size: 10" x 5.75"
diameter at widest. Condition: The handle is broken at the very top where it meets the
neck. There is also a large chip/indented area in the middle of the bottom of the base
(the pontil). There is a discoloration (that looks like a "scrape" mark) on the inside of
the neck near the top. Also, the "white" images have a few areas where the color is
scratched off.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 200

$ 750

$ 18

Lot # 36 - Tall, elaborately designed pitcher. The pitcher is gray with blue glaze
designs. The front of the pitcher has a raised image of Columbus and says "1492
Columbus 1892." On either side of this is an image of a mermaid, in blue. Near the
spout of the pitcher is an image of a face. The bottom says "Germany" and "476." The
bottom also has a man made hole in the center. Size: 16" with handle x 4.25"
diameter. at base. Condition: Excellent-there is a very slight hairline crack where the
handle attaches to the top rim.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 400

Lot # 37 - Ruby "flash"/stained glass pitcher, with clear block pattern at bottom
leading to clear base, and clear handle. On one side it says "Worlds Fair 1893" in
cursive script. The other side is personalized with "Mrs. Sarah Carpenter" in cursive
script. Size: 5" x 2.75" diameter without lip. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 38 - Satsuma china, Large flower vase. The main color of this vase is red. On
the front there is an image of a scene from the fair. Around the vase is a flower design
in pastel colors. There is also a design around the base and the rim. The design near
the rim incorporates little dots in red and green. The bottom is marked with Japanese.
Size: 12" x 3.5" diameter. at base, 1.75"diameter at top. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 1,000 - $ 1,200

Lot # 39 - Pink bud vase. The front of the vase shows the "Palace of Fine Arts World's
Fair Columbian Exposition 1893" in dark tones. The vase has a thin neck that opens
wider at the base. Size: 9.75" x 2" diameter at top. Condition: Slightly worn and faded
looking. Tiny chip on top lip.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

$ 18

$ 500

$ 75

Lot # 40 - Round red "ruby flash" glass bowl/vase with clear cut glass at base and
opening at top. Etched in white frosted lettering on front "World's Fair/1893" and on
reverse side "Mrs. H. G. Edgerton.". Size: 5.25" x 4.75" diameter. Condition:
Excellent - Extremely minor scratches to the ruby coloring, mainly right near the top
opening.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 41 - Rose and yellow gold badge/pin. Circular centerpiece with silhouetted
spread eagle perched on top. Half wreath around lower outside of pin with ribbon at
bottom. Centerpiece has a printed image of three men in a field: one on horseback,
one behind a plow, and a Native American to the left. Text at top reads Etoile Dunord.
Around outside edge of centerpiece is text World's Fair Commission / Minnesota.
Reverse is decoratively hand engraved L.P. Hunt with design above and below name.
Size: 2.8 X 1.5 X .25". Condition: Very Good - Very minor surface scratching.
Estimate: $ 800 - $ 1,200

Lot # 42 - Badge from the Columbian Guard. It is gold in color and in the shape of a
six point star. In the center is an eagle whose beak protrudes from the badge, and there
is a small hole so that a chain or rope can be drawn through an attached to part of the
uniform. The back of the badge is stamped with "1965." There is a pin that would
have attached the badge to the uniform, but the clasp is missing. Size: 3" x 2.75" x 1".
Condition: Very good- The back clasp that the pin would fit into to keep it closed is
missing. The badge is only very slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 43 - Silk handkerchief in American flag design with colorful bird's eye view of
the Fair in center. Size: 16.5" x 15.5". Condition: Very good - Half of right finished
edge has come unstitched.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 25

$ 400

$ 36

$ 15

Lot # 44 - Sword from the Columbian Guard. The handle has a (modern) paper
attached that gives the sword the serial number "1775." This number is also stamped
into the top back of the blade. The handle is gold and black. On part of the gold near
where it attaches to the sword blade it has "W C E" stamped into the metal. On the top
of the blade near the handle is has "W.C.G." stamped into the metal. Size: 25.75" long
. Condition: The gold piece at the top of the handle is a little loose, as is the black part
of the handle. There is also a chip in the wood on the black part of the handle on one
side. Overall very good condition.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 45 - Silver colored metal mechanical bank that rests on four "feet." On the front
there is a picture of a clock that says "Time Lock" beneath it. Around this it says
"No.326 White City Puzzle Safe." There is an image of a fair building on the two
sides and the Ferris Wheel on the back. Above the Ferris wheel is a slot for coins. The
bottom says "Nicol & Co Mfrs Pat Oct 2 (large space) 4 Chicago." The door will not
open. Size: 4.25" x 2.75" x 2.5". Condition: The metal is very tarnished on the front.
There is also a large rust spot on the left side. The top is also a little tarnished.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 75

$ 35

Lot # 46 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, blue, red and
yellow thread. Folded taper at bottom with red tassel. Ribbon is still attached, with
two straight pins, to original paper backing from manufacturer with text printed at top
of paper reading Twelve Highest Medal Awarded to Phoenix Silk Manufacturing Co /
Manufacturers of Illuminated Silk Bookmarks, Badges, and c. & c. / Paterson, N.J. /
Allentown, PA. / Potterville, PA. Ribbon has image of two crossed flags of the U.S.
and above it flag carried at landing of Columbus with an F and Y with crowns on top
and a red cross in center. Ribbon text reads "The Banner of the Enterprise" Carried at
the Landing / Columbus / October 12th / 1492 / Souvenir of the World's Fair /
Chicago / 1893. Size: 13 X 2.15" (Ribbon); 18.25 X 3.25" (Paper Backing).
Condition: Good - Ribbon has some loss of threads, mainly red area on flags. Some
light soiling. Paper backing is in fair condition with some toning, creasing and spots
of staining.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 36

Lot # 47 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, blue, red and gold
thread. Ribbon is still attached, with straight pin, to original paper backing from
manufacturer with text printed at top of paper reading in part Souvenir World's
Columbian Exposition / John Best & Co. / Paterson, N.J. / Manufacturers of
Illuminated pure silk book markers, badges, and woven pictures, & c. Ribbon has text
at top World's Columbian Exposition / Chicago 1893. Image of an eagle holding
arrows and draped flag of the U.S. In front of flag are images of both hemispheres of
the globe, Columbus landing, the Statue of Liberty, and the Administration Building.
At very bottom of ribbon is image of steam wheeler near shore with train in the
background. Size: 12 X 3.25" (Ribbon); 17 X 4" (Paper Backing). Condition: Very
Good - Very minor soiling/toning at very top of ribbon. Paper backing is in good
condition with some folding, creasing, and toning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 36

Lot # 48 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, blue, red and
yellow thread. Folded taper at bottom with red tassel. Ribbon is still attached, with
two straight pins, to original paper backing from manufacturer with text printed at top
of paper reading Twelve Highest Medal Awarded to Phoenix Silk Manufacturing Co /
Manufacturers of Illuminated Silk Bookmarks, Badges, and c. & c. / Paterson, N.J. /
Allentown, PA. / Potterville, PA. Ribbon has image of the Machinery Hall and above
it the shield of the U.S. with U.S. flags hung from either side and eagle perched on
top. Text on ribbon reads I Souvenir of the World's Columbian Exposition / Chicago /
1893. Size: 13 X 2.5" (Ribbon); 18 X 3.25" (Paper Backing). Condition: Excellent Two horizontal creases in paper backing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 49 - Silk ribbon pin. Red, white and blue vertically striped ribbon hanging from
brass embossed bar pin. Bar bin has image of eagle holding two crossed flags in its
talons. Printed in silver on ribbon is image of the Liberty Bell in center. Text reads
Return of Liberty Bell from World's Fair / November 4 1893. Two brass (?) tassels at
bottom, 1.5" long. Marking printed on reverse Made by John O'Callahan & Sons /
Eighth and Sansom / Philadelphia. Size: 8 X 2.5". Condition: Very Good - Very minor
soiling to ribbon. Two minor spots on corrosion/discoloration on top edge of bar pin.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 36

$ 16

Lot # 50 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, blue, red and
yellow thread. Ribbon is still attached, with two straight pins, to original paper
backing from manufacturer with text printed at top of paper reading Souvenir of
Discovery of America and World's Columbian Exposition / Woven pure silk. Ribbon
has folded taper at bottom with blue tassel. Ribbon has image of the Administration
Building in center and banner of four United States flags at top. Text reads Souvenir
woven in the Worlds Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893 / And the Star Spangled
Banner / O Long May it wave / Oer the land of the free and the home of the brave /
Welcome to all nations. Size: 2.5 X 8.5" (Ribbon); 3.25 X 11.5" (Paper Backing).
Condition: Excellent - Ribbon is in excellent condition. Paper backing is toned with
some creasing and tearing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

Lot # 51 - Red silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with white thread. Fringe at
bottom, 1". Image at top of an eagle with shield of the United States on front and
ribbon in its beak reading E. Pluribus Unum. Image in center of ribbon of the
Machinery Hall with text above Machinery Hall. At bottom is text Chicago / 1893
with a branch of flowers below. Marking on ribbon Cornforth Marx Paterson N.J.
Size: 7.75 X 2.3". Condition: Good - Fringe at bottom is somewhat ragged. Minor tear
into ribbon area near fringe.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 36

$ 34

Lot # 52 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, brown, blue, red
and yellow thread. Ribbon is still attached, with straight pin, to original paper backing
from manufacturer with text printed at top of paper reading World's Columbian
Exposition / Woven in Pure Silk. Ribbon has folded taper at bottom with blue tassel.
Ribbon has at top text Souvenir of the Discovery of America with image below of
Columbus with his followers on shore. Text below reads Landing of Columbus / Oct
12th 1492. Center image is bust of Columbus with flags of the United States and
Castile and Leon crossed below him. Image of caravel Santa Maria at bottom. Size:
10.5 X 2.5" (Ribbon); 10.75 X 3" (Paper Backing). Condition: Good - Ribbon has
some spots of light soiling. Top of paper backing is torn off with part of text lost.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Lot # 53 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, green, yellow and
light blue thread. Folded to a taper at bottom with a yellow tassel. Text at top reads
Souvenir / Worlds Fair Chicago / 1893. Bust of Frances Cleveland in the center with
handwriting-like text below Frances F. Cleveland with flowers behind. Image of the
White House at bottom. Marking on back John Best & Co. Paterson N.J. Size: 9 X
2.3". Condition: Good - Some light toning especially where folded ends were glued.
Minor pinprick mars.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 40

$ 40

Lot # 54 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, red, blue, and
yellow thread. Folded taper at bottom with red tassel. At top globe with U.S. flags on
either side and spread eagle perched on top holding banner reading World's Fair.
1893. Chicago. In center is bust of Mrs. Potter Palmer facing left with text below
reading Mrs. Potter Palmer / President / Board Lady Manager. Image of the Woman's
Building at bottom with small text above View of Woman's Building. Marking on
back John Best & Co. Paterson N.J. Size: 11.5 X 2.3". Condition: Very Good - Very
minor spots of soiling. Some light toning especially where folded ends were glued.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

Lot # 55 - Cream color silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, green, red,
blue and yellow thread. Ribbon has folded taper at bottom. Image of US flag at top
with text below Souvenir / Woven in the Worlds Columbian Exposition Chicago
1893. In center is image of the U.S. Government Building. At bottom is image of a
smoking cannon with a U.S. flag planted next to it. Size: 6.5 X 2.5". Condition: Good
- Appears to have had a tassel at bottom which is lost. Top and bottom "hems" are
loose.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 56 - Cream color silk ribbon with center printed plastic overlay attached with
tied ribbons. Overlay has B&W image of the Horticulture Building with text below
World's Fair / 1893 / Horticulture Building. Silk ribbon has fringed ends, 1". Size: 3 X
8.75". Condition: Good - Some very light soiling of ribbon and printed overlay.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 36

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 57 - Cream color silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, blue, red,
yellow and green thread. Folded taper bottom with red tassel. Decorative yellow and
red scalloped border at top. Text at top reads The World's Columbian Exposition /
1893 / Chicago. Image of the Administration Building with small text below
Administration Building. In center of ribbon is image of two U.S. flags with an eagle
on top. At bottom is image of the landing of Columbus with text above Landing of
Columbus Oct 12 1492. Size: 11.5 X 2.5". Condition: Good - Tapered bottom is
coming loose on one side with tassel slightly askew and frayed with wear. Small spots
of staining.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 58 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with red, yellow, brown and
blue thread. Folded taper at bottom of ribbon, Text at top reads Souvenir of the
World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893. Top image of an eagle holding the U/S
flag sitting atop a glob. Central image of the U.S. Government Building. Bottom of
ribbon has image of the shield of the U.S. with flags to either side and an eagle
perched on top. Text at bottom reads And the Star Spangled Banner / O Long May it
wave / Oer the land of the free and the home of the brave / Welcome to all nations.
Size: 9 X 2.5". Condition: Good - Appears to have had tassel which is lost. Very
minor soiling at bottom where taper adhesive has yellowed.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 59 - Cream color silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with black, green, red,
blue and yellow thread. Fringe at bottom. Decorative yellow and red scalloped border
at top. Text below Souvenir / Machinery Hall / Area 17 Acres / Cost $1,200,000.
Image of the Machinery Hall below. Text at bottom reads Woven in ... Size: 6.75 X
2.6". Condition: Good - Some spots of light to moderate staining.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 60 - White silk Stevensgraph ribbon embroidered with brown, blue, red and
yellow thread. Fringe at bottom. Ribbon is still attached, with straight pin, to original
paper backing from manufacturer with text printed at top of paper reading Souvenir of
Discovery of America and World's Columbian Exposition / Woven pure silk. At top
of ribbon is text Souvenir of the Discovery of America / Woven in the Worlds
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893. Ribbon has central image of Columbus landing
with followers surrounding him. Text below reads Landing of Columbus / Oct 12th
1492. At bottom is image of two U.S. flags crossed with shield of U.S. in center. Size:
6.25 X 2.5" (ribbon); 3 X 12" (Paper Backing). Condition: Excellent - Ribbon is in
excellent condition. Paper backing has some creasing and tearing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 10

$ 36

Lot # 61 - Mini wooden chair. The chair is painted red and says "World's Fair Chair
for Rent" in black on the seat. On the bottom of the seat it says "Columbian
Exposition 1893 Chicago.". Size: 11.25" x 6" x 5.5". Condition: The paint is a little
worn, otherwise very good.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 62 - Brown perfume token. Image of the crescent moon and star with
surrounding text Perfume of the Orient / Kismet. On reverse is image of a shield with
flag of United States and flag with a crescent moon hung from either side. Text reads
Souvenir / Columbian Exposition / Chicago / 1492 / 1892 -3. Pin protruding from top
with orange ribbon. Size: 1 X 1 X .25". Condition: Good - Slight crack at top where
pin was inserted. Ribbon is loose from pin.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 63 - Elogated 1892 Liberty Head nickel. Text reads "Columbian Exposition",
"1893" with three stars. Nice clear image front and back. Size: .8 X 1.4". Condition:
Good - Small specks of rust/corrosion.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 64 - Elongated Cent. Text reads "Columbian Exposition", "1893" with two stars.
Size: .75 X 1.25". Condition: Very Good - Patina to metal. Light surface scratching.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 65 - Elongated 1865 Liberty Head three cent nickel. Text reads "Columbian
Exposition", "1893". Reverse is ledgable. Size: 1 X .75". Condition: Good - Light
surface corrosion.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 66 - Ribbon badge pin. Yellow metal bar pin with text Manhattan. Suspended
from a cream color grosgrain ribbon is a gold color medal. Medal has image in center
of two men on either side of a shield with an eagle perched on top. Text reads
Manhattan Day / October 1, 1893. On reverse is bust of Columbus facing left with text
World's Columbian Exposition. Size: 2 X 1.5". Condition: Good - Ribbon is lightly
soiled all-over. Light scratching of medal especially at rim.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 35

$ 15

$ 12

$8

$ 15

$ 14

Lot # 67 - White and yellow metal pin badge. Yellow metal pin section with text
Chicago and two hands clasping on top. White metal globe suspended from pin. On
top of globe is yellow metal shield shape with eagle perched on top. Shield has birds
eye view of the grounds of the exposition with text World's Columbian Exposition /
1893. Size: 2.25 X 1.75". Condition: Good - Some corrosion / discoloration of metal.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 68 - Yellow metal pin badge. Pin section has text New York. Suspended from
pin is badge with decorative foliage around outside and text Chicago / Ferris Wheel /
World's Fair / 1893. Size: 2.3 X 1.6". Condition: Good - Some corrosion /
discoloration of metal.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 69 - Ribbon pin badge. White metal bar pin is shaped like a banner with text
Souvenir across, and shield of the United States behind it. Suspended from bar pin is
red, white, and blue ribbon in back, and in front an oval aluminum medal. Front of
metal has bust of Columbus and text World's Columbian Fair / 1492 / 1892 / Chicago,
U.S. On reverse is in center image of men working in a mine with text Rocky
Mountains / The Mines Bonanza. Size: 3.25 X 1.5". Condition: Fair - Medal section is
loose from bar pin at jump ring. Ribbon has all-over light soiling and is frayed at end.
Medal has some light surface scratching.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 70 - Bar pin. Tri color golden nail with a white metal coin like piece set in
center. Central piece has image of the Women's Building with text below Women's
Building 1893 and decorative border around outside edge. Size: 1 X 2.5". Condition:
Good - Some discoloration and loss of plating of central piece.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 71 - Yellow metal badge pin. Bar pin section had initial F L T inside three chain
links. Suspended from bar pin is a hexagon shape piece black enamel. In center is a
globe in center and surrounding text World's Columbian Exposition / Chicago.
Around outside are five icons: a book, a bow and arrow, an eye of providence, a
scroll, and a hand with a heart on it. At bottom 1893. Size: 2.15 X 1.5". Condition:
Good - Light surface corrosion of metal.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
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Lot # 72 - Yellow metal bar pin with silhouette/cut-out of spread eagle holding a
banner in its beak with text World's Fair / 1893. Suspended from pin is red, white, and
blue ribbon with a yellow metal bell at bottom. Etched on outside of bell Proclaim
Liberty / 1776. Size: 2.25 X 1.25". Condition: Fair - Pin section is in very good
condition. Ribbon and bell are loose from bar pin. Ribbon is soiled. Bell is missing
clapper. Some discoloration of bell metal.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 73 - Yellow/copper color metal pin badge. Pin section is shaped like a banner
with text Souvenir across, and shield of the United States behind it. Suspended shield
shape badge has bust of Columbus with text 400th Anniversary / Discovery of
America / 1492 / 1892 / Chicago / 1893. Size: 2.3 X 1.5". Condition: Fair - Appears to
have been plated with significant loss of plating. Some loss of detail to higher surface
areas .
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 74 - Pop-up book in full color. The front of the book says "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago 1893" and shows a bird's eye view of the fair. This is the first
book in a set-there is a Roman numeral "I" in the top right corner. The bottom of the
cover identifies the buildings that pop up when the book is opened. The cover also
says " Patented June 26, 1883" and "Registered Printed in Germany." The book opens
at bottom to one page of pop-up buildings that are numbered and correspond to their
names on the front cover. Size: 10.25" x 12.25". Condition: Fair - The binding at the
top is loose. And the top is slightly discolored. The edge of the book is worn and there
is an area missing from the left side that goes into the pop up (looks like a bite from a
rodent). All pop-ups work inside, although one list is disconnected from the back and
there is no tape.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 75 - Souvenir stencils in box. The top of the box shows a color image of the Fair
and says "The World's Fair Drawing (Teacher"-part of this word is ripped off.)
"Amusement for Children/ Published by Parker Brothers, Salem, Mass. U.S.A.
Copyrighted 1893." The stencils are of various buildings of the fair and feel like they
are made out of thick paper. Size: Each stencil- 4.75" x 8.75" In box- 5.75" x 9.5" .
Condition: The box is very worn with part of the top missing. The stencils vary in
condition; some are in excellent condition, some are ripped.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 76 - Wooden instrument with holes at one end to blow into. There is paper
applied at top that shows an image of the "World's Fair" in the background with
people dancing while a man sells "Calliopes" out of a box. Beneath this it says
"Calliope. The B. & B. Mfg Co. Norwolk. O." And "Patented Aug 20. 1889.". Size:
3.5" x 6.25". Condition: The paper is a little worn but still readable. One of the
openings ( 4th in from left) has a small chip in the wood, otherwise very good.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
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Lot # 77 - White glass tumbler that has a pink toned image of "Machinery Hall" on the
front. The top rim was once lined in pink. Size: 3.75" x 2.75" diameter. Condition:
Good- There are several chips in the top rim and most of the pink along the rim is
gone. The glass also has a few areas of discoloration.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 78 - Printed baby quilt from the Columbian Exposition, c. 1892. Has two sided
print. One side is red, cream and blue with an "American" theme. The other side has
an Asian theme. Hanging loop. #6 in Quilt book. Size: 31.5" x 22.5". Condition: One
side has loose stitches on top corner, otherwise very good.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 79 - Full sized printed quilt from the Columbian Exposition. Columbian
Exposition theme. Signed, "Presented to Mable F. Brock by her grandmother (Hannah
Prescott) December 25th 1893." # 7 in quilt book. Size: 79" x 83" . Condition: Poor,
edges are frayed, some holes, some stains.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

Lot # 80 - Cup & Saucer.
- Cream colored crackled glaze cup with handle. Full color image of the "Government
Building" in the center with red, cream and blue leaf design on either side. There is
also a red design around the inside of the cup. The top rim has slightly scalloped
edges. Says "L.S. & S. Germany" on the bottom of the cup. Size: 2.5" x 3.75"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Cream colored crackled glaze saucer. Full color image of the "Government
Building" in the center with a red design around the inside and rim. The edge has
slightly scalloped edges. Says "L.S. & S. Germany" on the bottom. Size: 1" x 5.75"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 81 - Cup and Saucer:
- Small white cup with unique handle. The handle looks somewhat like a fence post
rather than the rounded standard cup handle. On the front is an image of "View
looking south over the lagoon. Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." There once was
a rim of gold around the top but it is almost worn away. There is a rim of gold around
the base as well. The bottom of the cup says "Victoria Carlsbad Austria." Size: 2.75" x
3.25" diameter. Condition: The gold rim around the top is almost worn away but the
rest is excellent.
- White saucer with gold rim around the outer edge and also the inner edge of where
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the cup would rest. Size: 1" x 6" diameter. Condition: Good- the gold along the outer
rim is very worn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 82 - Deck of playing cards. The deck contains 53 cards. The top of each card is
red and shows an image of the three ships from Columbus' expedition. Each number
card shows a color image of a building or image from the fair. The case is not original
and is in two pieces of light brown leather. You place the cards in one piece then
cover that with the second piece. The front of the case shows a symbol of a crest with
fleur de lis, with a lion to the left and a unicorn to the right. Size: 3.75" x 2.75".
Condition: Top piece of leather case is scratched and worn, but other piece and cards
are in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 83 - Deck of playing cards in box. The top of each card is blue and shows an
image of Columbus and his landing party. Each number card shows a building from
the fair in color. The box is also blue and says "Columbian Souvenir Playing Cards.
Copyrighted 1893 by G. W. Clark.". Size: 3.5" x 2.5". Condition: The box is a little
worn but the cards are in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 84 - Tintype photographic print in paper booklet mount. Image is of 5 people in
formal sitting. Text inside reads "On the Midway/World's Fair/1893". Midway
souvenir family photos are rare. Size: 3 X 4.75. Condition: Good - Print has some
surface soiling and minor bend in metal. Paper booklet is moderately soiled with a
.25" tear in cover and 1" tear in hinge.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 85 - Paper booklet "Souvenir of a Ride on the Ferris Wheel at the World's Fair
Chicago", The American Engraving Company, Chicago, 1893. Blue, red and gold
printed cover, b&w illustrations, 8 pages. Simple ribbon tie binding. Size: 9.5 X 6
(15.5cm). Condition: Good - 1/2" tear in spine and 1/2" piece of cellophane tape and
loss area from removal of it. Very light soiling on cover. 1/4" chip in lower right
corner of front cover. Book appears to have been folded at one point and shows two
light vertical creases .
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 86 - Paper booklet advertising Libbey Glass Company at the 1893 World's Fair.
Two color cover, single color illustrations. Size: 6 X 4.5 (11.5cm). Condition: Good Spine has tape repair on interior. Minor amount of rusting of staples at binding. Pages
are in good condition. Area of loss on back cover corner, .25". Pen mark on front
cover, .5".
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 87 - Invitation to the World's Columbian Exposition Closing Ceremonies,
October 30th, 1893. Black printing on cream color paper. Single fold booklet. Image
of the Administration Building on front. Size: 5.25 X 8. Condition: Good - Very
minor all over soiling. 2.5" tear along lower edge of fold. Front cover shows some
light offset from printing.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
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Lot # 88 - Paper booklet menu from Banquet to Don Cristoval Colon de la Cerda,
Duke de Veragua by Thomas Witherell Palmer, President of The World's Columbian
Commission, May 2nd, 1892, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. Three pages total, ribbon
tie binding. Etching of woman and child on front cover. Size: 5.75 X 8.25 (21cm).
Condition: Good - Cover has some soiling and skinning to cover. No tears. Pages in
good condition.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 89 - Framed pillowcase. Pillowcase is white with the words "Compliments of
World's Fair 1893" embroidered in red. Around this is an embroidered red design.
Size: 25" x 28.25" in frame. Condition: There is some staining in the center which
gets darker towards the left side.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 90 - White tissue paper napkin with blue and red design around edges; design
has Administration Building, Government Building, eagle and ship in corners. Size:
16" x 16". Condition: Very good condition, considering the medium; very light
staining.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 91 - Embossed and etched white metal match safe with hinged lid. Rectangular
with rounded corners. One side has etched image of the Ferris wheel with text below
The Great Ferris Wheel; on lid text World's Fair / 1893. Reverse side has embossed on
body an image of the Administration Building with text World's Fair / Administration
Building / 1492 - 1893. On lid is image of the Art Palace with text above Art Palace.
Size: 2.8 X 1.5 X .4". Condition: Good - Very minor loss of plating. Very minor
denting at corners.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 92 - 1892 Commemorative Half Dollar, issued by the United States
Government. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, wear to hair on obverse and
boat on reverse. The coin is tarnished overall.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
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Lot # 93 - Lot of 3 match safes:
- Embossed white metal match safe with hinged lid. Stylized foliage around outside
edge. Image of the Administration Building on the front with text below Columbian
Fair Souvenir. Size: 2.5 X 1.5 X .35". Condition: Good - Some tarnishing of metal and
softening of higher surface areas.
- Embossed white metal match safe with hinged lid. Rectangular with rounded
corners. Stylized foliage and flower design covering one side. Reverse side has on
body an image of the Administration Building with text World's Fair / Administration
Building / 1492 - 1893. On lid is image of the Art Palace with text above Art Palace.
Size: 2.8 X 1.5 X .4". Condition: Good - Small amount of white metal plating has
been lost with yellow base metal showing through.
- White metal match safe with button release popping hinged lid. Three coin-like
vignettes on surface: One the head of Columbus facing right with text Columbus
below, second an image of the Administration Building with text Administration
Building below, and third on reverse side a scalloped oval with text Chicago / World's
Fair / 1893. Size: 2.5 X 1 X .5". Condition: Good - Some white metal plating is
rubbed off revealing yellow metal below. Some tarnishing. No denting or marring of
metal.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 94 - Lot of 3 paperweights:
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
Michigan State Building with state seal at lower right and text Michigan State
Building / Columbian Exposition, 1893. Small text at bottom reads Made at World's
Fair by Libbey Glass Co. Patented. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X .75". Condition: Very Good Some light surface scratching .
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
Delaware State Building with state seal at lower right and text Delaware State
Building / Columbian Exposition, 1893. Small text at bottom reads Made at World's
Fair by Libbey Glass Co. Patented. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X .75". Condition: Good - Some
surface scratching and light pitting/nicking to glass.
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
Connecticut State Building with state seal at lower left and text Connecticut State
Building / Columbian Exposition, 1893. Small text at bottom reads Made at World's
Fair by Libbey Glass Co. Patented. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X .75". Condition: Very Good Some very light surface scratching and abrasions to glass.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 30

$ 30

Lot # 95 - Lot of 3 paperweights:
- Rectangular glass paperweight with golf leaf birds eye view of the fairgrounds. Text
at lower right reads World's Columbian Exposition 1893. Size: 4.25 X 2.5 X .75".
Condition: Good - Some chipping around base of paperweight, primarily on
underside. Otherwise paperweight is in very good condition.
- Circular clear glass paperweight. Top of paperweight is etched World's Fair / 1893
inside of a scalloped edge circle. Underside of paperweight has a molded glass image
of the ship the Santa Maria with dates in reverse 1492 / 1892 at bottom. Size: 3.15 X
1.25". Condition: Very Good - Very small, under .15" X .15", area of chipping on top
side. Two tiny areas of roughness/chipping around outside edge of lower side.
- Circular clear glass paperweight. Top of paperweight has text World's Columbian
Exposition / 1492 / 1892 around outer edge. Underside of paperweight has a molded
glass image of bust of Columbus. Ribbed glass around outside edge. Size: 3.25 X
1.25". Condition: Good - Some small areas of chipping. Three chips within head of
Columbus. One small chip along base edge, and one within text. Some abrasion of
glass surface.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 96 - Lot of 3 paperweights:
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
Government Building with text Government Building / Columbian Exposition,
Chicago, 1893. Small text at bottom reads Pat Sept 5 Barnes & Abrams Co Grapeville
PA. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X .75". Condition: Good - Light surface scratching. One .5 " X
.25" deeper scratch and one deeper pit.
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
Horticulture Building with text Horticulture Building. / World's Columbian
Exposition / Chicago, 1893. Small text at bottom reads Pat Sept 5 Barnes & Abrams
Co Grapeville PA. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X .9". Condition: Fair - Two chips from glass at
front side base. Light all-over surface scratching.
- Rectangular glass slab Paperweight with rounded corners. B&W image of the
World's Fair Fisheries Building with text World's Fair Fisheries Building. Small text
at bottom reads Pat Sept 5 Barnes & Abrams Co Grapeville PA. Size: 3.9" X 2.4" X
.75". Condition: Good - Some surface scratching and very light pitting.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 97 - Lot of 2 razors:
- Straight razor in box marked "Bismark Razor" on the front. Wording on the back
mostly worn away along with the black covering. The blade of the razor has an image
of buildings from the "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." The blade also
says "Hortense Razor ... Size: In box-6.5" x 1.25", open-10" long. Condition: Box is
very worn. The razor is tarnished but otherwise in good condition.
- Razor in black plastic box (probably not original box). The blade of the razor has an
image of buildings from the "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." The
handle also says "H.Boker & Co. and has their trademark image of a tree. The back of
the razor says "Germany." The handle is black or very dark brown. Because the
handle is cracked at the end the blade does not stay within the handle when closed.
Size: Box-6.75", open 10" long . Condition: The handle is cracked on the end so that
is comes apart. The blade is tarnished in some areas. There are also a few small chips
in the blade of the razor.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 25

$ 30

$ 10

Lot # 98 - Lot of 2 china pitchers and 1 Mug:
- White cream pitcher with an image of "World's Exposition, Chicago.1893" "The Art
Palace" on the front in black and white. The top rim and handle are lined in gold trim.
The bottom is stamped "England" with a crown and "W" shape. Size: 3.25" x 2.25"
diameter. at top. Condition: Small chip in spout and near base, and gold has faded a
little along the rim. Also, hairline crack on the bottom.
- White cream pitcher with an image of "World's Exposition, Chicago.1893" "The
Government Building" on the front in black and white. The top rim and handle are
lined in gold trim. The bottom is stamped "England" with a crown and "W" shape.
Size: 2.75" x 1.75" diameter at top. Condition: Very good.
- White mug with an image of "World's Exposition, Chicago.1893" "The Government
Building" on the front in black and white. At one point the top rim and handle were
lined in gold trim, but most of the gold along the rim is gone. The bottom is stamped
"England" with a crown and "W" shape. Size: 3.25" x 2.5" diameter. at top. Condition:
The gold trim on the rim has mostly worn away, and there is a small chipped area that
leads to a hairline crack on the front of the mug.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 99 - Lot of 2 knives:
- Pocketknife. One side shows a raised image of the Machinery Building "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." The other side shows raised images of
Columbus at the top, and a ship, arrows, globe and anchor at bottom. Size: 3.25" long.
Condition: Excellent.
- Small silver colored metal pocketknife. One side shows an image of a ship and says
"Chicago" above it and "1893" below it. The other side shows an image of Columbus
and says "1492" above and "1892" below. It has a small blade that comes out of one
side. It looks as if there is something that should come out of the other side, but part of
it may have broken off. Size: 2.5" long. Condition: Both the images and edges are
somewhat worn. Some areas of the edges also have some nicks.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 100 - Lot of 5 purses with metal tops:
- Leather purse with metal top that shows an image of "World's Fair Electricity
Building." The top has a push button metal clasp. Size: 2.5" x 2.5" x 1.75. Condition:
The leather is very worn and has holes in some spots.
- Leather purse with metal top that shows an image of "Administration Building
World's Exposition." The top has a push button metal clasp. Size: 2.5" x 2.75" x 1.75.
Condition: The leather is very worn but still feels soft.
- Leather purse with metal top. The top has two compartments to open, one slightly
larger than the other. The lid on the left compartment shows "World's Fair Electricity
Building" and the smaller lid on the right shows World's Fair Administration
Building." They both open with a push button clasp. Size: 2" x 3.75" x 1.75".
Condition: The leather is very worn, especially on the back. The metal lids are
tarnished,.
- Leather purse with metal top that says World's Fair Chicago." The top has a push
button metal clasp. Just above the clasp it says "Pat. /Jan 10 '93.". Size: 2.5" x 2.75" x
1.75. Condition: The leather is worn and feels stiff.
- Leather purse with metal top. The top has two compartments to open, one slightly
larger than the other. The lid on the left compartment shows "Columbia Exhibition
1892" with an eagle and crossed flags, and the smaller lid on the right shows "Spain
1492" and a crown and shield. They both open with a push button clasp. Size: 2" x
3.75" x 1.75". Condition: The leather is worn but soft, the metal lids are tarnished.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 10

$ 25

$ 30

Lot # 101 - Lot of 4 ruby glass goblets:
- Ruby flash glass goblet with clear "thumbprint" patterned glass at bottom and clear
glass stem. Inscribed in cursive on one side "World's Fair Chicago 1893" and on the
other side "Good". Size: 5.75" x 3" diameter. Condition: Excellent - very minor
scratches to the ruby coloring.
- Small ruby flash glass goblet with clear patterned glass with ruby accents at bottom
and clear glass stem with ruby accents. Inscribed in cursive on one side "World's Fair
1893" and on the other side "Mary Goodwin". Size: 4" x 2" diameter. Condition:
Excellent - remnants of price sticker on glass.
- Small ruby flash glass goblet with thin band clear "thumbprint" patterned glass at
bottom and clear glass stem. Inscribed in print on one side "World's Fair 1893" and on
the other side "Daisy". Size: 4" x 2" diameter. Condition: Good - some iridescences
throughout the glass.
- Small ruby "flash"/stained glass goblet with clear "thumbprint" patterned glass at
bottom and clear glass stem. Inscribed in cursive on one side "World's Fair 1893" and
on the other side "Cora E. Simmons". Size: 4" x 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent small chip in base.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 102 - Lot of 5 ruby glasses:
- Ruby flash glass tumbler with decorative "block" clear patterned glass design with
ruby accents at bottom. Inscribed in cursive on one side "World's Fair 1893" and "J.J.
Hawk" on the other. Size: 3.75" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Good - small chip in the
bottom; scratches/loss to the ruby coloring throughout; small area of adhesive residue.
- Thin ruby flash glass juice glass with flared top rim and clear patterned glass design
at bottom. Inscribed in cursive "World's Fair 1893" on one side and "Father" on the
other. Size: 3.75" x 2.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Ruby flash glass mug with decorative "block" clear patterned glass design with ruby
accents at bottom and clear glass handle. Inscribed in cursive on one side "World's
Fair 1893" and "Gust Thomas" on the other. Size: 3" x 2.5" diameter. Condition:
Excellent - very minor scratches to the ruby coloring.
- Thin ruby flash glass juice glass with flared top rim and clear patterned glass design
at bottom. Inscribed in cursive "World's Fair 1893" on one side and "C.E. Warren" on
the other. Size: 3.75" x 2.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent - remnants of price
sticker on glass.
- Thin ruby flash glass juice glass with flared top rim and clear patterned glass design
at bottom. Inscribed in cursive "World's Fair 1893" on one side and "Mother" on the
other. Size: 3.75" x 2.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent - two minor scratches to the
ruby coloring.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 30

$ 25

Lot # 103 - Lot of 4 trays:
- Silver plated circular tray with three small ball feet. Surface is engraved with three
vignettes around outside: The Machinery Hall, The Administration Building, and The
Hall of Mines and Mining. In center is an engraved image of bust of Columbus with
banner surrounding him reading World's Columbian Exposition / Chicago. Outside
edge of tray is a scalloped foliage border with 1492 / 1892 at either edge. Marking on
back reads Simpson H.M. & Co. / Quadruple Plate / A. Size: .75 X 6.75" diameter.
Condition: Good - Moderate amount of loss of silver plating. Some light surface
scratches and nicking.
- Small rectangular brass (?) tray. Embossed image of Columbus holding a scroll and
looking over the grounds of the Columbian Exposition, encircled in clouds. Text reads
The Vision of Columbus / 1492 / 1892-3. Swirl decorative edge to tray. Size: .15 X
4.75 X 3.5". Condition: Good - Tray looks as if it may have been silver plated but
almost no plating remains. Some light corrosion of metal at edges, especially on
underside.
- Small, circular silver plated white metal tray. Filigree edge to tray, with beaded star
inside a circle pattern. Relief text reads World's Fair / 1893 surrounded by leafy
branches. Size: .25 X 4" diameter. Condition: Good - Significant wearing of silver
plating. Slight bending of filigreed edge.
- Small, circular silver plated white metal tray. Filigree edge to tray, with beaded star
inside a circle pattern. Engraved center reads World's Fair / 1893 with a leafy branch
above. Size: .5 X 4" diameter. Condition: Good - Significant wearing of silver plating.
Approx 3" section of filigreed edge is bent out.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 104 - Lot of 4 boxes:
- Rectangular white metal box with hinged lid and ball feet. Image of the Woman's
Building on lid with text Woman's Building at top. Foliage pattern around outside of
box. Size: 1 X 3.4 X 1.65" . Condition: Good - Some loss to white metal plating,
especially on edge of box.
- Rectangular white metal box with hinged lid and ball feet. Raised text on lid reads
World's Fair / 1893 with foliage at ends. Embossed foliage around edge of box. Size:
1 X 3.25 X 1.6". Condition: Good - Appears to have been plated in white metal with
significant amount lost revealing gray metal base. Some surface scratching.
- Oval white metal box with hinged lid and ball feet Engraved text on top reads
World's Fair / 1893 with foliage surrounding. Embossed decorative pattern around
edge of box. Size: .75 X 3.5 X 1.75". Condition: Good - Appears to have been plated
in white metal with significant amount lost revealing gray metal base.
- Rectangular white metal box with hinged lid and ball feet. Engraved text on lid reads
World's Fair / 1893 with leaves surrounding. Fine engraved pattern on box edge and
bottom. Size: 1 X 3.5 X 1.75" . Condition: Good - Appears to have been plated in
white metal with significant amount lost revealing gray metal base. Lid is slightly
askew.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

$ 18

Lot # 105 - Lot of 6 glasses, not matching, all with pictures of buildings:
- Clear juice glass with "Souvenir of the World's Fair Exposition Chicago 1893" in
white. Above this it is personalized with the name "Minnie Dot Wertz." There is also
an image of the "Machinery Building" and "Agricultural Building" in white. Size: 3.5"
x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Clear juice glass with an image of the "Government Building" from the 1893
Chicago World's Fair in white. The top of the glass is rimmed in gold. Size: 3.5" x
2.75" diameter. Condition: Good-small "pocks" in the glass and the gold rim is flaking
off in several places.
- Clear juice glass with an image of the "Mining Building" from the 1893 Chicago
World's Fair in white. The top of the glass is rimmed in gold. Size: 3.5" x 2.75"
diameter. Condition: Very good-small "pocks" in the glass and the gold rim is flaking
off in several places.
- Clear juice glass with an image of the "Electrical Building" from the 1893 Chicago
World's Fair in white. The top of the glass is rimmed with gold. Size: 3.5" x 2.75"
diameter. Condition: Excellent-gold on rim is just flaking off in a few areas.
- Clear juice glass with and image of the "Horticulture Building" from the 1893
Chicago World's Fair in white. The top of the glass is rimmed with gold. Size: 3.5" x
2.75" diameter. Condition: Fair-small chips on the rim, gold is flaked off in places,
and there is a white stain (tape residue) above the image.
- Clear juice glass with "Souvenir of the World's Fair Exposition Chicago 1893" in
white. In the center of this is a design with a shield. There is also an image of the
"Fisheries and Aquarium" building in white. Size: 3.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 106 - Lot if 6 etched glasses:
- Clear glass tumbler with decorative "block" clear patterned glass design at bottom.
Inscribed on one side is "World's Fair 1893." Above this it is personalized "Clay J.
Kent." On the other side is an image of grapes. The bottom has an indented star
design. Size: 3.75" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Small clear glass mug with clear glass handle. There is a design of vertical
impressions around the base. One side says "World's Fair 1893" in white script, and
the other is personalized with "Nellie" in white script. Size: 2.25" x 3" diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
- Clear juice glass with the words "Worlds Fair 1893" in white. Around this is a rose
design, also in white. The back is personalized with "Lida Stahler Lockport, N.Y.".
Size: 3.25" x 2.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Clear juice glass with the words "Worlds Fair 1893" and Minnie Smith" etched on in
white. Size: 3.25" x 2.5" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Clear shot glass with the words "World's Fair 1893" etched on in white cursive
lettering. It also has a design etched along the rim and the letter "D" in cursive script.
Size: 2.5" x 2.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Clear glass punch cup. The front says "World's Fair 1893" in a "frosted glass" color.
The back is personalized with "Cora.". Size: 2.25" x 3". Condition: One small chip on
rim, otherwise excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

$ 18

Lot # 107 - Lot of 4 metal mugs:
- Silver plated mug wit decorative foliage handle. Embossed image of a globe. To left
is a buffalo running through a landscape with teepees in background. To right a Native
American sitting on shore with a caravel approaching. Banner across image reads
World's Columbian Exposition / 1492 / 1892. Marking on bottom reads Simpson Hall
Miller & Co. / Quadruple Silver plate. Size: 3 X 2.75 X 4.25". Condition: Good Spotty loss of silver plating. All over surface nicking and scratching.
- Metal mug with an engraved image of the Electrical Building. Engraved script text at
top reads World's Fair / J.J. Hoodlett Jr. / 1893. Marking on bottom reads Albany
Silver Plate Co / Triple Plate. Size: 3 X 2.75 X 3.75". Condition: Fair - Almost all
silver plate is lost. Metal is bent along both top and bottom rims. Surface nicking and
scratching.
- Embossed Mug. Inscribed: World's Fair 1893. Bottom of mug inscribed: Osborn &
Co. Warranted Quadruple Plate Lancaster, PA. 13. Size: . Condition: Good - Metal is
dark, scratched or bent in some places, but in otherwise good condition.
- Silver colored mug. Etched on the front it says "World's Fair 1893" with a flower
design around this. There is also a flower design around the base of the mug. The
bottom says "Osborn & Co. Lancaster, Pa. Warranted Quadruple Plate" and "13.".
Size: 3.25" x 2.5" diameter at bottom. Condition: Slightly tarnished. Also, the opening
at top is bent out of shape and there are a few dings by the handle and around the base.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 108 - Lot of 4 multicolor plates:
- Plate with color image of the Agricultural Building and text Agricultural Building in
banner at bottom. Pink decorative pattern around outside of plate. Back of plate has
marking in brown reading L.S.&S. Germany and impression in plate A4 3/4. Size:
7.25 X 7.25 X .75". Condition: Good - Some light surface crazing but no chips or
cracks.
- Plate with color image of the Art Palace and text Art Palacein banner at bottom. Pink
decorative pattern around outside of plate. Back of plate has marking in brown
reading L.S.&S. Germany and impression in plate A4 3/4. Size: 7.25 X 7.25 X .75".
Condition: Very Good - Very fine surface crazing but no chips or cracks.
- Plate with color image of the Electrical Building and text Electrical Building in
banner at bottom. Pink decorative pattern around outside of plate. Back of plate has
marking in brown reading L.S.&S. Germany and impression in plate A4 3/4. Size:
7.25 X 7.25 X .75". Condition: Good - Some surface crazing but no chips or cracks.
Some areas of slight darkening.
- Plate with color image of the Mines and Mining Building and text Mines and Mining
Building in banner at bottom. Pink decorative pattern around outside of plate. Back of
plate has marking in brown reading L.S.&S. Germany and impression in plate A4 3/4.
Size: 7.25 X 7.25 X .75". Condition: Good - Some surface crazing but no chips or
cracks. Some areas of darkening.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 18

$ 25

Lot # 109 - Lot 4 brown plates:
- Plate with image of the United States Government Building in center and pattern
around edge with four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate
with brown pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge.
Below image is text United States Government Building, World's Columbian
Exposition. Back of plate has marking Wedgwood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3
X .5". Condition: Good - Very light surface crazing. Some very light areas of speckled
staining. Some tiny surface mars.
- Plate with image of the Electrical Building in center and pattern around edge with
four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with brown
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Electrical Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has marking
Wedgwood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Good - Light surface
crazing. Back of plate has three small areas of darker staining in crazing.
- Plate with image of the Horticulture Building in center and pattern around edge with
four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with brown
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Horticulture Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has
marking Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Very Good
- Very fine surface crazing but no chips or cracks.
- Plate with image of the Administration Building in center and pattern around edge
with four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with brown
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Administration Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has
marking Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Very Good
- Very minor beginnings of crazing primarily on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 110 - Lot of 3 small plates:
- Plate with image of the Art Palace in center with banner reading Art Palace.
Decorative border around edge. White plate with brown pattern. Plate is lightly ribbed
around edge with a scalloped border. Gold leaf at edge. Back of plate has marking
Marx & Guntherz / Carlsbad / Austria. Size: 6.2 X 6.2 X .75". Condition: Good Some light abrading of surface of plate at ribbing. Gold leaf at edges is partially worn
off. No chips or cracks.
- Plate with image of the United States Government Building in center with banner
reading U.S. Government Building. Decorative border around edge. White plate with
light green pattern. Plate is lightly ribbed around edge with a scalloped border. Gold
leaf at edge. Back of plate has marking Marx & Guntherz / Carlsbad / Austria. Size:
6.2 X 6.2 X .75". Condition: Good - Some light abrading of surface of plate at ribbing.
Gold leaf at edges is partially worn off. Two chips, approx. .25" in length each at
scalloped edge.
- Plate with image of the Electrical Building in center with banner reading Electrical
Building. Decorative border around edge. White plate with brown pattern. Plate is
lightly ribbed around edge with a scalloped border. Gold leaf at edge. Back of plate
has marking Marx & Guntherz / Carlsbad / Austria. Size: 6.2 X 6.2 X .75". Condition:
Good - Some light abrading of surface of plate at ribbing. Gold leaf at edges is
partially worn off. No chips or cracks.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 18

$ 12

Lot # 111 - Lot of 4 blue plates, each marked on the back "Wedgewood / Etruria,
England". The are all Size 8 1/4" X 8 1/4".
- Plate with image of the United States Government Building in center and pattern
around edge with four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate
with royal blue pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside
edge. Below image is text Machinery Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back
of plate has marking Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition:
Very Good - Some light surface crazing. No chips or cracks.
- Plate with image of the Machinery Building in center and pattern around edge with
four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with royal blue
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Machinery Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has marking
Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Very Good - Some
wear of glazing around outside edge. No chips or cracks. Very little crazing.
- Plate with image of the Electrical Building in center and pattern around edge with
four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with royal blue
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Electrical Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has marking
Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Very Good - Some
light surface crazing and very light surface scratching but no chips or cracks.
- Plate with image of the Agricultural Building in center and pattern around edge with
four decorative insets and flowers extending from them. White plate with royal blue
pattern. Light ruffling of plate edges and lightly scalloped outside edge. Below image
is text Agricultural Building, World's Columbian Exposition. Back of plate has
marking Wedgewood / Etruria, England. Size: 8.3 X 8.3 X .5". Condition: Very Good
- Some light surface crazing but no chips or cracks.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 112 - Lot of 4 handkerchiefs:
- White silk women's handkerchief. Decorative stitching in the corners with "World'
Fair Chicago 1893" above image of Administration Building in white with gold and
red accents. Size: 12" x 13". Condition: Excellent - Some minor staining. Creased.
- Ivory silk women's handkerchief. Decorative stitching around edges with floral motif
embroidery in one corner and "World's Fair Chicago 1893" above image of the
Administration Building. Opposite corner is embroidered "Aunt Ann" in white. Size:
11" x 12". Condition: Excellent - Some minor age spots along the folds.
- Ivory colored silk women's handkerchief. "Souvenir World's Fair Chicago 14921893 Landing of Columbus" is silk screened in brown around an image of the landing
of Columbus in the bottom corner. Size: 13" x 13" . Condition: Excellent condition.
- White silk ladies handkerchief with white embroidery; scalloped edges; floral
border; embroidered Administration Building in bottom right corner; signature in top
left corner. Size: 13" x 12". Condition: Very good - Light staining in center.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 25

$ 15

Lot # 113 - Lot of 5 Stevensgraphs Handkerchiefs:
- White and gold Stevensgraph of U.S. Government Building in the center and fringe
on four sides; top and bottom is gold and sides are white. Size: 15" x 14". Condition:
Excellent condition - fringe is intact.
- Purple and mint green Stevensgraph of Machinery Hall in the center and fringe on
four sides. Mint green fringe on top and bottom with purple fringe on left and right
ides. "Machinery Hall" "Souvenir woven at the World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893" is woven in a banner around the image of the building. Size: 14" x 14".
Condition: Good - Fading in spots specifically along the fold lines.
- Two tone purple Stevensgraph of Machinery Hall in the center and fringe on four
sides. "Machinery Hall" "Souvenir woven at the World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893" is woven in a banner around the image of the building. Size: 14" x 14".
Condition: Good - Water spot in the center image. Some fading and wear along the
creases.
- Blue and black Stevensgraph of the Manufactures Building "Souvenir woven at the
World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" is woven on a banner above the image
of the building. Two boats are pictured sailing along the canal in the foreground.
Fringe on four sides; top and bottom is black and sides are blue. Decorative zigzag
motif around the four sides. Size: 13" x 13" . Condition: Fair - Worn through to holes
at the creases. No stains but worn through where once folded.
- Red and gold Stevensgraph of U.S. Government Building in the center and fringe on
four sides; top and bottom is gold and sides are red. Size: 14" x 13". Condition: Poor Wear in bottom left corner (worn through); loss of fringe in bottom right.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 114 - Lot of 4 handkerchiefs:
- White silk ladies handkerchief with scalloped embroidered edge, embroidered
flowers in four corners and Administration Building embroidered in bottom left
corner. Size: 13" x 13" . Condition: Good - Light staining throughout.
- White silk ladies handkerchief with scalloped edges finished in pink thread.
Decorative embroidery of floral designs in the corners (also pink). "World's Fair
Chicago 1893" is embroidered in gold above a color rendition of the Administration
Building. In the opposite corner in pink thread is an embroidered signature (illegible).
Size: 11" x 11.5". Condition: Good - Some light age spots. Areas of color bleeding
from the embroidery thread.
- Ivory colored silk ladies handkerchief. Plain border with decorative straight stitch.
Silk screen of the Administration Building in black ink in the bottom left corner under
which is printed "Administration Building World's Columbian Exposition Chicago
1893.". Size: 12" x 12". Condition: Excellent - Creased. Some minor age spots.
- Ivory colored silk ladies handkerchief with scalloped border finished in ivory thread.
Decorative geometric stitching in ivory running from corner to corner. Floral
embroidery also accents the borders. The Administration Building is embroidered in
ivory with "World's Fair Chicago" stitched around it. Size: 12.5" x 12.5". Condition:
Good condition- the date "1893" was removed from the embroidery and has left a
ghost mark. Folded.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

$ 15

Lot # 115 - Lot of 2 handkerchiefs and a Scarf:
- White cotton handkerchief with red and orange buildings in center and each corner;
center is Administration Building; in corners are Machinery, Electrical, Manufactures
and Liberal Arts, and Government Buildings. Size: 17.5" x 19" . Condition: Good Light staining throughout; in pencil in top left corner "From Aunt Catherine".
- White cotton handkerchief with red and green buildings in center and each corner;
center is Fisheries and Aquarium; in corners are Horticultural Hall, Gallery of Fine
Arts, Mines Building, and the Agricultural Building. Size: 17" x 18". Condition: Good
- One stain under the Gallery of Fine Arts Building in the top right corner.
- Ivory colored silk scarf. Stevensgraph of Machinery Hall in the center with
"Machinery Hall Souvenir of the World's Fair Chicago 1893" surrounding the image
of the building. "Frank C. McGarvey" embroidered in script in bottom right corner.
Size: 20" x 20" . Condition: Excellent - no stains. Creased along fold lines.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 116 - Lot of 4 embroidered Handkerchiefs:
- Ivory colored silk ladies handkerchief. Embroidered with World's Fair logo with
eagle and flag in bottom corner. "Mabel Almy" [sp?] signature is embroidered in
opposite corner. Size: 13" x 12". Condition: Good - Some light staining - more around
the logo. Worn along folds.
- White silk ladies handkerchief with scalloped border finished in ivory colored
thread. Embroidered white leaves in the corners. "Worlds Fair 1893 Chicago" is
embroidered above an eagle perched on a tree limb holding an American flag. The
name "Millie" is embroidered in light blue in the opposite corner. Size: 11.5" x 11.5".
Condition: Excellent. No stains. Creased.
- White cotton women's handkerchief. "Exposition Chicago World's Fair 1893"
embroidered with three flags, two banners an a floral motif in corner. Signature
embroidered in white in opposite corner (no able to make out). Size: 14" x 15".
Condition: Excellent - Some light bleeding of the red pigment from the embroidery.
Clean and crisp. Minor creases where folded.
- White cotton women's handkerchief. U.S. Government Building, "Columbian
Exposition" and "Chicago 1893" embroidered in bottom corner. Signature "Anna
Rist" embroidered in opposite corner. Size: 15" x 15". Condition: Good - Some light
staining around embroidery. Adhesive residue from price sticker.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

$ 15

Lot # 117 - Lot of 6 sterling silver spoons:
- U.S. Government Building and "World's Columbian Exposition 1893" in bowl, gold
washed. A full figure female goddess with "Chicago" on shank. Reverse has letter "C"
with wings and a pig's head on shank. Wendell Mfg. Co.). Size: 1.25" x 5.75".
Condition: Good - Tarnish in bowl, around design and on shank.
- Machinery Hall and "World's Columbian Exposition 1893" in bowl, gold washed. A
full figure female goddess with "Chicago" on shank. Reverse has letter "C" with
wings and a pig's head on shank. (Wendell Mfg. Co.). Size: 1.25" x 5.75". Condition:
Good - Tarnish around designs on front and back of shank, as well as back of bowl.
- "Columbian Exposition" and bust on shank. Bowl has a raised design of the U.S.
Battleship with the initials "HAB" engraved. Reverse has nautical designs and image
of Santa Maria. Wear to bowl edge. (Tilden, Thurber & Co.). Size: 1.25" x 5.75".
Condition: Fair - Tarnish around design in bowl, on shank and reverse.
- Twisted shank leading to a bust of Columbus. Bowl has "World's Fair 1893" etched
into it (wiggle work). Size: 1" x 5.25". Condition: Good - Tarnish over entire spoon.
- Gold plated teaspoon with twisted shank leading to a bust of Columbus. Bowl has
"World's Fair 1893" etched into it. Size: 1" x 5.25". Condition: Fair - Tarnish in bowl,
along twist design of shank and reverse of spoon.
- With an engraved design of the "Administration Building" in the bowl with the dates
"1492" and "1892-3" along the top. Shank has a floral border on front and back. "Pat.
1892" is engraved on back of shank. Size: 1.25" x 5.5". Condition: Very good Tarnish along floral design of shank, front and back.
This lot has 110 grams of sterling (3.2 oz of pure silver )
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 118 - Lot of 6 sterling demitasse spoons:
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with C scroll shank leading to a hemisphere, eagle,
and bust of Columbus with ruffled collar. Bowl has raised design of a sailing ship on
sea with "Columbian Exposition" above. Reverse has image of sailing ship with
"1492." (Niagara Silver Co.). Size: 1" x 4.25". Condition: Good - Tarnish around
raised designs in bowl and on shank, as well as reverse.
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with shank in shape of a full- figured woman holding
a hemisphere above her head with has "World's Fair 1893 Chicago" on it. Above are
two small child-like figures and a bust of a woman in profile. Bowl has a raised design
of the "Woman's Building'" with "World's Columbian Exposition" below. Reverse has
C scrolls along edge of shank and reverse of woman's bust. (Pat. 1893). Size: 1" x
4.25". Condition: Good - Little tarnish around raised designs in bowl and on shank.
Tarnish and scratches on back of bowl.
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with two hemispheres with "World's Fair" on them,
and "Chicago" along shank. Bowl is blank. Reverse has "SS" engraved in a cartouche
with "1492" "1892" below. Size: 1" x 4.25". Condition: Good - Tarnish around
designs on shank, with spots in bowl and on back of bowl.
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with "Columbian Exposition" on shank with C
scrolls and floral design leading to bust of Columbus. Bowl has raised design of
Columbus and other male figures with "Columbus 1492". Reverse of shank has
nautical and floral designs with Santa Maria. Reverse of bowl is engraved "FB."
(Tilden, Thurber & Co. Sterling, Pat. 91). Size: 1" x 4.25". Condition: Good - Tarnish
around designs in bowl and on shank.
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with C scroll design, "World's Fair Chicago1492"
and a vacant cartouche on shank. Bowl has raised design of the Administration
Building with "Chicago 1892:3". Reverse has C scroll design around shank and "RW
& S Sterling.". Size: .75" x 4". Condition: Good - Tarnish around designs on shank
and reverse.
- Sterling silver demitasse spoon with ribbed shank leading to leaves and a rose. Bowl
has raised design of the "Woman's Building" with "Columbian Exposition Chicago
1893" above. (Wendel Mfg. Co.). Size: 1" x 4.25". Condition: Fair - Tarnish in bowl,
on shank and on reverse. Ribs on shank are worn, reverse of bowl has scratches and
pitting.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 119 - Set of 12 plated orange spoons from the Leonard Mfg. Co, Chicago,
Illinois. In the bowl of the spoon is the raised design of an exposition building. The
handle is plain with a scrolled design. 11 different designs (2 copies of the
Transportation Building). Each is size 1 1/4" by 5 1/2" long.
- Mines and Mining Building. Condition: Good - Some tarnish.
- Art Palace. Condition: Fair - Bowl of the spoon is tarnished.
- Agricultural Building. Condition: Good - Bowl of the spoon is tarnished.
- Transportation Building. Condition: Excellent - Minor tarnish.
- U.S. Government Building. Condition: Good - Some tarnish.
- Fisheries Building. Condition: Good - Some tarnish.
- Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building. Condition: Fair - Some heel wear.
Flattening of the letters in the building name.
- Women's Building. Condition: Excellent.
- Machinery Hall. Condition: Fair - Tarnished with some wear to the silver plating.
- Administration Building. Condition: Good - Some tarnish.
- Electrical Building. Condition: Good - Some tarnish.
- Horticultural Building. Condition: Fair - Some tarnish. Wear to the silver plating on
the reverse side.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 120 - Set of 6 plated spoons made by the Leonard Mfg. Co, Chicago, Illinois. In
the bowl of the spoon is the raised design of different buidlings. The handle is plain
with a scrolled design. Each one is 1 1/4" x 5 1/2" long.
- Fisheries Building. The handle is plain with ... Size: 1.25" x 5.5". Condition: Fair Some tarnishing.
- Silver plated teaspoon from the Leonard Mfg. Co, Chicago, Illinois. In the bowl of
the spoon is the raised design of the Transportation Building. Condition: Fair - Minor
tarnishing. Pitting in the bowl.
- Manufacturers and Liberal Arts. The handle is plain with a scrolled design. Size:
1.25" x 5.5". Condition: Good - Minor tarnish.
- Electrical Building. The handle is plain with a scrolled design. Size: 1.25" x 5.5".
Condition: Excellent - Minimal tarnish.
- Horticultural Building. The handle is plain with a scrolled design. Size: 1.25" x 5.5".
Condition: Poor - Minor tarnishing. Pitting in the bowl.
- Machinery Hal. The handle is plain with a scrolled design. Size: 1.25" x 5.5".
Condition: Good - Minor tarnishing. Small wear along the top edge of the bowl.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

$ 10

Lot # 121 - Set of 6 matching plated spoons made by "U.S. STERLING" (these
spoons are NOT Sterling Silver). Each spoon has a fluted bowl. The shank has C
scrolls, "World's Fair" cartouche, bust of Columbus and a cartouche showing a ship
and "1492." Reverse shank as C scrolls and "U.S. Sterling". Each is 1 1/4" wide by 5
3/4" long.
- Condition: Fair - Tarnish around designs on shank.
- Condition: Good - Some tarnish around designs on shank and flutes of bowl.
- Condition: Fair - A lot of tarnish around designs on shank and flutes of bowl.
- Condition: Good - Tarnish around designs on shank and flutes of bowl.
- Condition: Good - Tarnish around designs on shank and flutes of bowl.
- Condition: Good - Some tarnish around designs on shank.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 122 - Lot of 2 Ferris Wheel photos:- Photographic print from 1893 World's
Columbian Exposition. Print is mounted on white board with gilt edge. Printed on
lower border "WATERMAN", and "54th ST & JACKSON AVENUE CHICAGO".
Image is of Ferris wheel with the Moorish Palace to the left and broad view of the
fairgrounds beyond. Size: 9.5 X 8. Condition: Fair - Photo has moderate all-over
soiling. Backboard is crazing. 1.5" crack/bend in backboard at upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 123 - Lot of 18 photos
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 15

$ 20

$ 25

Lot # 124 - Lot of 9 photos
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 125 - Lot of 5 Stereviews. Each image is published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7":
- Stereoview number 8042. "Waltham Watch Exhibit, Liberal Arts Building,
Columbian Exposition." Enclosed exhibit with people peering in through its open
curtained windows. Steel beams of buildings roof can be seen overhead. Condition:
Good - Stain on bottom right image. Scratch on bottom left image.
- Stereoview number 8043. "Swiss Exhibit, liberal Arts Building, Columbian
Exposition." Two covered exhibit booths with flags and draperies have people looking
into cases around them. Sign attached above booth reads "Switzerland." Condition:
Excellent - Few stains on back side. Little edge wear.
- Stereoview number 8051. "Boys in the old stump, Columbian Exposition." Statue of
Three boys playing in and around a hollow tree stump. Two real boys can be seen on
the right looking at the statue. Condition: Good - On the back the name Holmes is
written in pencil. There is quite a bit of staining on this one, probably water . Stains on
images and back. There is a crack in the right image but does not go through to the
other side.
- Stereoview number 8061. "Puck at the Exposition, "What fools these mortals be." "
Image of a couple of men who carry what looks to be chariots without wheels with
windows on the side of them attached to two poles that the men use to lift and carry
the chariots. Man carried chariots. A tall building is behind the men and the people
around them, with spiral columns. Condition: Excellent - A few spots on the back.
- Stereoview number 8065. "A bit of the great interior of Manufactures Building,
Columbian Exposition." View looking down on several tables and booths within the
Manufacturers Building. Condition: Good - Some stains along top of images that seem
very faded.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 126 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8244. "The Great Ferris Wheel, Midway Plaisance, Columbian
Exposition." Image of Ferris wheel with people below and a large lantern next to it.
Condition: Excellent - little edge wear and few stains in the corners.
- Stereoview number 8237. "Iowa State Exhibit, Agricultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition. Heavily decorated shown on lower level of building. On second level a
railing runs across the image with another exhibit on the upper left side for P.Lorillard
Company. Condition: Excellent - Some smudges and a little bend on lower left corner.
- Stereoview number 8239. "Donegal Castle, Irish Village, Columbian Exposition." A
three story stone castle is shown with four triangular points above the same number of
windows. In the garden below, stands a Celtic cross and a large table. Tree stumps sit
by the table as well as 13 chairs strewn about. A young girl sands over one of the
chairs on the left. Condition: Excellent - Dirty smudges with edge wear.
- Stereoview number 8232. Burning of the Cold Storage Building, Fifteen brave
Firemen lost their lives, July 10th, Columbian Exposition. Large gathering of people
while a large rectangular building with a steeple on the corner gets hosed down.
Smoke can be seen rising from the building. Condition: Good - A few light scratches
and blemishes on images, but nothing too noticeable.
- Stereoview number 8248. "Transportation Building, Columbian Exposition". View
overlooking water to a large rectangular building with facade comprised of many
arches and columns. Condition: Excellent - Smudged finger print on front edge.
besides that, very clean.

$ 18

$ 10

$ 14

Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 127 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image is published and copyrighted 1893, by
B. W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn,
Littleton, N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7":
- Stereoview number 8066. "Poetry of the Fountain, Columbian Exposition." View
overlooking the Lagoon containing statues within the water of men on what look to be
horses with fish tails, or "sea horses" colonnade IN THE BACKGROUND. Condition:
Good - Dirt smudge on upper left hand corner on front. On back, one stain towards
bottom.
- Stereoview number 8069. "Avenue of Ferns, Horticultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition." Walkway between two rows of palm trees. Hand colored foliage in green
with another item in red and yet another in orange. Along the left side of the
stereoview says, "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto,
Sydney." Condition: Excellent - Un-dried ink from original printing transferred
partially onto back side along side and bottom. Very clean, not lot of wear.
- Stereoview number 8088. "Woman's delight from Woman's Building, Columbian
Exposition." View overlooking walkways and round building with stars on the right.
Canal with bridge o the left. Large building in the background. Condition: Fair - Dirty
with noticeable were to front and back. Images are partially unglued.
- Stereoview number 8090. "Florida's Cocoanut tree, Horticultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition." Round platform with display of coconut trees and foliage. Sign reads
"Florida" Men stand behind the display. A large Archway adorned with round fruits is
in the background. Condition: Good - Dirty looking with wear around its edges.
- Stereoview number 8097. "Birds-eye view, Interior of Liberal Arts Building, World's
Columbian Exposition." View overlooking very large interior of building. Closest
display sign says, "Agents Marshall Field & Co. Chicago." Condition: Excellent Near perfect with slight bend on front upper corner on right.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 128 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7":
- Stereoview number 8104. "The Crowning Glory of the Basin, Columbian
Exposition." Back side view of statue in vast body of enclosed water looking towards
large domed building in the background. Boats float around in the water. Condition:
Good - A few scratches in the images and a little dirty around the edges.
- Stereoview number 8120. "The Light House Lens, Electric Building, Columbian
Exposition." View overlooking interior of the Electricity Building. A large egg shaped
glass lens can be seen on the left hand side of image. In the middle of image is an
archway that says, "Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. Tesla Polyphase
System" Condition: Excellent - Very clean on front with minor stain on back.
- Stereoview number 8121. "Interior of Electric Building, Columbian Exposition."
View overlooking interior of building. In the center of the building stands a domed
round structure with columns. On top of the dome is a very tall column. Flags hang
from the ceiling. Condition: Good - Some wear around edges and on front.
- Stereoview number 8130. "Feeding the Ducks and Choral Hall, Columbian
Exposition." Photograph of a man on a small island surrounded by domesticated
ducks. Two large buildings in the background. Condition: Good - Some water stains
around the edges. One smudge on left image.
- Stereoview number 8134. "The Great Statue of Columbus, Liberal Arts Building,
Columbian Exposition." Very large statue of a proud Columbus. Around him are
smaller statues and busts of other people. Condition: Excellent - Stain along top right
image.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 129 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8139. "Interior of Mining Building, Columbian Exposition."
View overlooking several tables and displays of different types of rocks and minerals.
Signs can be read that say, "Great Britain", " Mica", "Salt Union, London, Eng."
Condition: Excellent - Nice and clean on front, a little more dirty on the back.
- Stereoview number 8141. "Grand Interior of Agricultural Building, Columbian
Exposition." Interior view of building with large hall between two rows of display
booths. Flags hang from the center of the ceiling and a round kiosk stands in the
center of the wide hallway. Condition: Good - Water damage all around edges.
- Stereoview number 8142. "Wooded Island from Horticultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition." View overlooking a bridge that crosses over to a large island with
winding pathways throughout the trees. Condition: Fair - Dirty, edge wear. On back,
"8142",and "7-16-45" written in pencil.
- Stereoview number 8143. "The Great Japanese Vases, valued at $4500, Columbian
Exposition." Hand colored image of several large vases. Shown in green, pink, and
yellow colorings. Off to the side of the left image reads, "James M. Davis, New York,
St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto, Sydney" Condition: Excellent - A little dirty in spots.
- Stereoview number 8144. "California Redwood, Columbian Exposition." Two men
stand up against a slice of a tree that has been stood on its side. Upright, the tree is
taller than the men. Condition: Excellent - Near perfect.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 130 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8145. "An Illinois farm scene, Illinois State Building,
Columbian Exposition." Mural of a farm scene on a building with horses and fields on
it. Condition: Good - Dirty with little wear.
- Stereoview number 8151. "Modesty and Hilarity, Liberty Arts Building, Columbian
Exposition." Photo of three statues on columns. Condition: Good - A little worn.
- Stereoview number 8152. "German Department, Liberal Arts Building, Columbian
Exposition." Image of several vases, urns, statues set up. Large mural in background
with a person and a bird flying over its head. Condition: Excellent - pretty clean.
- Stereoview number 8154. "Royal Saxon Porcelain, German Department, Columbian
Exposition." Image of several porcelain urns, containers and vases arranged around a
square ledge. Large mural in the background. Condition: Excellent - clean.
- Stereoview number 8162. "Interior of Electric Building, Columbian Exposition."
Image overlooking Electric Building. "Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Tesla Polyphase System" sign hangs over archway in center. Large column atop a
domed structure also in center of building. Condition: Excellent - near perfect.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 131 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8164. "Columbia and her Maids of Honor, Agricultural
Building, Columbian Exposition." Hand colored image of a grouping of heavily
garbed mannequins. Lady in front is in blue holding an American Flag. The group is
surrounded by bottles. "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto,
Sydney." printed on left side. Condition: Good - Large stain in center of right image,
hand coloring blends it in though. Some spots on the back side.
- Stereoview number 8165. "The Great Menagerie, Manufactures Building,
Columbian Exposition." View overlooking several displays of taxidermy; stuffed
animals. Condition: Excellent - .
- Stereoview number 8166. "Aspen's Silver Queen, Colorado Mining, Building,
Columbian Exposition." Image of a statue with a crowned woman in a stag headed
boat with a canopy. Two children flank the boat with coins spilling out of their

$ 10

$ 10

$ 10

buckets. Condition: Good - Upper left corner bent.
- Stereoview number 8172, "Golden Arch, Transportation Building, Columbian
Exposition." Image of man overlooking a duck filled pond. In the background, a
multi-layered archway on a large building. Condition: Excellent - Little edge wear.
- Stereoview number 8174, "The Magic City, Columbian Exposition." Image of
buildings in the background with canals, a bridge. A large island sits to the right. A
large tree on walkway in the foreground. Condition: Fair - Dirty, edge wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 132 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8182. "Interior of Iowa State Building, Columbian Exposition."
Two men stand by large statues. One of them is of the Iowa State Capitol. The other is
of a woman holding a child with a cow at her side. The inner walls and ceilings of the
building are heavily decorated. Condition: Excellent - A few smudges and a small
stain on left image.
- Stereoview number 8186. "The Austrian Princess drawing room, Liberal Arts
Building, Columbian Exposition. Heavily ornamented and draperied walls with an
ornate grand piano in the foreground. Condition: Good - Lower left corner has a little
bend.
- Stereoview number 8194. "Woolly Cactus, Horticultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition." Image of different size and shape cactuses. Condition: Good - Some edge
wear, dirty.
- Stereoview number 8197. "Horticultural Hall, Columbian Exposition." Image
overlooking water, a large island with pathways and a large domed building flanked
by long colonnades with rectangular building at the ends. Condition: Good - near
perfect.
- Stereoview number 8198. "Krupp's Great Exhibit of Guns, Columbian Exposition."
Three men stand in front of a group of very large cannons. A group of men stand off
to the right hand side. Condition: Good - Some edge wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 133 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8201. "Electric Railway Station, Columbian Exposition." Lasso
shaped railroad track runs through the photo. The track weaves around buildings and
over a large waterway. Condition: Good - Lower right corner bent, only visible on
front.
- Stereoview number 8204. "Transportation Building, Columbian Exposition." Image
overlooking a body of water, over large island with walkways to two large buildings
in the distance. Condition: Excellent - Some pencil marks.
- Stereoview number 8205. "View from Fisheries Building, Columbian Exposition."
Round building with pathway around it. A bride goes over body of water. Large
building in the background. Size: 3.5" x 7". Condition: Excellent - Water stains
around edges.
- Stereoview number 8206. "Fishery and Fine Arts Building, Columbian Exposition."
Overhead view of a building with a large dome. Condition: Good - Dirty with a few
stains.
- Stereoview number 8207. "Woman's Building, Columbian Exposition." Round
Building on the left, Rectangular Building in upper left corner with two bridges and
waterways surrounding them. Condition: Good - Some stains and dirt.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 134 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8208. "The Magic City from Illinois Building, Columbian
Exposition." Birds-eye view overlooking lake with boats in it. Buildings can be seen
in the distance. Condition: Excellent - Very clean.
- Stereoview number 8210. "Looking North from the Columbian Exposition." View
overlooking several classically designed buildings. Lots of arches, domes, and
columns. Condition: Excellent - Little crack at edge on bottom .
- Stereoview number 8212. "Wooded Island in Blossom, Columbian Exposition."
Rhododendrons in the foreground, with people standing on a walkway, one carries an
opened umbrella. Behind the people is a small wooden building. There are trees in
bloom with large hardwoods in the background. Condition: Good - Few stains on
images and on back. Images are clear and are not very faded..
- Stereoview number 8216. "Great Engine, Machinery Hall, Columbian Exposition."
A large piece of machinery stands within railings with very large pipes. Condition:
Good - Water stains around edges, with some wear.
- Stereoview number 8212. "Liberal Arts Building, German Department, Bust of the
Emperor and Empress, Columbian Exposition." Two busts are found amongst several
vases and urns with large paintings in the background. Condition: Good - Edge wear
and some dirty stains.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 135 - Lot of 5 Stereoviews. Each image published and copyrighted 1893, by B.
W. Kilburn. On reverse side "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton,
N. H.". Each is Size: 3.5" x 7".
- Stereoview number 8244. "The Great Ferris Wheel, Midway Plaisance, Columbian
Exposition." Image of Ferris wheel with people below and a large lantern next to it.
Condition: Excellent - little edge wear and few stains in the corners.
- Stereoview number 8237. "Iowa State Exhibit, Agricultural Hall, Columbian
Exposition. Heavily decorated shown on lower level of building. On second level a
railing runs across the image with another exhibit on the upper left side for P.Lorillard
Company. Condition: Excellent - Some smudges and a little bend on lower left corner.
- Stereoview number 8239. "Donegal Castle, Irish Village, Columbian Exposition." A
three story stone castle is shown with four triangular points above the same number of
windows. In the garden below, stands a Celtic cross and a large table. Tree stumps sit
by the table as well as 13 chairs strewn about. A young girl sands over one of the
chairs on the left. Condition: Excellent - Dirty smudges with edge wear.
- Stereoview number 8232. Burning of the Cold Storage Building, Fifteen brave
Firemen lost their lives, July 10th, Columbian Exposition. Large gathering of people
while a large rectangular building with a steeple on the corner gets hosed down.
Smoke can be seen rising from the building. Condition: Good - A few light scratches
and blemishes on images, but nothing too noticeable.
- Stereoview number 8248. "Transportation Building, Columbian Exposition". View
overlooking water to a large rectangular building with facade comprised of many
arches and columns. Condition: Excellent - Smudged finger print on front edge.
besides that, very clean.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 10

$ 14

Lot # 136 - Invitation and Program from Fair Dedication:
- Invitation reading in part "The World's Columbian Commission invites you to
participate in the Ceremonies attending the dedication of the Buildings of the World's
Columbian Exposition at Jackson Park in the City of Chicago, October 20th, 21st and
22nd, 1892". Black printing on cream color paper. Single fold booklet. Addressed in
handwriting to "Mr. Geo. E. Scott". Size: 8.5 X 11. Condition: Good - Fold
horizontally across center of booklet. Some light crinkling of paper. Some very minor
specks/soiling.
- Paper booklet "Souvenir Programme of the Dedicatory Ceremonies of the World's
Columbian Exposition". Includes some music scores. Size: 7.25 X 10 (25.5).
Condition: Poor - Paper cover is missing. Pages are in good condition with some light
soiling and creasing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 137 - Announcement of an invitation to the Dedicatory Ceremonies of the
World's Columbian Exposition and an envelope printed "Complimentary, Dedicatory
Ceremonies, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, October 21, 1892". Card
printed "Office, Joint Committee on Ceremonies, World's Columbian Exposition,
Rand-McNally Building, Chicago", and dated Sept 17, 1892. Size: 4.25 X 2.5.
Condition: Good - Announcement card is in good condition with a small amount of
staining visible primarily on the blank reverse of the card. Envelope is in fair
condition with the flap removed, a vertical tear through the front of the envelope and
heavy soiling to t.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 138 - Admission ticket #833971 with portrait of Abraham Lincoln on the left.
On the right is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st
May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a green scalloped design in the background. On the
reverse side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on a green design
background. Ticket printed by ... Size: 3.75 X 2.25. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 139 - Admission ticket #301097 with portrait of George Washington on the left.
On the right is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st
May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a blue scalloped design in the background. On the
reverse side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on a blue design
background. Ticket printed by ... Size: 3.75 X 2.25. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 140 - Admission ticket #695601 with portrait of Christopher Columbus on the
left. On the right is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the
Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a brown scalloped design in the background.
On the reverse side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on a brown
design background. Ticket printed by ... Size: 3.75 X 2.25. Condition: Good - Light
soiling. Some fingerprint marks around edge. Print is mounted on adhesive photo
album page backing. Print is not cut exactly square. .
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 141 - Admission ticket #61365 with portrait of Benjamin Franklin on the left.
On the right is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st
May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a gray/blue scalloped design in the background. On the
reverse side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on an orange design
background. Ticket printed by American Bank Note Co., New York. Size: 3.75 X
2.25. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

$ 10

$8

$7

$ 10

$ 15

Lot # 142 - Admission ticket #71052 with portrait of Handel on the left. On the right
is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th
Oct. 1893" with an army green scalloped design in the background. On the reverse
side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on an army green design
background. Ticket printed by American Bank Note Co., New York. Size: 3.75 X
2.25. Condition: Very good - Paper is lightly toned with very minor soiling.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 143 - Admission ticket #248138 with portrait of a Native American in full
headdress on the left. On the right is printed "World's
Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a
red/orange scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed "Good
for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on an red/orange design ... Size: 3.75 X 2.25.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 144 - World's Fair Souvenir Ticket envelope. Off-white envelope with black
printing on one side. Printed note from the Treasurer of the World's Fair Exposition.
Printed at bottom "The Caxton Co., 334 Dearborn Street, Chicago". Size: 4.25 X 2.5.
Condition: Poor - Front of envelope is separated from the back of the envelope but for
one edge. Some light soiling. Paper is toned. Tearing and chipping at edges.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 145 - Admission ticket #461248. Printed "World's
Columbian/Exposition/Chicago/Children's Special Ticket/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893"
with brown design on front. On the reverse side is printed "Good for One Admission
at Children's Pay Gates" on an green design background. Size: 3 X 1.75. Condition:
Very Good - Very minor edge wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 146 - Admission ticket #75622. Printed "Good Only on Day of Sale/World's
Columbian Exposition/Chicago", "1/N", with black design on front. Reverse side is a
3 circle design printed in black. Size: 3.25 X 1.75. Condition: Fair - Paper is
moderately toned. Some light soiling and staining. Vertical crease down center of
ticket.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 147 - Admission ticket #53844. Printed "Good Only on Day of Sale/World's
Columbian Exposition/Chicago", "1/G" with black design on front. Reverse side is a 3
circle design printed in black. Size: 3.25 X 1.75. Condition: Very Good - Very minor
edge wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 148 - Admission ticket #155030. Printed "Good Only on Day of Sale/World's
Columbian Exposition/Chicago", "1/S", with black design on front. Reverse side is a 3
circle design printed in black. Size: 3.25 X 1.75. Condition: Good - Paper is somewhat
toned. Light all-over soiling. Corners are bumped. Tape stain on reverse of ticket, .75"
x .5".
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
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Lot # 149 - Admission ticket #233031. Printed "Good Only on Day of Sale/World's
Columbian Exposition/Chicago", "1/O", with black design on front. Reverse side is a
3 circle design printed in black. Size: 3.25 X 1.75. Condition: Good - Paper is
somewhat toned. Light all-over soiling. Corners are bumped.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 150 - Admission ticket #C59865 with perforated line for separating stub. Printed
"World's Columbian Exposition/Expressly for Chicago Day/Oct. 9th 1893". Black
printing with an image of an eagle on a light green background. Reverse side of ticket
printed "Fort Dearborn/Chicago, 1833" with an image of the fort. Size: 5.5 X 2.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 151 - Admission ticket #X10690 with perforated line for separating stub.
Printed "World's Columbian Exposition/Child's Ticket/Chicago Day/Oct. 9th 1893".
Black printing with an image of an eagle on a light orange background. Reverse side
of ticket printed "Fort Dearborn/Chicago, 1833" with an image of the fort. . Size: 5.5
X 2. Condition: Very Good - Folding of paper at perforation.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 152 - Admission ticket #D36814. This is the larger stub of the ticket that was
separated at perforated line. Printed "World's Columbian Exposition/Expressly for
Chicago Day/Oct. 9th 1893". Black printing with an image of an eagle on a light green
background. Reverse side of ticket printed "Fort Dearborn/Chicago, 1833" with an
image ... Size: 4 X 2. Condition: Good - Ticket is in very good condition. Smaller
ticket stub has been removed at perforated line.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Lot # 153 - Admission ticket #22997 with perforated line for separating stub. Printed
"World's Columbian Exposition/Expressly for Manhattan Day/Oct. 21st 1893". Black
printing with an image of the Statue of Liberty. Reverse side of ticket has separate
decorative design on each ticket stub, larger stub contains an image of the seal of New
York and is printed "State of New York". Size: 6 X 2. Condition: Very Good - Very
minor edge wear and creasing of paper at perforation.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 154 - Ticket for the "John Bull" Train. Printed "World's Columbian
Exposition./Good only on the "John Bull" train", "Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
Lines". Ticket is stamped "Oct 4 1893". Reverse of ticket has a printed photo of the
train with information on the train. Ticket is punched. Size: 6 X 2.25. Condition: Very
Good - Some very minor edge wear. Very light, minor soiling .
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
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Lot # 155 - American Cereal Company Give-away: a collection of 12 images from the
1893 World's Fair, "The Great Pictures by H. Bolton Jones and Francis C. Jones in the
Panorama The Procession of the Seasons". Copyright 1893 by The American Cereal
Co. (Quaker Oats). Each image is printed on a 7.5" x 5" card. 12 full color images
plus an index card with title of portfolio and index of images. Back of cards are blank.
Size: 7.5 X 5 (13cm). Condition: Very Good - No tears and no significant soiling to
image cards. Index card is significantly toned with chipped corners and 4" crease.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 156 - Complete set of 50 round trade cards from "Chase & Sanborn's" coffee
"Served Exclusively at the World's Fair." The front of each card has a black and white
image of a fair scene/building. On the reverse side of each card includes instructions
on making coffee and cleaning coffee pots, as well as promotion for ordering the set
of cards which "will be sent by mail to any applicant on receipt of twelve cents in
stamps." Scenes include: Palace of Horticulture, Woman's Building, United States
Government Building, Java Village, Looking East: Fisheries right, Brazil left, Marine
Restaurant foreground, United States Fisheries Building, Brazilian Building, Forestry
Building, Mining Building, Transportation Building, Looking West: Electricity
Building left, Manufactures Building right, Electricity Building, Manufactures
Building, Machinery Hall, New Hampshire State Building, Golden Gate,
Transportation Building, Administration Building, Palace of Agriculture, Daily
Delivery of Seal Brand Coffee at the World's Fair, Ferris Wheel, Florida State
Building, Delaware State Building, Vermont State Building, Texas State Building,
Illinois State Building, Kentucky State Building, West Virginia State Building,
Connecticut State Building, Colorado State Building, Rhode Island State Building,
California State Building, Art Gallery, Wisconsin State Building, Virginia State
Building, Louisiana State Building, Kansas State Building, Indiana State Building,
Iowa State Building, Maryland State Building, Massachusetts State Building,
Minnesota State Building, Missouri State Building, Nebraska State Building, Lagoon
Looking North Showing Casino, Michigan State Building, Ohio State Building, Maine
State Building, New Jersey State Building, New York State Building and
Pennsylvania State Building. Size: 50 cards; 4" diameter. Condition: Good - Some
yellowing and small tears/paper loss to the edges.

$ 25

$ 50

Click link to see pictures of all 50 cards.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175

Lot # 157 - Lot of 10 Trade Cards
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 25

Lot # 158 - Lot of 3 catalogs:
- Paperback book "World's Columbian Exposition, 1893: Official Catalogue. Midway
Plaisance. Group 176", edited by the Department of Publicity and Promotion, M.P.
Handy, W.B. Conkey Co Publishers., 1893. Orange paperback with black printing and
red printed seal in corner. Image of parade of people and Ferris wheel in background
on cover. 36 pages. Size: 6 X 8.5 (21.5 cm). Condition: Good - Bumped/bent corners.
Crease down center of book. 5" tear extending from front cover to back cover across
spine.
- Paperback book "World's Columbian Exposition, 1893: Official Catalogue. Part VII.
Transportation Exhibits Building, Annex, Special Buildings and the Lagoon.
Department G. Transportation Exhibits", edited by the Department of Publicity and
Promotion, M.P. Handy, W.B. Conkey Co Publishers., 1893. Yellow paperback with
black printing and orange printed seal in corner. Image of gondola, train, and ox cart
on cover. 63 pages. Foldout map. Size: 6 X 8.5 (21.5 cm). Condition: Fair - Cover is
separated from text block. Cover is chipped, has water staining and creasing, some
cellophane tape repairs. Curling of corners. Map has 10" tear.
- Paperback book "World's Columbian Exposition, 1893: Official Catalogue. Part VII.
Transportation Exhibits Building, Annex, Special Buildings and the Lagoon.
Department G. Transportation Exhibits", edited by the Department of Publicity and
Promotion, M.P. Handy, W.B. Conkey Co Publishers., 1893. Yellow paperback with
black printing and orange printed seal in corner. Image of gondola, train, and ox cart
on cover. 63 pages. Foldout map. Size: 6 X 8.5 (21.5 cm). Condition: Poor - Cover is
separated from text block. Cover has significant chipping of edges and cellophane
tape repair alone spine area. Pages are in good condition with minor chipping on some
edges.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 159 - Lot of 2 guides:
- Hardcover book "The American-Hispano Pocket Guide of the World's Fair", The
Knox Hat Company, E.M. Knox Publisher, Chicago, 1893. Blue cloth hardcover
book, b&w illustrations, and 148 pages. "Peter M. Doty, Hatter, No. 307 State Street,
Schenectady, NY" printed on covers and throughout pages. Advertisement pages ...
Size: 4.5 X 6.5 (17cm). Condition: Good - Light edge wear on ends of spine. Page 139
is torn off .5" from fore edge. Otherwise pages in very good condition.
- Paper cover book "Schneyer's Illustrated Hand-book and Guide to the Worlds
Columbian Exposition", by Luis J. Schneyer, Chicago, 1893. White paper cover
embossed to look like leather, printed in black with a ribbon tie binding. B&w
illustrations, unpaged. Size: 10 X 6 (5.5cm). Condition: Good - Cover is slightly
soiled. Two 1/2" spots on back cover. 2" X 1" dog-ear crease on lower fore edge of
front cover and small chip from upper corner. Small chips out f back cover edge.
Spine has tears 1" from head and 1.75" from tail. Pages show yellow.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 160 - Lot of 2 books:
- Hardcover book "Rand, McNally & Co's Handbook of the World's Columbian
Exposition", published by Rand, McNally & Co, Chicago, 1893. Red cloth cover with
gold text, b&w illustrations, 224 pages. Size: 5.5 X 7.5 (19cm). Condition: Good Cover is lightly bumped along corners and edges. Spine is sunned. Light soiling on
cover. Pages are in good condition.
- Hardcover book "Authentic Visitors' Guide to the World's Columbian Exposition
and Chicago", by Richard J. Murphy, The Union News Company, Chicago, New
York, 1893. Red cloth cover with gold embossed text, b&w illustrations, 68 pages.
Size: 4.5 X 6.75 (17cm). Condition: Good - Cover is rubbed and soiled. Pages are in
good condition with minor soiling.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 12

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 161 - Lot of 3 exhibit booklets:
- Paper cover booklet " A Souvenir, World's Columbian Exposition, The Standard Oil
Company, 1893", "The Petroleum Exhibit of the Standard Oil Company". White paper
covers, gold printing, b&w image of the Standard Oil Company Exhibit on the cover,
light green tie binding. B&w illustrations, 40 pages. Size: 9.25 X 6 (15cm). Condition:
Good - Foxing and some soiling on cover. Vertical crease in back cover. Edge wear,
heavier on spine. Pages are in good condition.
- Paperback book "The Chicago Cottage Organ Co. World's Fair Souvenir". Red paper
cover with black printing, b&w illustrations, unpaged. Book has advertisements for
the Cottage Organ Co. as well as other Chicago businesses, information on previous
world's fairs, the Columbian Exposition, and buildings on the fairgrounds. Size: 9.75
X 6.25 (16cm). Condition: Good - Overall light water staining on front cover. Some
buckling and edge wear along spine. 3/4" tear on back cover. Pages are in good
condition.
- Paper booklet "Souvenir Portfolio of the World's Columbian Exposition" published
by H.E. Bucklen & Co., Chicago. Advertising "Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds" and other medicinal products. White paper covers
with advertisement for "Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds" as well as images of Christopher Columbus, Herbert E. Bucklin, and the
Administration Building (?). Stapled binding, color illustrations, 16 pages. Size: 10.5
X 7 (18cm). Condition: Good - Front cover has a 2" X .75" crease in upper corner.
Minor edge wear. Some toning of paper from ghosting of images, otherwise pages are
in very good condition.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 162 - Lot of 3 folios:
- Paperback book "The World's Fair at Chicago, 1893: Information for Travelers",
Thomas Cook & Sons, Chicago, 1893. White paper cover with green and gold
printing. 94 pages. Size: 5.5 X 8.5 (22cm) . Condition: Good - Spine and cover are
torn about 3.5" from head. Pages are in good condition with foxing appearing on 3 or
4 pages.
- Paperback booklet "The World's Columbian Exposition, Souvenir Edition",
published by the Passenger Department of the Wabash Railroad, Chicago, 1892.
Cream color paper covers with Color printing. Image of "The Wabash Line" flag "The
Banner Route to Chicago". Two woman sitting on either side of a framed image of the
exposition site. Color illustrations, 2 pages. Size: 9 X 5.5 (14cm). Condition: Good Cover shows some yellowing and soiling. Edge wear along spine. Binding is cracked
between pages 2 and 3 but all pages remain held in binding.
- Paper booklet "Popular Portfolios of the World's Columbian Exposition" published
by The Winters Art Lithographing Company, 1891. White paper cover printed in red,
green, and brown with small image of Columbus and a globe in clouds (?). Simple
yellow tie binding. Color illustrations, 16 pages. Size: 9.25 X 6.5 (16cm). Condition:
Good - Edge wear. Some tearing along edges of cover. Water stain in lower 2" X 2"
fore edge of book that extends throughout book. Some yellowing of pages where
illustrations have ghosted on to opposing pages.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 163 - Complete set of twelve postal cards. Each card has "World's Columbian
Exposition" in top left corner, with image of "Christopher Columbus" directly beneath
and "Santa Maria" in bottom left corner. Written along left edge "Girsch & Roehsler,
N.Y. Patent Applied For." and "Jos. Koehler, Sole Agent N.Y." Across top of each
card is an image of a different building as listed below: a. Horticultural Building b.
Machinery Building c. Mines and Mining Building d. Woman's Building e. Electrical
Building f. Administration Building g. Art Palace h. Fish and Fisheries Building i.
Agricultural Building j. Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building k. Transportation
Building l. The Government Building Each card has a preprinted 1 cent stamp on the
reverse side. Size: 3.75" x 6.25". Condition: Excellent - Minor yellowing.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 18

$ 18

$ 12

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (164 to 164)

Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco

Picture

Description

Lot # 164 - Brass Medal. Obverse: In the middle is "Souvenir California MidWinter
Exposition San Francisco". Around the edge is "The Land of sunshine fruit and
flowers 1894". Reverse: The state seal with "Eureka" above the image. (SD 245a)
Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light surface scratches overall.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

Category: 1900 Paris Exposition Universelle (165 to 166)

Picture

Description
Lot # 165 - Stock Certificate for "Paris Gigantic Wheel and Varieties Company
LimTD", "La Grande Roue de Paris." This certificate is blue and is for 5 shares of
stock. There are beautiful engravings, one is the Ferris Wheel and the other "Fortunae
Cetera Mando" (a nude woman standing on a winged wheel) on the certificate. The
certificate is written in both French and English. The certificate is numbered "B7061"
and is dated October 22nd, 1898. There is a red seal above "paris" that has "One
Shilling and Six Pence" and "6/9/98" written in it. The bottom half of the certificate
contains the dividend coupons. The certificate is complete. Size: 15" wide by 19
15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with folds in the center and a couple of tiny
staple holes on the edge and one black spot on the bottom.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

Lot # 166 - Large Magazine, issue #46, "L'Exposition de Paris 1900", "Encyclopedie
du Siecle" published by "Montgredien & Cie., Librairie Illustree, 8, Rue St Joseph, 8".
The cover picture mythical figures in front of an expansive view of the fair grounds
with the Porte Monumental (the entrance) prominently pictured. Inside are 8 pages of
pictures and information about the fair (of course it is all in French). Plus there is a 2
page wide insert in the center of the buildings in front of the Russian Pavilion. Size:
11" wide by 15 3/8" high. Condition: Fair with damage to the covers and they are
separated from the rest of the magazine. The edges of all the pages are frayed.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (167 to 268)

Minimum
Bid

$ 100

$2

Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description
Lot # 167 - Poster for "Al. G. Field Greater Minstrels the 2 Big Shows Combined".
This fabulous poster pictures the buildings of the 1901 Pan American Exposition
around the sides and in the back. In the sky is a picture of "AL. G. Field" himself. At
the bottom in the foreground are 2 groups of Black Minstrels with a marching band
and men in purple outfits. The man in the center appears to be the leader. At the
bottom is "A Sumptuous Scenic Spectacular", "The Pan-American Exposition.", "A
View of the Great Show from the causeway to the Midway." The poster is marked in
the lower right corner "3315 Copyright 1901 by the Courier Company Lith-dpt.
Buffalo N.Y.". This is the original poster that was used to make the reproductions.
Size: 28" wide by 41 3/8" high. Condition: Overall the poster looks great with
extremely strong colors, however there are several barely perceptable repaired tears.
The poster has a repaired tear at the top of the building where the figure is, about 2"
long. There is a repaired tear under the 'D' and above the 'S' that runs to the right about
5 or 6 inches. There is a repaired tear to the right of the center tower about 6 inches
vertically down to the lower part of the Electrical tower building. There are several
tears on the right side border of which 7 go into the field. There are a couple of tears
on the left side that go into the image about an inch. The upper right corner has been
torn outside the field has been replaced. All the tears have been repaired
professionally. There appears to only be restoration on the repair in the center under
the 'B' in 'combined'. The poster is professionally mounted on linen. None of the
repairs detract from the visual appearance of the poster.
Estimate: $ 2,500 - $ 4,000

Lot # 168 - Framed broadside advertisement for the Erie Railroad Company that says
"The Banner Day! Pan-American Exposition, Rochester Day excursion to Buffalo
Saturday, Sept. 7,1901." It is matted in a dark gray matte in a light wood modern
frame. The back of the frame has a sticker that says "TruGuard" conservation glass." .
Size: total-23.75" x 13.25", ad-19" x 8.25" Condition: Fine, there is a tear at the center
top with a little paper loss (small hole) between the "NN" at top. Also a couple of
small edge tears and one creased corner.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 300

Minimum
Bid

$ 1,000

$ 60

Lot # 169 - Framed paper advertising braodside, "The City of Light" at the PanAmerican Exposition. There is a picture of the Machinery Building at night near the
top and a picture of the Electricity Building at night near the bottom. In between are
sections advertising sports, music, military drills and art at the Pan-Am. Ad is framed
in a modern gold frame with cream colored matte. On the back are stickers from "The
Buffalo Club," "Avenue Art & Frame," and "TruVue" conservation glass. Size: total33.25" x 15.25", ad-27.25" x 10" Condition: Good - horizontal centerline reconnected.
A couple of restored areas on the edge, one goes into the picture area at top , but just
the black part. Ther are also a few tear repairs.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 300

Lot # 170 - Light blue china bud vase with image of Native American with long hair,
face paint, and feathers from the "Indian Congress/Pan-Am Exposition/1901" painted
in the center. Gold trim on top and bottom edges. Hand signed "Austria" on bottom.
Size: 7.75" x 3" diam. Condition: Very good - Minor surface dirt. Minor loss to gold
trim at top, almost completely missing from bottom.
Estimate: $ 400 - $ 700

Lot # 171 - Brass colored "bon-bon basket" with three legs and gilded latticed sides
with cherubs and arabesques. In the center of the basket is a porcelain Limoges plaque
with painted color buffalo head surrounded by flowers. Printed in gold at the top
"Pan-American 1901.". Size: 3" x 6" diam. Condition: Good - Some tarnish, the
porcelain is Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

Lot # 172 - Yellow colored ceramic drinking tankard with gold accents around the top
and edges. The front has a color version of Raphael Beck logo of two women in the
shape of North and South America shaking hands through Central America. Stamped
on bottom "Columbian Art Pottery/Trenton.". Size: 5" x 4" diam. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 60

$ 200

$ 100

$ 50

Lot # 173 - Cream colored ceramic drinking tankard/mug with brown tone photo
image of the Alt Nurenberg on the front. Writing above and below the picture. Made
and stamped "H.P. Moore & Son - Pan-American Souvenirs" Buffalo N.Y. Size: 5.25"
h Condition: Good - There is a 2' crack and a few cracks in the outer glaze.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 174 - Light green ceramic drinking tankard/mug with color image of the
Machinery and Transportation Building on the front. Size: 4.25" h Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

Lot # 175 - Cream colored ceramic drinking tankard/mug with color image of the
Raphael Beck logo of North and South America holding hands on the front.
Made/stamped "Thuemier Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, PA.". Size: 4.25" h Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

Lot # 176 - Ceramic vase decorated with a Native American Chief's portrait. Not
marked "Pan Am" but thought to be from the Indian Congress. The Native American
is multi-colored. The vase is colored with green accents and gold handles. Made in
Austria. Size: 6" h Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 25

$ 50

$ 50

$ 30

Lot # 177 - Striped white and clear glass vase with scalloped top edge and three wavy
blue-green glass bands around the neck of the vase. Embossed on the front "Pan
American 1901" highlighted with gold gilt. Size: 7" h Condition: Good - The top end
of the blue glass that is swirled around the sides is broken (the tip of the end is sharp)
and the Gold gilt around wording and design is worn.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 178 - Yellow colored ceramic bowl. The bowl is rounded and ends at a small
opening. The front has a color depiction of the Electric Tower. Bowl is marked
C.P.C.O. China N.Y. Size: 3" x 2.25" diam. Opening Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 179 - White ceramic pin tray. The edges are scalloped and decorated with gold.
The center has a picture of a Native American for the Indian Congress. Made in
Austria. Size: 5" x 3.75" x 1" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 180 - Large aluminum souvenir in the shape of a pan. In the center is a full color
transfer of the R. Beck logo. The handle is also embossed with "Pan-American
Exposition 1901.". Size: 11" x 5.75" Condition: Very good-label in center is in good
shape.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 181 - Metal pan shaped souvenir. This piece is made into a frame. Around the
edge reads "Pan American 1901." Inside the frame is a brown and white photograph
of a baby. Size: 5" x 8.25" Condition: Worn, but good.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 182 - Dark blue ceramic pitcher with gold gilt accenting throughout and
multicolor image of the Electric Tower and water in the foreground in the center. Size:
7" x 3" diam Condition: Excellent - Some minor wear to the gold gilt.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 25

$ 25

$ 30

$ 15

$ 17

$ 40

Lot # 183 - Silver metal puzzle. The goal is to detach one of the pieces from the main
piece. It is stamped "Pan American Pat Apld for." A rather uncommon puzzle. Size:
3" Condition: Slightly worn and rusty.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 184 - Decorative silver metal jewelry piece . It has a change purse attached by a
chain to some kind of a broach or attachment piece. It is accented in blue and on the
front of the purse is a shield that says "Pan American 1901.". Size: 4.25" x 2"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 185 - Colored enhanced picture of the Temple of Music. The photo is set like a
large button, behind celluloid. The back has a metal support to help it stand. Size:
7.75" x 5.5" (oval) Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 186 - Complete deck of playing cards in a sturdy yellow card case. The outside
of the case as well as the back of the cards have the R. Beck logo with standard
wording around, surrounded by a yellow and blue design. The back of the card case
says "Official Pan-American Exposition Souvenir Playing Cards, Copyright, 1901, by
Pan-American Souvenir Playing Card Co." The face of the cards has black and white
images of scenes from the Pan-Am and of Buffalo and Niagara Falls. Size: 3.75" x
2.75" Condition: Outside of case is worn and stained, but the cards are in excellent
condition.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 187 - Wooden puzzle in the shape of a chair. The bottom is marked "Pan
American Exposition 1901." Size: 3.5" x 2.75" Condition: Good, one piece of wood is
broken. Box is not original.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

$ 35

$ 15

$ 15

$ 10

Lot # 188 - Large decorated shell from the Pan Am. The center has a transfer of a
landscape, and there are decorations all over the shell. This shell has three coils. The
outside has glitter writing that reads "Pan American Expo.". Size: Approx. 7" high
Condition: Very good-the glitter is not as shiny as it once was and the pictures are a
little worn.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 189 - Small round clear patterned glass cosmetic/trinket jar with round gold
colored metal lid. Lid is decorated with a blue and white enamel fleur de lis type
design with red enamel design in center embossed with "Pan/American/1901" in the
center. Size: 2" x 2.25" diam. Condition: Excellent - Minor wear to finish on lid.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 190 - White ceramic plate with ornate scalloped edges decorated with a pink
coloring that fades into the white. In the middle of the plate is color image of an
Indian in full headdress. Made in Austria. Size: 8.5" diam. Condition: Very good once had gold around rim of plate, now mostly faded or rubbed away. Some of the
lettering beneath the image has worn away. Image is still clear. No chips.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 191 - White ceramic plate with ornate scalloped edges with "punched" design,
decorated with a blue coloring that fades into the white. In the middle of the plate is
color image of an Indian in full headdress. Made in Austria. The plate is not marked,
but has similar image to other marked Indian Congress pieces. Size: 9" diam
Condition: Very good - Some of the blue coloring around the edge has worn away.
Image is clear. No chips.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 192 - Empty pink/purple tinted glass drinking flask with silver screw-on lid. The
front is embossed with a buffalo design and "Pan-American Exposition 1901" written
around it. Size: 6.5" Condition: Excellent - Bubbles (from manufacturing) throughout
the glass.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 15

$ 25

$ 25

$ 18

$ 40

Lot # 193 - Sterling Sliver Spoon with enamel handle. The Electric Tower is engraved
in the bowl, with wording around the edge. The handle has a flower design leading to
an enameled top. The enamel has a color picture of a buffalo. The back has minimal
decoration and is stamped "Sterling.". Size: 5.25" Condition: Slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 194 - Sterling silver enameled spoon. The official spoon of the Pan American.
Raphael Beck design pictured in the bowl, with wording underneath. The handle has a
Native American and a buffalo pictured on it. The back has a picture of Niagara Falls,
and the word "official." Made by American Souvenir Co. Buffalo N.Y. In addition,
the bowl is enameled with a light blue. The handle is enameled with dark blue at the
tip and white on the length. Size: 5.25" Condition: Excellent-very slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 195 - Frying pan shaped ad, front has a view of the falls in the handle and a
buffalo had in the center surrounded by "Pan-American Exposition/Buffalo, NY USA
1901," back is stamped with an ad for Buffalo Sour Pepsin Gum. Size: 11 x 7.25
Condition: Fair, worn, discolored.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 60

Lot # 196 - Pin back metal bar attached to a length of fabric. The front of the medal
has" Ohio Pan American 1901." The fabric is a flag. The back is stamped "The
Wagner Mfg. Co., Cleveland Ohio.". Size: 4" length Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 25

$ 15

$ 17

Lot # 197 - Two coins attached to black fabric which is then attached to a metal top
with a pin back. The top has "In Memory" on the front. The front of one of the coins
has the image of the profile of McKinley with "Of Our President Wm. McKinley"
written around the edge. The back has a wheat design and dates of McKinley's birth,
assassination and death. The second coin has the Temple of Music on the front and the
back is the same message as the other coin. Size: 3.5" length Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

Lot # 198 - Gold colored metal pin, made from an elogated coin. The pin is an oval
shape. The front has the U.S. Government Building with wording around the edge.
The outer rim is raised slightly. The fastener and pin are on the back. Size: 1.5"
Condition: Only very slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 199 - Lot of 2 medals:
- This is the official medal/badge of the Exposition. Gold metal medal hanging on a
fabric strip attached at the top to a pin back. The front of the medal has the Beck
design with wording around the edge. The back of the medal has a wheat design with
"Unite the America's in bonds of prosperity and peace" written inside. The front of the
fabric is colored like the Pan American flag. The back of the fabric is plain with
"Copyright by Pan American Exposition Co. 1901. The Whitehead and Hoag Co."
The fabric is attached to the medal with a metal piece showing a buffalo head. The
fabric is then attached to the pin with a metal piece showing a Native American with
"Official Badge" printed on it. Size: 3.5" total piece/ 1.25" medal Condition:
Excellent.
- Gold colored shield shaped medal attached at the top to a bar with a pin back. The
top has an eagle sitting on a bar with "souvenir" embossed on it. The shield has a
buffalo with the words "Pan American Exposition 1901 Buffalo NY." around the
outside. The outside of the shield has a wheat design. The back is stamped "Schwaabs
& S. Co. Milwaukee.". Size: 2" length Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 200 - Round celluloid pin back with a multicolor picture of "Chiquita, The
Living Doll" on a gold background. The paper label on the back says "Made by
Whitehead and Hoag." [No mention of the Pan Am, but Chiquita did exhibit on the
Midway as well as at other fairs and expositions. Size: 1.75" diameter Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 30

$ 12

$ 20

$ 12

Lot # 201 - Lot of 3 celluloid buttons:
- Round celluloid pin back with multicolor view of the Electric Tower in the center.
The paper label on back says "Made by Whitehead and Hoag.". Size: 1.25" diameter
Condition: Excellent.
- Round celluloid pin back with a multicolor design of the Maccabee Building.
Wording around the edge. The paper label on back says "Made by Whitehead and
Hoag.". Size: 1.25" diameter Condition: Excellent.
- Round celluloid pin back with multicolored view of the Temple of Music. The paper
label on the back is to advertise W.F. Miller & Co, 134 Park Row New York. Size:
1.25" diameter Condition: Discolored around the edges.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 202 - Lot of 3 celluloid buttons:
- Round celluloid pin back showing the Raphael Beck design of two women in the
shape of North and South America holding hands through Central America done in
blue against a cream background. Around the edge is the wording "Pan-American
Exposition 1901 Buffalo N.Y. U.S.A." At the very bottom edge is printed "Copyright
1899 by Pan-American Exposition Co." . Size: 1.25" diameter Condition: Excellent.
- Round celluloid pin back showing the full color Raphael Beck design of two women
in the shape of North and South America holding hands through Central America.
Around the edge is the wording "Pan-American Exposition 1901 Buffalo N.Y.
U.S.A." At the very top is printed "Official Button." The reverse side is covered with a
paper label "Made by Whitehead and Hoag Co.". Size: 1.25" diameter Condition:
Discolored spot near top left.
- Round celluloid pin back with multicolor design of a buffalo standing over North
and South America. Around the outside is printed "Pan-American Exposition 1901
Buffalo N.Y. U.S.A." No paper label on the back. Size: 2" diameter Condition: A little
discolored around the edges. Back is rusted.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 203 - Lot of 2 celluloids in brass shells:
- Round celluloid pin back with decorative metal surround. The center has a
multicolored Raphael Beck design on cream background with wording around the
edge. Back is blank. Size: 1.5" diameter Condition: Very good-metal is a little
discolored in spots.
- Round celluloid pin back with decorative metal surround. The center has a
multicolored Raphael Beck design with wording around the edge. Metal on the back is
stamped "Pat' applied for.". Size: 1" diameter Condition: Worn, metal is discolored on
front and back. Face is a little faded.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

$ 17

$ 15

$ 20

Lot # 204 - Lot of 4 pins:
- Silver colored metal pin in the shape of a buffalo. The buffalo is carrying a flag with
the date "1901" on it. Underneath the buffalo is a banner that says "Pan American
Exposition." The attachment and fastener are on back. Size: 1" Condition: Excellent.
- Gold metal pin in the shape of a buffalo. Fastener and attachment are on the back.
Size: 1.5" Condition: Slightly tarnished.
- Bronze colored metal pin in the shape of a buffalo's head. The head then opens up
and underneath is a yellow sticker with the words "I'm a buffalo are U 1 2 ? Fastener
and attachment are on the back. Size: 1" x 1.25" Condition: Excellent.
- Gold colored metal piece. Should be the same as 01.PIN.066 but is missing the top
piece and pin attachment. The charm is in the shape of a frying pan. The pan shaped
charm has "Meet me at" written on the top, this then should open and a buffalo pops
out of the pan on a spring, but the buffalo is missing. Marked "Pat Apl'd for" on the
back. Size: 2" Condition: Missing the top attachment and the buffalo from inside.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 205 - Lot of 4 pins:
- Gold metal stickpin with a silver charm attached to it. The head if the pin has an
embossed buffalo head. The charm is silver and the shape of a dustpan. Embossed
inside the are the words "Pan American Buffalo NY" and an eagle. Also, "Pat'd." .
Size: Charm is 1" x 1" Condition: Excellent.
- Gold metal stickpin with a buffalo on the top and a charm attached. The buffalo is
standing on the top of a bar embossed "Souvenir." The charm has the Raphael Beck
design on the front with "Pan American Exposition Buffalo NY 1901" around the
edge. The back has a wheat design with "Pan American Exposition" inside of it. Size:
Charm is .75" diam. Condition: Excellent- Stick is slightly bent near top.
- Gold metal stickpin with an eagle on the top and a coin charm attached to it. The
charm has a buffalo on the front and the words "Pan American Exposition 1901"
around it. The back has a picture of Niagara Falls and the words "Electric City,
Buffalo NY.". Size: Charm is .75" diam. Condition: Pin is slightly bent and tarnished.
- Gold colored stickpin with large gold metal charm attached. The front of the charm
has a Native American fighting a buffalo and the words "Pan American Exposition
1901" around it. The outside of the charm has decorative leaf edging. The back has a
detailed design with various different small pictures. The design includes a picture of
Niagara Falls and a buffalo. "Pat Ap'd." . Size: Charm 1.75" x 1.5" Condition: Slightly
tarnished on front, tarnished on back. Pin is also slightly bent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 206 - Lot of 4 medals:
- Silver colored aluminum coin. The front is embossed with a buffalo with the words
"I was at/ in 1901." The back is marked "Pan American Exposition Souvenir.". Size:
1.25" diam. Condition: The buffalo is worn and there are some scratches on the back,
but no tarnish.
- Gold colored metal coin. The front has the R.Beck design with the standard wording
around it. The back has a wheat design with "To unite the Americas in bonds of
prosperity and piece" inside it. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Tarnished.
- Gold colored metal coin, minted by the US Mint onsite at the exposition. The front
has a figure of a man wearing a crown, and standing and reaching to the sky- possibly
a Christ like figure. At the bottom is the name "G.T.Brewster." The back has a view of
North and South America. On the back is written "Pan American Exposition N.Y.
U.S.A May 1 Nov 1 MDCDI.". Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Silver colored aluminum coin. On the front is a picture of a buffalo with the words
"R U A" above it. The back has a picture of a donkey in the middle with the words " U
Bet I Am" around it. . Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Piece is worn.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 207 - Lot of 4 medals:
- Silver colored aluminum coin. The front has the words "Souvenir National
Commission of Chile" around a design. The design is possibly the seal of Chile. The
back reads "Chile at the Pan American Exposition Buffalo 1901" around a picture of
the Chile building. Size: 1.25" diam Condition: Very good.
- Silver colored aluminum coin. The front has two women standing over a buffalo
head with North and South America depicted underneath. The standard wording is
around the edge. The back advertises "H. Klienhans & Co." It says the coin "will
allow 25 cents on a purchase of $5 or over, for the return of this medal during their
anniversary week May 1-6 1899." There is a small hole in the top so the coin can be
attached to a chain. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Silver colored aluminum coin. The front is embossed with a buffalo with the words
"I was at/ in 1901." The back is marked "Pan American Exposition Souvenir." There
is a small hole at the top so it can be attached to a chain. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition:
Slightly tarnished.
- Gold colored metal coin, minted by the US Mint onsite at the exposition. The front
has a picture of a buffalo with "Souvenir 1901" written around it. The back says "Pan
American Exposition May-November Buffalo NY." There is a small hole drilled to
the left of the buffalo so it can be attached to a chain. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition:
Very good.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 18

$ 18

Lot # 208 - Lot of 4 medals:
- Copper colored metal coin. The front has the R. Beck design with the standard
wording around it. The back has the Electric Tower with the words "Made by first
coinage press used in U.S.Mint" around the picture. Size: .75" diam. Condition: Only
very slightly tarnished.
- Gold colored metal coin. The front has the R. Beck design with the standard wording
around it. The back is advertising "H.A. Meldrum Co Buffalo N.Y." with a picture of
the company building. Size: .75" diam Condition: Slightly tarnished.
- Circular gold metal pendant/charm. The front has the R.Beck logo with the standard
wording around the edge. The back has a wheat design and the words "To unite the
Americas in bonds of prosperity and peace" inside it. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition:
Very good- only very slightly tarnished.
- Gold colored metal coin, minted by the US Mint onsite at the exposition. The front
has a figure of a man wearing a crown, and standing and reaching to the sky- possibly
a Christ like figure. At the bottom is the name "G.T.Brewster." The back has a view of
North and South America. On the back is written "Pan American Exposition N.Y.
U.S.A May 1 Nov 1 MDCDI.". Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Excellent-only slightly
tarnished on back.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 209 - Lot of 4 souvenir pans:
- Silver metal charm in the shape of a pan. The center has a globe showing North and
South America. The standard wording is around the edge. The back is blank. . Size:
1.5" long Condition: Tarnished.
- Small, gold colored metal pan. The center is plain. The handle has an embossed
buffalo on the end and the date "1901.". Size: 2.75 x 1.25" Condition: Very good.
- Gold colored stickpin with a charm attached. The charm is a frying pan, in the
middle is a view of the Electric Tower. The representation of the Tower is on silver
metal that is then fixed into a gold colored frying pan charm. Size: Charm is 1.5" x
.75" Condition: Very good-very little tarnish.
- Gold colored stickpin with a small charm attached. The charm is a frying pan with
an embossed buffalo head in the center. The buffalo is looking to the left. The words
"Pan American 1901" are around the buffalo. The handle of the pan has "Pat'd" on it.
There is a yellow ribbon attached to the top of the pin. Size: Charm is 1.5" x .75"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 210 - Lot of 3 elongates:
- Elongated cent with picture of the Electric Tower embossed on the front. The back is
blank. Size: 1.5" x .75" Condition: Coin is slightly bent and tarnished.
- Elongated cent with picture of the Temple of Music embossed on the front. The back
is blank. Size: 1.5" x .75" Condition: Tarnished and slightly bent. Dark colored spots
on front.
- Elongated cent with picture of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building embossed
on the front. The back is blank. Size: 1.5" x .75" Condition: Very tarnished, some
green spots on back. Also looks like it was stamped slightly off center.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 18

$ 18

$ 14

Lot # 211 - Lot of 2 lucky pennies:
- Aluminum coin with a penny fixed in a center opening. The design on the aluminum
is a four leaf clover. The front has the words "Good Luck Souvenir Buffalo N.Y. Pan
American Exposition." The back has the design of two horseshoes and says "Lucky
Penny ... Size: 1.5" diam Condition: Excellent.
- Aluminum coin with a penny fixed in a center opening. The design on the aluminum
is a four leaf clover. The front has the words "Good Luck Souvenir Buffalo N.Y. Pan
American Exposition." The back has the design of two horseshoes and says "Lucky
Penny Pocket Piece. Pat' Applied for." The penny his an Indian head dated 1901. The
back has a wheat design with "one cent" in the middle. The penny in this piece is put
in the opposite way of the others. Size: 1.5" diam. Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 212 - Lot of 3 white china dessert plates:
- In the center is a color image of the Temple of Music with other Pan-Am buildings
in the background, with embossed decorative edge with gold trim. Size: 6" diam.
Condition: Good - Picture is a little worn.
- In the center is a color image of the Electricity Building, with scalloped edges and
gold accents. Size: 6" diam. Condition: Good - Picture is a little worn. There's a small
chip from the edge.
- In the center is a color image of the Machinery and Transportation Building, with
scalloped edges and gold accents. Size: 6" diam. Condition: Good - Some crackling in
the outer glaze.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 213 - Lot of 2 ruby glass cream pitchers:
- With clear patterned glass at the bottom and clear glass handle. Inscribed on one side
"Pan American Expo/Buffalo/1901" and on the other side "Carl.". Size: 4" h
Condition: Excellent - Small scratches/areas of loss.
- With clear patterned glass at the bottom and clear glass handle. Inscribed on one side
"Pan American/Exposition/1901" and on the other side "Mother.". Size: 4" h
Condition: Good - 1" crack on the inside in the top of the vessel. There is also a chip
in the underneath part of the handle top. Minor scratches and small areas of loss to the
ruby coloring.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 214 - Lot of 4 ruby glass cups:
- With base and handle of clear glass. Inscribed on front "Donald/Pan-American 1901
Buffalo.". Size: 2" x 3" diam. Condition: Very good - Area of adhesive residue on the
side.
- With clear glass scalloped design at the bottom, bordered by raised beads, and clear
handle. Inscribed on one side "Pan-American/Exposition/1901" and on the other side
"Clara Dearolph/". Size: 1.75" x 2.75" Condition: Excellent -Very minor scratches and
loss to ruby glass.
- With clear glass handle and very bottom. Inscribed on the front "Pan-Am Expo
Buffalo 1901" and on the back "Florence.". Size: 2" x 3" diam. Condition: Excellent Minor loss to ruby coloring.
- With clear glass base and handle. Inscribed on the front "Harriet" and on the reverse
"Pan-Am Expo 1901.". Size: 2" x 3" diam. Condition: Very good - Inscription is crude
and jagged. Minor loss to the ruby coloring. Some iridescence to the glass.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 10

$ 12

$ 18

$ 20

Lot # 215 - Lot of 3 ruby glass mugs:
- With clear glass bottom with ornate design and clear handle. Inscribed on one side
"Pan American/Buffalo/1901" and on the other "Martha" with decorative leaf design
throughout. Size: 3.5" x 2.75" diam. Condition: Excellent -Very minor loss to ruby
coloring.
-With flared top edges and clear glass bottom and handle made. Bottom has an etched
hexagon design. Inscribed in the center "Edgar Bellershein/Pan-American/1901.".
Size: 3" x 2.75" diam. Condition: Excellent -.
- Punch cup with clear glass handle and bottom, which is edged with arch design.
Inscribed on one side "Pan-American/Exposition/Buffalo/1901" and on the other
"Ida.". Size: 2.5" x 2" diam. Condition: Fair - Two chips/breaks have been repaired
near the handle. Small chip on bottom edge.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

Lot # 216 - Lot of 6 non-matching clear juice/whiskey glasses:
- With a gold rim at the top and a detailed representation of the Horticulture Building
etched in white on the front. Above image is printed "Pan-American Exposition,
Buffalo, 1901." Gold trim around top. Size: 3.5" x 2.25" diam. Condition: Very good Some wear to the gold trim and design.
- With a gold rim at the top and a detailed representation of the Ethnology Building
etched in white on the front. Beneath image is printed "Pan-American Exposition,
Buffalo, 1901." Back is inscribed with the initial "R". Size: 3.75" x 2.75" diam.
Condition: Excellent -.
- With gold trim and a detailed representation of the Temple of Music etched in white
on the front with the Electric Tower visible in the background. Above image is printed
"Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901.". Size: 3.5" x 2.25" diam. Condition: Good
- Gold trim is completely worn off . Small area of adhesive residue on the bottom of
the glass.
- With a gold rim at the top and a detailed representation of the Electric Tower etched
in white on the front. Above image is printed "Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo,
1901.". Size: 3.5" x 2.25" diam. Condition: Very good - Gold is almost completely
worn off. Minor area of loss to the top of the design.
- With gold trim and a detailed representation of the Electricity Building etched in
white on the front with the Electric Tower visible in the background. Above image is
printed "Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901.". Size: 3.5" x 2.25" diam.
Condition: Good - Wear to the design. Gold trim is almost completely worn off. Areas
of adhesive residue on the bottom of the glass.
- With design of various buildings and symbols all together etched in white
throughout. Some of the images include the Electric Tower, Manufacturers Building
and Niagara Falls. "Copyright by A.C. Basselman N.Y.". Size: 4" x 2.25" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 75

Lot # 217 - Lot of 3 green glass cups:
- Green glass mug with decorative gold accents around the bottom. The front is
inscribed with "Rosalie Siltenfeld/Pan-American Buffalo 1901." Plain green glass
handle. Size: 4" x 3" diam Condition: Excellent.
- Green glass up with tripod base and accented with gold gilt. Inscribed on the front is
"Mother/Pan-American 1901." Plain green glass handle. Size: 3" x 3" diam.
Condition: Excellent.
- Light green glass mug with plain green glass handle and relief design along the
bottom and up the sides. The front is etched with a running bison and the words "PanAmerican Exposition 1901.". Size: 3.5" x 2.75" diam. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

$ 20

$ 25

$ 20

Lot # 218 - Lot of 2 milk glass objects:
- Heart shaped milk glass trinket box with embossed decorations painted gold and
large areas painted in a light blue on the sides and lid. Written in gold on lid "PanAmerican/Buffalo 1901.". Size: 1.5" x 3.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - Minor wear
and loss to the paint.
- Milk glass ax. Front of the handle has a leaf design and "Pan-American" embossed
on it. The back has the same design with "Buffalo 1901." The ax head and blade are
also decorated with embossed and painted Indian's head in center. Size: 7" Condition:
Very good - Some wear to the paint. Slight yellowing and surface dirt throughout.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 219 - Lot of 5 small clear glass water bottles that originally contained "Jordan
Water." Embossed on the side of each is "Jordan Waters/Pan-Am 1901.". Size: 2"
Condition: (in order shown, there are 2 photos of each bottle):
- Good - Some of the cork remains.
- Good - No cork or paper label. Has been cleaned up.
- Excellent - Has cork and part of a paper label.
- Very good - Still has cork and traces of the paper label.
- Good - No paper label or cork.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 220 - Lot of 3 match safes:
- Aluminum match safe. Aluminum was used to make lesser quality, cheaper souvenir
items. The wording "Pan-American 1901" is etched upside down on the front. There is
a flower pattern etched on the back. Size: 2.75" x 1.5" Condition: Good.
- Aluminum match safe. This item has "Pan-American 1901" etched on the front.
There is an embossed horse head on the back, and an embossed flower design on the
lid. Size: 2.75" x 1.5" Condition: Good
- Brass match safe. On the front is an engraved buffalo surrounded by the words "PanAmerican Exposition Buffalo 1901.". Size: 1.5" x 2.5" Condition: Excellent, still has
matches inside.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

Lot # 221 - Lot of 2 Sterling McKinley Spoons:
- Sterling Silver spoon. Temple of Music is pictured in the bowl with wording around.
The handle reads "God's will be done not ours" and shows the Emergency Hospital,
the Milburn House, and McKinley's profile. The back reads "Good-by to all" and is
stamped "sterling.". Size: 5.75" Condition: Excellent-very little tarnish.
- Silver Spoon. Temple of Music pictured in the bowl, around the picture is written
"Temple of Music Pan American Exposition Buffalo NY Sept' 6 1901 dies Sept' 14
1901." Handle says "1896 to 1901" and shows McKinley and his birthplace. The back
is blank. Size: 3.75" Condition: Slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

$ 18

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 222 - Lot of 2 sterling indian spoons (60 grams sterling):
- Sterling Silver Spoon. A Buffalo standing over a globe with North and South
America and "1901," is pictured in the bowl, with wording at the top. The handle has
a Native American and a half man half animal figure ("Pan") at top. The back is
stamped "sterling.". Size: 5.75" Condition: Excellent.
- Sterling Silver Spoon. The bowl is very decorative. The main elements are a globe,
with a woman holding hands with a Native American, around it. Handle is also very
decorative and has the words "Pan-American." The very top of the handle is a
buffalo's head. The back is very decorative and stamped "sterling." Made by
Dickinson & Co. Size: 5.75" Condition: Excellent-only very slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 223 - Lot of 2 sterling spoons:
- Sterling silver spoon. Lady riding a buffalo and carrying a spear is pictured in the
bow, with wording around the edges. Handle has a picture of the NY State Seal and
the wording "New York." The back is blank. . Size: 5.50" Condition: Excellent.
- Sterling Silver Spoon. Electric Tower pictured in the bowl with wording underneath.
The handle's main two designs are the NY State Seal and a Native American. It says
"Red Jacket" beneath the Native American. The back is stamped "sterling.". Size:
5.50" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 224 - Lot of 4 sterling demitasse spoons:
- Silver Spoon. Raphael Beck design pictured in the bowl, around the picture is
written "Pan American Exposition 1901." The handle has a picture of a Native
American and a buffalo. The back has a picture of Niagara Falls and is embossed
"Sterling.". Size: 3.75" Condition: Very good- just slightly tarnished.
- Sterling Silver spoon. The Electric Tower is pictured in the bowl with wording
around. The handle has a view of Niagara Falls at the top. The back is plain except for
the stamp "Sterling." Schickler #202. Size: 3.5" Condition: Slightly tarnished- the
bowl is slightly tarnished to a gold color.
- Sterling Silver Spoon. The Temple of Music is pictured in the bowl with wording
around. The handle has a view of Niagara Falls at the top. The back is plain except for
the stamp "Sterling." Schickler #201.". Size: 3.5" Condition: Slightly tarnished.
- Silver Spoon. A scene of buildings are pictured in the bowl, around the picture is
written "Pan American Exposition 1901." Handle has a picture of Niagara Falls at the
top. The back is stamped "sterling.". Size: 3.75" Condition: Tarnished.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 225 - Lot of 4 McKinley spoons:
- Electric Tower pictured in the bowl. Handle has "Pan American" written with
pictures of Niagara Falls and President McKinley. The back has a picture of a fair
scene with "1901." Made by Oneida Community. Size: 4.25" Condition: Excellentvery slightly tarnished.
- Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building pictured in the bowl. Handle has "Pan
American" written with pictures of Niagara Falls and President McKinley. The back
has a picture of a fair scene with "1901." Made by Oneida Community. Size: 4.25"
Condition: Excellent-very slightly tarnished.
- U.S. Government Building pictured in the bowl. Handle has "Pan American" written
with pictures of Niagara Falls and President McKinley. The back has a picture of a
fair scene with "1901." Made by Oneida Community. Size: 4.25" Condition: Slightly
tarnished.
- U.S. Government Building pictured in the bowl. Handle has "Pan American" written
with pictures of Niagara Falls and President McKinley. The back has a picture of a
fair scene with "1901." Made by Oneida Community. Size: 4.25" Condition: Very
slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 25

$ 20

$ 20

$ 14

Lot # 226 - Lot of 6 matching spoons: Each handle has "Pan American 1901" with a
picture of a buffalo standing on top of a globe showing North and South America. The
back shows a picture of Niagara Falls and is stamped "official." Made by the
American Souvenir Company. Size: Each is 4.25" long.
- Niagara Falls pictured in the bowl. Condition: Excellent.
- Niagara Falls pictured in the bowl. Condition: Excellent.
- Niagara Falls pictured in the bowl. Condition: Very good-slightly tarnished.
- Electricity Building pictured in the bowl. Condition: Slightly tarnished.
- Electricity Building pictured in the bowl. Condition: Excellent.
- Machinery and Transportation Building pictured in the bowl. Condition: Tarnished.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 227 - Lot of 5 matching spoons: The Handle of each has "Pan-Am 1901" written
with pictures of Niagara Falls and an Indian's head. The back has a picture of the
Electric Tower and says "391 Feet High." made by USSC. Size: Each is 4.25"
- Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building is pictured in the bowl. Condition:
Excellent.
- Electricity Building is pictured in the bowl. Condition: Excellent.
- Machinery and Transportation Building is pictured in the bowl. Condition:
Tarnished.
- Mines Horticulture and Graphic Arts Building is pictured in the bowl. Condition:
Slightly tarnished.
- U.S. Government Building is pictured in the bowl. Condition: Slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 228 - Lot of 3 shells with pictures of buildings:
- Circular shaped flat shell with a picture of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts
Building on it. Size: 3.75" diam. Condition: The picture is a little worn.
- Circular shaped flat shell with a picture of the Machinery and Transportation
Building on it. . Size: 3.5" diam. Condition: The picture is worn.
- Circular shaped flat shell with a picture of the Electric Tower on it. . Size: 4" diam.
Condition: The picture is a little worn.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 229 - Lot of 3 wooden objects:
- Wooden pipe souvenir of the Pan American Exposition. The bowl is hand painted
with a buffalo and "1901" on one side and "Pan-American Exposition" on the other.
Size: Bowl-2.5" x 2.25" Stem-7" Condition: Pipe has been used but is in excellent
condition.
- Small wooden piece with hole in the top. The hole is filled with a felt type material
for storing pins or needles. Around the top is written "Pan American Exposition
Buffalo, 1901." Size: 2.75" diam. Condition: The bark is missing from the back, but
otherwise excellent.
- Small wooden pail with thin metal wire handle. The decoration is in black on the
front and is an outline of a buffalo and the words "Pan American 1901.". Size: 2.25"
high with 3" diameter Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
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Lot # 230 - Lot of 4 leather purses:
- Leather manicure pouch. The outside has an embossed buffalo head with wording
around. Inside is a piece of sandpaper for nail filing. There is also an opening to keep
other manicure tools. Size: 2.75" x 2" Condition: Excellent.
- Small leather change purse with metal clasp. The front has a flower burned into it
with "Pan American 1901" around it. The back has the initials "N.F.L". Size: 2.25" x
2" Condition: Excellent.
- Small leather change purse. The front is decorated with a buffalo and reads "Pan
American 1901.". Size: 3.25" x 2.75" Condition: Excellent.
- Small leather expandable change purse. The base is decorated with a seascape and
the words "Pan American 1901.". Size: 3" diam. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 231 - Lot of 2 celluloid lockets:
- Gold metal locket with celluloid on the front and back. The front has a picture of
Niagara Falls. The back has a representation of the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts
building. Both designs are multicolored. No chain. The inside is empty. Size: 1.25"
diameter Condition: Excellent.
- Gold metal locket with celluloid on the front and back. The front has a picture of the
corner of the Stadium. The back has a design incorporating a lady with a trumpet, a
buffalo, and an overview of some of the Pan-American buildings. Both designs are
multicolored. Attached to a 20" gold metal charm. Inside is a black and white picture
of a Native American. Size: 1.25" diameter Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Lot # 232 - Lot of 5 Electric Tower Paperweights:
- Rectangular glass paperweight with sepia tone photograph of the Electric Tower.
Reverse side is covered by a maroon faux leather covering. Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1"
Condition: Very good - The back has worn away in one very small spot in the lower
right corner with scratches throughout the reverse side.
- Rectangular glass paperweight with multicolor design of the Electric Tower. Above
the building is written "Pan American Exposition Buffalo N.Y." The reverse side is
covered with a red faux leather stamped with "Empire Art Co. New York.". Size: 4" x
2.5" x 1" Condition: Excellent -Very minor scratches to the glass.
- Rectangular glass paperweight with black and white photograph of the Electric
Tower at night, with the sky lit up in the background. Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1" Condition:
Very good - Backing is scratched with small areas of loss.
- Square glass paperweight with round sepia tone photograph of the Electric Tower.
Reverse side is covered with light brown faux leather. Size: 3" x 3" x 1" Condition:
Very good - No break in the backing, but significant scratches to the backing. Other
minor scratches to the glass. Photo is slightly faded.
- Rectangular glass paperweight with sepia tone photograph of the Electric Tower.
Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1" Condition: Fair - The back is very worn with no covering, just
paper remaining. There are several dark brown stains that have run through to the
front of the photograph.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
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Lot # 233 - Lot of 3 reverse glass trays of the Electric Tower:
- Round serving tray with silver color metal frame with "punched out" star design and
multicolor view of the Electric Tower in the middle under glass. Tray has two silver
colored metal handles. Size: 5.75" diam. Condition: Very Fine - Small area of loss to
the bottom center of the design. Minor areas of loss to finish, scratches, and rust
throughout the metal.
- Smaller version metal framed serving tray. The center is a multicolor view of the
Electric Tower under glass. The frame is silver colored and decorated with punched
out rectangles. There are two handles. Size: 4.5" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Round serving tray with silver color metal frame with "punched out" star design and
multicolor view of the Electric Tower in the middle under glass. Tray has two silver
colored metal handles. Size: 5.75" diam. Condition: Poor - Significant loss to the
design. Areas of loss to finish, scratches, and rust throughout the metal.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 234 - Lot of 4 reverse glass trays:
- Round serving tray with silver color metal frame with "punched out" star design and
multicolor picture of a little girl in the middle under glass. Beneath the girl is printed
in gold lettering "Souvenir of/the Pan American Exposition 1901/Buffalo, U.S.A."
Tray has two silver colored metal handles. Size: 5.75" diam. Condition: Very good Crackling visible around most of the design. Minor areas of loss to finish, scratches,
and rust throughout the metal.
- Smaller version metal framed serving tray. The center is a multicolor view of the
Electric Tower under glass. The frame is silver colored and decorated with punched
out stars. There is only one handle. Size: 4.5" diam. Condition: Very Fine, the picture
is still intact. However, one of the handles has been broken off.
- Metal framed rectangular serving tray. The center has a multicolor picture of a lady
and gentleman. In the bottom corner are the words "Souvenir of the Pan American
Exposition 1901. Buffalo U.S.A. The frame is silver colored metal with two handles.
Size: 8.5" x 5" Condition: Picture is cracked, otherwise very good.
- Round serving tray with silver color metal frame with "punched out" star design and
multicolor picture of the Raphael Beck logo of two women in the shape of North and
South America holding hands. Tray has two silver colored metal handles. Size: 7.75"
diam. Condition: Fair - Significant loss to what was presumably the original gold
colored background with one small area of loss in the design. Minor areas of loss to
finish, scratches, and rust throughout the metal.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 235 - Lot of 2 Indian Congress trays:
- Copper colored metal tray. There is a hook on the back so it could also be a wall
hanging. It is very heavy. The design is a Native American with full headdress. The
edges are the feathers of the headdress. Size: 5" x 6" Condition: Extremely Fine.
- Metal tray from the 'Pan American 1901." This could have been a tray or a wall
hanging as it has a hook in the back. The design is a Native American about to throw a
tomahawk. Size: 4" diam. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 236 - Lot of 4 metal trays:
- Silver metal tray. The center has a decorative design of a buffalo surrounded by the
words "Pan-American 1901 Exposition." The edge is decorated slightly. Size: 5.5"
diam. Condition: Tarnished.
- Decorative metal tray. In the center is the U.S. Government Building. Around the
edges are various decorative patterns. The shape is decorative also. The back is
marked "U.S. Government Building at Buffalo U.S.A. 1901." . Size: 5.25" x 4"
Condition: Very good.
- Silver colored metal tray. Decorative tray with fancy edging. The center has a
buffalo with "1901 Pan American Exposition Buffalo" surrounding it. The shape of
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the tray is also decorative. Size: 6" x 4" Condition: Worn.
- Silver colored metal tray. This item is very heavy. In the center are the words "PanAmerican" but it is very worn. The shape and edges are decorative. Size: 3.5" x 5"
Condition: Tarnished and worn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 237 - Lot of 5 metal trays:
- Small silver colored metal tray. The center has a globe showing North and South
America. There is also a depiction of Niagara Falls. The edge is ornately patterned
and scalloped. Size: 3" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Small copper colored decorative tray. Inside is a relief of the Ethnology Building. In
the background are the Electric Tower and other Pan-Am buildings. One inch around
the inside is decorated with a wheel and flower design. The back is marked
"Ethnology at Buffalo U.S.A. 1901.". Size: 3.25" x 4.25" Condition: Tarnished.
- Small metal tray. Inside is a relief of the Electric Tower surrounded by flowering
trees. The edges are scalloped and accented with small flowers. Size: 5" x 3.25"
Condition: Tarnished.
- Small rectangular metal tray. Inside is a relief of the Electricity Building. Around it
are flowering trees. The edge is also accented with flower designs. Size: 3.25 x 4.75"
Condition: Very tarnished.
- Gold colored metal tray. Relatively plain except for two decorative handles (one on
each side). The center has a buffalo with "1901 Pan-American Exposition Buffalo"
surrounding it. Size: 5.5" x 3.75" Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

Lot # 238 - Lot of 3 shell souveinrs:
- Shell decorated with "Pan American Souvenir Buffalo "1901"" written in fancy
script across the top. Size: 3.75" across Condition: Excellent.
- Shell decorated with "Pan American 1901" on it. There is a circle cut out of the top
that would have contained a glass inkwell. This is missing. Size: 3.5" across
Condition: Missing glass insert but otherwise excellent.
- Shell match holder with "Matches Pan American 1901" on the front. Matches would
have been stored in the top. The base is attached with a nut and bolt. The base says
"Pat Nov 21 1899." The back of the base is carved so you can strike the match. Size:
2" x 3" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 239 - Lot of 3 aluminum pads:
- Aluminum notepad cover. The design is black on the front and it shows the Electric
Tower. "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo 1901 May 1 to Nov 1" is written around it
in red. Size: 2" x 3.75" Condition: Very good- no paper.
- Aluminum notepad cover. The front has a design in black. The two main pictures are
a buffalo and Niagara Falls. The writing says " Souvenir Pan-American Exposition
1901.". Size: 2" x 3.75" Condition: Good.
- Aluminum notepad cover. The front has an embossed buffalo with script writing
around it. "Souvenir Pan Am Exposition 1901." It also has decoration in the corners.
Size: 2.5" x 4.25" Condition: Excellent, still has paper inside.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
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Lot # 240 - Lot of 3 personal care objects:
- Thin aluminum comb. The front has a decorative design in each corner and "PanAmerican Buffalo 1901" in the center. The back is crudely etched with the name "
Geo W. Heller.". Size: 6.75" x 1.25" Condition: Very good.
- Small tool. Unsure of the use of this tool. It has a metal spade shaped blade and a
wooden handle. The handle has a metal plaque attached with a buffalo on it and the
date "1901.". Size: 4.75" long Condition: Good-handle is a little worn.
- Small aluminum comb. It is stamped "Dragon Aluminum." The front is crudely
etched with "Pan Am 1901." The other side is personalized with the initials "G.A.H.".
Size: 4.25" x .75" Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 241 - Lot of 5 napkin rings:
- Thick shell made into a napkin ring. The decoration on the front is a buffalo, and
beneath it are the words "Pan American Buffalo 1901.". Size: 3" x 1" Condition:
Excellent.
- Silver aluminum napkin ring. Etched on the sides is a crude flower design. The front
has an engraved buffalo and says "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo U.S.A. 1901"
around the buffalo. Size: 1.6" x 1.7" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Silver aluminum napkin ring. Crudely etched on the front is "Pan-American 1901"
within a leaf design. There are decorative rings around the top and bottom. Size: 1.2"
x 1.8" diam. Condition: Excellent.
- Silver aluminum napkin ring. Etched on the sides is a crude flower design. The front
has an engraved buffalo and says "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo U.S.A. 1901"
around the buffalo. Size: 1.3" x 1.5" diam. Condition: There are two puncture holes on
each side of the ring, and many scratches.
- Silver aluminum napkin ring. Etched on the sides is a crude flower design. The front
has an engraved buffalo and says "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo U.S.A. 1901"
around the buffalo. Also etched on the back is the name, Mary Attildreth.". Size: 1.3"
x 1.5" diam. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 242 - Lot of 3 tools:
- Pocket knife with a decorative gold colored handle depicting a buffalo and "PanAmerican Buffalo 1901." To release the knife blade you push on the top like a pen.
Made by the Eagle Pencil Co. New York.. Size: 3.5" x 1.75" blade Condition:
Excellent.
- Metal souvenir in the shape of an ax. This has also been called a cigar box opener.
One side is marked "The L. & I. White Co. Buffalo, N.Y. Est. 1837. Highest Award
Paris-Exposition." On the reverse is "Manufacturers of Edge Tools and Machine
Knives Pan American Exposition 1901.". Size: 6" x 2.5" Condition: Excellent.
- Silver colored metal knife. It looks almost like it was fashioned from a large nail.
The flat blade is marked "Pan-American Souvenir 1901 patented." Probably used as a
letter opener. The top of the nail is engraved with what looks like a cursive letter,
possibly "I.". Size: 5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 243 - Ticket for September 18th New York Day, marked as such on the front
with images of the NYS Building, Sen. Platt, Gov. O'Dell, and Sen. Depew and
marked on the back "Bureau of Admissions and Collections". Ticket stub with
attached coupon; Made of cardstock. Size: 2.75 x 6.25 Condition: Very good, no tears,
creases, or stains.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
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Lot # 244 - Ticket for November 2nd Farewell Day, regular ticket marked as such
with a stamp on the front over the image of the Triumphal Bridge and marked in the
back "Bureau of Admissions and Collections". Ticket stub with attached coupon. Size:
2.25 x 4.75 Condition: Very good, no tears or crease, two small spots.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 245 - Special rail ticket for the Expo, marked "Issued by the New York Central
RR/Special Excursion Coach Ticket/Account Pan-American Exposition, 1901,"
punched for October 29, 1901. Size: 11.5 x 2.25 Condition: Fair, worn, discolored,
creased.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 246 - Children's ticket for October 19th Buffalo Day, regular children's ticket
marked as such with a stamp on the front over the 1/2 price stamp and the image of
the Triumphal Bridge and marked in the back "Bureau of Admissions and
Collections". Children's ticket looks like regular adult ticket except it ... Size: 2.25 x
3.25 Condition: Fair, creases, surface wear and discoloration.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

Lot # 247 - Ticket for October 19th Buffalo Day, regular ticket marked as such with a
stamp on the front over the image of the Triumphal Bridge and marked in the back
"Bureau of Admissions and Collections". Size: 2.25 x 3.25 Condition: Very good,
slight crease down center, no tears.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 30

Lot # 248 - Ticket, marked on the front "Souvenir Ticket/The Pan-American
Exposition/May 1st to November 1901" with an image of the Triumphal Bridge in the
center and marked on the back "Bureau of Admissions and Collections". Size: 2.25 x
3.25 Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 249 - Workman's pass marked "Workman's Pass Pan-American Exposition,"
punched for May 1-10/11, 1901, No. 8786, conditions of use on back side. Size: 2.75
x 4.25 Condition: Fair, some stains and creases.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 250 - Ticket for May 20th Dedication Day, marked as such on the front with an
image of the NYS Building and marked on the back "Bureau of Admissions and
Collections". Made of cardstock. Size: 2.75 x 4.75 Condition: Good, minor overall
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 30

Lot # 251 - 2 envelopes with Pan-Am Exposition cancellations:
- Envelope with image of a desk on the left side, labeled "If Not Called For in 5 Days,
Return to A. Cutler & Son, Buffalo, N.Y./Established 1824/The Best Desk in the
World," used. Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, cut open across top, worn, stained,
discolored.
- single envelope, image over almost all of front of a pool hall/bar, marked on the side
"After Five Days Return to M, J. Bernhard, 718-720 Jefferson St., Buffalo, N.Y.,"
used. Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, cut open across top, back flap coming unglued,
stains.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
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Lot # 252 - Lot of 5 envelopes with cancelled stamps:
- "Pan-American Exposition, 1901," image of the Albright Art Gallery (marked as
such), smaller images of an artists' pallet, sculpture tools, and a pedestal on the left
side, marked "Copyright, 1901, by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY,
USA," used. Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, left side is torn off, stains, ink from
stamp on back has bled through to the front, postal stamp across image, worn.
- "Pan-American Exposition, 1901," image of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts
Building (marked as such), smaller images of ceramic pots and a sculpture on the left
side, marked "Copyright, 1901, by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY,
USA," return address in top left corner "Return in 5 days to Waite & Bartlett Mf'g
Co., 108 East 23d Street, New York," used. Includes a cut-off part of a piece of
stationary paper. Envelope: Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, tear along edge for back
flap, small tear off of right edge, worn along edges and in corners, small spots. Insert:
Size: 3 x 5.5 Condition: Poor, incomplete piece, discolored on the back, stains.
- Image over the top left diagonal half on the front of the Electric Tower in the
background and of a buffalo on top of a globe marked "Pan-American Exposition
1901" in the foreground, marked "Copyright 1900, by H.G. Breed, Jr.," used. Size:
3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, cut open across top and down right side, several smaller
tears, stains, discolored, worn.
- Image imprinted in top left corner, circle with a buffalo in the middle and labeled
"Come to the Pan-American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.," marked "The Times,
Buffalo, N.Y.," used. Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor, cut open across top,
discolored, worn, stain on back.
- Image in a circle on the left of two female figures in the form of the Americas,
labeled "Pan-American Exposition 1901 Buffalo N.Y. U.S.A.," and "Copyright 1899
by the Pan-American Exposition Co.," marked "If Not Called for in Five Days, Return
to John Otto & Sons, Real Estate and Investments, Buffalo, N.Y.," used. Includes a
piece of stationary from John Otto & Sons, Real Estate Brokers (marked as such),
dated Feb. 8/1902 to Mr. E. P. Cottle. (inside paper is Size: 7.25 x 8.25 Condition:
Fair, small stain on back, folded over three times.) Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Poor,
cut open across right side and 1/4 of top, worn, stained.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 253 - Lot of 5 unused envelopes:
- Image of an Expo scene with a buffalo on top of a globe in the foreground,
underneath globe is a banner that reads "Pan American Exposition 1901". Size: 3.75 x
6.5 Condition: Fair, mild discoloration, back flap is stuck down by adhesive.
- Image of the Electric Tower and of a buffalo on top of a globe marked "PanAmerican Exposition 1901" in the foreground, marked "Copyright 1900, by H.G.
Breed, Jr.". Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Fair, part of back flap stuck down by adhesive,
light but large stain on back.
- "Pan-American Exposition, 1901," image of the Albright Art Gallery (marked as
such), smaller images of an artists' pallet, sculpture tools, and a pedestal on the left
side, marked "Copyright, 1901, by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY,
USA". Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Good, minor discoloration and spots.
- "Pan-American Exposition, 1901," image of the Ethnology Building (marked as
such), smaller images of a teepee, totems, and a canoe on the left side, marked
"Copyright, 1901, by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY, USA". Size:
3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Fair, minor spots, back flap is stuck down by adhesive.
- Image imprinted in top left corner, red circle with female figures in the forms of the
Americas in the middle and labeled "Return in Five Days," and "Pan-American
Exposition 1901 Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.," and "Copyright 1899 by Pan-American
Exposition Co.". Size: 3.75 x 6.5 Condition: Good, mild discoloration.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
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Lot # 254 - Lot of 10 trade cards
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 255 - Lot of 4 booklets:
- "Pan-American Edition: Niagara Power on the Street Railways of Buffalo &
Vicinity," copyright 1901 by General Electric Company, Schenectady, NY, 14 pgs of
text and images. Size: 10.5 x 8 Condition: Poor, cover starting to detach, stains,
creases.
- "Souvenir of The Butterick Exhibit at the Pan-American Exposition," information
about the exhibit and about some products the company sells, in English, French, and
Spanish, 16 pgs of text and images. Size: 8 x 4 Condition: Poor, cover starting to
detach at the bottom, top right corners of the cover are chipped off, stains.
- Silk-bound program for the "Reception given by the National Commission from the
United States of Mexico to the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, New York" dated
Sept-Oct 1901, listing the music, dancing, names of members of the National
Commission, and a photograph of the Mexico Building in honor of Mexico day at the
Exposition. Event was held at the Stadium Restaurant on the Exposition grounds.
Printed by White-Evans-Penfold Company. 32 pages . Size: Condition: Excellent .
- "Of Interest to Ladies: The Pan-American Exposition - Some of its Special
Features/Compliments of Buffalo Distilling Co., 82-86 Main St. Buffalo, NY," half of
the pages are about the Expo and half are advertisement for the company's Maple Gin,
16 pgs of text and images. Size: 5.75 x 6 Condition: Fair, stains, wear along bottom
edge.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 256 - Lot of 4 booklets:
- "Judges Library/Pan-American," humor magazine with stories, poems, and ads, No.
147, June, 1901, Copyright 1901 by Judge Company, 37 pgs of text and images. Size:
11.25 x 8.25 Condition: Fair, general wear, small stains, discoloration.
- booklet advertising for the Central Vermont Railway, information about rail service
to the Expo, marked on front "Corrected to September 15th, 1901," 23 pgs of text and
images and a route map on the back. Size: 8.25 x 4.25 (closed) Condition: Poor, small
tears all over, stains, discoloration.
- booklet folded into a double-sided map of Buffalo and of Erie & Niagara Counties,
"The Pan-American Exposition and Outdoor Recreation," 24 pgs of text and images.
Size: 9 x 4 (closed) Condition: Poor, many tears, stains, discoloration.
- advertisement for The Visitors Information Company guide for the Expo, small
piece of paper glued to front page for people to help sell the guide, 12 pgs of text and
images. Size: 7.5 x 5.5 Condition: Good, minor wear.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 257 - Lot of 5 stereoviews, all labeled "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis,
Liverpool, Toronto, Sydney" and "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn," backside
labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H." and sized the
same at 3 1/2" x 7" wide.
- stereoview of the Machinery & Transportation Building, labeled "14450. The
Romantic and Picturesque Pan American, Buffalo, N.Y." Condition: Fair, some
smudges, wear around the edges.
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- stereoview of the Triumphal Bridge, labeled "14451. Dedication Day, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Good, one small spot on the front.
- stereoview of the Ethnology Building with the U.S. Government Building in the
background at night, labeled "14456. Wonders of Electricity, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirty, worn, surface damage, images are worn.
- stereoview of the Ethnology Building at night, labeled "14457. The Ethnology
Building at Night, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirty, worn.
- stereoview of the U.S. Government Building at night, labeled "14458. The U.S.
Government Building in Electric Brilliancy, Pan American Exposition". Condition:
Poor, dirty, worn, some fading.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 258 - Lot of 5 stereoviews. All labeled "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn,"
backside labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H." All
are size 3 1/2" x 7" wide.
- Flower exhibit, labeled "14462. Among the Roses, Pan American Exposition," also
labeled "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto, Sydney".
Condition: Good, general wear around the edges.
- Alt Nurnberg on the Midway, labeled "14469. On the Merry Midway, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirty, worn.
- Machinery & Transportation Building, labeled "14474. It's a Beauty, It's a Dream,
Pan American Exposition". Condition: Fair, dirt, wear around the edges.
- U.S. Government Building, labeled "14477. Listening to the Music, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Good, a few small spots.
- Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building with part of the Agriculture Building and
Electric Tower in the background, labeled "14479. A Study in Art, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Fair, dirt, wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 259 - Lot of 5 stereoviews. All labeled "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn,"
backside labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H." All
are size 3 1/2" x 7" wide.
- Ethnology Building and sculptures with the U.S. Government Building in the
background, labeled "14480. Among the Wonderful Monuments of Art, Pan
American Exposition". Condition: Good, a few small spots.
- Ethnology Building and sculpture with the U.S. Government Building in the
background, labeled "14482. 'The Cupids', Pan American Exposition". Condition:
Fair, minor dirt, wear around the edges.
- Manufactures & Liberal Arts Building with fountains, labeled "14483. Crystal
Sprays from the Fairy Fountains, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Good, a few
minor spots.
- Temple of Music from across the Court of the Fountains with part of the Graphic
Arts Building in the background, labeled "14485. The Poet's Dream, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirt, discoloration, wear around the edges.
- People walking in front of the Electricity Building with part of the Propylaea in the
background, labeled "14486. Sight seers, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Poor,
worn, dirty, discoloration.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 260 - Lot of 5 stereoviews. All are marked "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn,"
back side labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H."
Some are also marked "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto,
Sydney". All are Size 3 1/2" x 7".
- stereoview of an exhibit, labeled "14487. 'The first photograph ever made showing
the interior construction of a modern breech loader, Pan American Exposition".
Condition: Poor, dirty, stain along top edge, worn.
- Temple of Music, labeled "14488. The Temple of Music, Pan American Exposition".
Condition: Fair, small spot of surface damage on front, minor wear, minor

$7

$7

$7

discoloration.
- Stereoview of people sitting on benches by a sculpture near an unknown building,
labeled "14490.'I wanted Jeremiah to come along', Pan American Exposition".
Condition: Fair, worn around the edges, minor spots.
- Electric Tower at night, labeled "14491. The Great Search Light and Electric Tower,
Pan American Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirty, worn.
- Electric Tower at night with parts of the Propylaea on the sides, labeled "14492. The
Great Electric Tower by night, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Fair, stains, one
image side has a line down the right side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 261 - Lot of 5 stereoviews. All are marked "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn,"
back side labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H."
Some are also marked "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto,
Sydney". All are Size 3 1/2" x 7".
- Electric Tower with fountains in front and part of Propylaea and Agriculture
Building on the right, labeled "14494. Central Fountains looking North, showing the
great Electric Tower, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Poor, stains, wear around
the edges.
- Machinery and Transportation Building at night with fountains in front, labeled
"14496. Beautiful is the Pan American by Electric Light". Condition: Fair, dirt and
spots, wear around the edges.
- Horticulture Building at night, labeled "14498. Horticultural Hall at night, Pan
American Exposition". Condition: Fair, stains, wear around the edges.
- Horticulture Building, Temple of Music, and Fountain of Abundance at night,
labeled "14499. Temple of Music and Horticultural Hall by Electricity, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Poor, dirty, worn, stained.
- Temple of Music at night, labeled "14500. Temple of Music by night, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Poor, left side image is starting to detach, discoloration,
stains, dirt, wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 262 - Lot of 5 stereoviews. All are marked "Copyright 1901, by B.W. Kilburn,"
back side labeled "Photographed and Published by B.W. Kilburn, Littleton, N.H."
Some are also marked "James M. Davis, New York, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto,
Sydney". All are Size 3 1/2" x 7".
- Temple of Music at night, labeled "14501. Temple of Music by night, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Fair, dirt/spots, wear around the edges.
- Electric Tower, buildings down the left side of the Court of Fountains, and part of
the Propylaea at night, labeled "14503. Light out of Darkness, Pan American
Exposition". Condition: Good, minor spots and wear around the edges.
- Triumphal Bridge and performance area in front of the U.S. Government Building at
night, labeled "14505. The Triumphal Bridge by night, Pan American Exposition".
Condition: Fair, discoloration, wear around the edges, a few spots over top of the left
image.
- Triumphal Bridge at night, labeled "14506. Triumphal Bridge and Lake by night,
Pan American Exposition". Condition: Fair, stains, wear around the edges.
- Bandstand in front of the Propylaea at night, labeled "14507. A Halo of Crystalline
Beauty, Pan American Exposition". Condition: Fair, minor spots, minor surface
damage in the corners.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

$7

Lot # 263 - Lot of 3 bookmarks:
- Celluloid bookmark advertising for Libby, McNeill, & Libby, Chicago, front side
has a red flower on top and the Pan-Am emblem towards the bottom, back has a list of
the company's food products. Size: 5 x 2.25 Condition: Good.
- celluloid bookmark advertising for Libby, McNeill, & Libby, Chicago, front side has
a purple flower on top and the Pan-Am emblem towards the bottom, back has a list of
the company's food products. Size: 5.25 x 2 Condition: Fair, small spots and scratches.
- cardstock bookmark advertising for Libby, McNeill, & Libby, Chicago, front side
has a purple flower on top and the Pan-Am emblem towards the bottom, back has a
list of the company's food products. Size: 5.25 x 2 Condition: Fair, general wear and
spots
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 264 - Lot 3 pictures:
- Single color image of the bust of a man labeled "Bernhardt Wall, Pan American
1901," in the bottom corner is a small image of a gondolier on his gondola labeled
"Venice in America," image from a 1901 Merrick and Wall publication called
"Midway Types". Size: 11 x 7 Condition: Good, general wear, no tears or stains,
creased in the bottom right corner.
- single color image of the bust of a man labeled "Bernhardt Wall, Pan American
1901," in the bottom corner is a small image of a woman in a grass skirt labeled
"Hawaii," image from a 1901 Merrick and Wall publication called "Midway Types".
Size: 11 x 7 Condition: Good, general wear, no tears or stains, creased in the top and
bottom left corners.
- single color image of the bust of a man labeled "Bernhardt Wall, Pan American
1901," in the bottom corner is a small image of a tower and gate labeled "Alt
Nurnberg," image from a 1901 Merrick and Wall publication called "Midway Types".
Size: 11 x 7 Condition: Fair, general wear, creases across top and in bottom left
corner, minor spots.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 265 - Lot of 8 Advertising Items.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 266 - Lot of 5 maps:
- Color map labeled "U.S. Department of Agriculture Weather Map, Pan-American
Exposition," map of the US, Mexico, and part of Central America & the Caribbean
showing weather patterns, box in bottom left about Weather Bureau Exhibit on
November 1, 1901. Size: 19 x 23.75 Condition: Good, minor wear along the left side,
folded 4 times. Includes original envelope , marked with seal of Dept. of Agriculture
and a picture of the US Government Building framed by an eagle with a banner and
flags of the world, labeled "Souvenir Weather Map Pan-American Exposition Buffalo,
1901". Size: 4.5 x 10.25 Condition: Poor, torn down top of both sides, worn, spots and
dirt.
- Tri-fold pamphlet, "Rates to the Pan-American Exposition by the New York Central
RR Western Division," text and images including a map of the NY Central Lines.
Size: 8 x 4 (closed) Condition: Poor, front flap detached, tears and wear along edges,

$ 20

$ 10

$ 20

$ 18

stains and discoloration.
- Color map of the Exposition, labeled "Plan of the Pan-American Exposition to be
Held at Buffalo New York May 1 - Nov 1, 1901," copyright by The Pan-American
Exposition Co., 1900. Size: 22 x 14.75 Condition: Fair, small holes at some fold
corners, a few tiny tears along edges, some staining on the back.
- Color map of the Exposition, labeled "Plan of the Pan-American Exposition to be
Held at Buffalo New York May 1 - Nov 1, 1901 (Plan Revised to August 15, 1900),"
copyright by The Pan-American Exposition Co., 1900. Size: 22 x 14.75 Condition:
Fair, bottom corners bent, tiny tears at ends of folds, folded 4 times.
- Color map of the Exposition, labeled "Plan of the Pan-American Exposition to be
Held at Buffalo New York May 1 - Nov 1, 1901 (Plan Revised to April 15, 1901),"
copyright by The Pan-American Exposition Co., 1900. Size: 20.25 x 13 Condition:
Poor, large piece torn off of the left center, several other significant tears and holes,
several dark stains.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 60

Lot # 267 - large mailing card, lines on the bottom of the front for address, color scene
of the Electric Tower framed by a scene of Niagara Falls, marked "Electric Tower
Pan-American Exposition 1901," copyright by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory,
Buffalo, NY, 1901. Size: 6 x 9 Condition: Good, front is good but back has stains.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 268 - large mailing card, lines on the bottom of the front for address, color aerial
scene of the Expo framed by a scene of Niagara Falls, copyright by the Niagara
Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY, 1901. Size: 6 x 9 Condition: Fair, stains on front
and back.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

$ 25

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (269 to 284)

Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from
France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description
Lot # 269 - Poster for "The Great Boer War Spectacle", "Direction of Col. F. E.
Fillis", "As Produced at the World's Fair St. Louis.". The poster features the faces of
"Gen Ben Viljoen", Col. Frank E. Fillis and a third man "Gen. ?" whose name has
been overprinted. This is a poster for a Midway show and is extremely Rare. The
colors are red, yellow, green, white, brown and blue. Size: 28" wide by 42" high.
Condition: Fine, some paper loss and tears that have been repaired/restored especially
bottom left, top left and under and in the shield on the left, under the hat of the bottom
figure and several edges. There is a tear in the middle of the bottom that has not been
repaired well. There is a 1/2" paper loss above the hat of the bottom head and various
minor other spots. There are no borders on this poster. The poster has a strong
appearance, but the reds are faded.
Estimate: $ 3,000 - $ 4,000

Minimum
Bid

$ 500

Lot # 270 - German Louisiana Purchase Exposition Proclamation poster. Multi-color
and gold. In English, heading of poster reads: Proclamation by the President of the
United States. Inviting all nations to participate in the International Exhibition, 1903.
St. Louis. U. S. A. Below the proclamation: World's Fair, St. Louis, U. S. A. 1903 For
information, address World's Fair, St. Louis, U. S. A. or any United States Consul.
Surrounding the proclamation are images of the following: John Hay, Jefferson,
McKinley, Roosevelt, Napolean and David R. Francis. Size: 36" x 40" Condition:
Good - A couple of repaired tears. The color is still strong.
Estimate: $ 2,500 - $ 3,500

Lot # 271 - "Jefferson Guard" badge number "265". These badges were worn by the
guards (police) at the fair. Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, most of the
black color in the lettering is gone.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

Lot # 272 - Tin Lithographed Egg with a color picture of the "Ferris Wheel" (in small
writing at the bottom), with "Souvenir World's Fair St Louis 1904" around the bottom.
Colors are red, blue, green, black and white. This was probably a candy container.
Size: 2 1/4" long by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Fine, the colors are bright but there are a
few scratches and flakes off the lithography.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 273 - White China Cup marked "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904" with black
pictures of "Palace of Varied Industries", "Pylonic Gateway.", and "Missouri State
Building". There is a gold ring at the top and bottom. The bottom is marked "Made in
Germany". Size: 3 3/4" high by 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. The gold rims
are worn and there is a small brown spot above the Varied Industry building.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 274 - Pen rack made of pot medal with a gold wash. Across the back is the
raised image of "Cascades", "World's Fair St. Louis". Size: 6 3/8" wide by 3 13/16"
high by 2" deep. Condition: Very Finbe with some wear to the gold wash.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

Lot # 275 - Pot Metal plate with gold wash between the raised buildings. At the
bottom is "World's Fair St. Louis U.S.A." with raised images of "Cascades" in the
center and surrounding from top clockwise are "U.S. Government Building",
"Electricity Building", "Varied Industries Building", "Manufacturers Building", and
"Education Building". At the top is "Maud J Summy" in raised letters. Size: 7 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine only because there are a few green spots throughout.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 1,500

$ 50

$ 25

$ 15

$ 30

$ 15

Lot # 276 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades and aluminum sides picturing the "Palace of
Electricity", Napoleon & Jefferson with "World's Fair St. Louis" above their heads &
the "Cascade Garden". The other side pictures "Palace of Liberal Arts", a fleur-de-lis
with "LPE" and "1904" inside it and "Machinery Building". Made by "St. Lawrence
Cutlery Co." (RLH 25-30) Size: 2 3/4" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine. It has
very nice detail, but there is a bit of damage to and around the word "Garden,
otherwise it would be a higher grade.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

Lot # 277 - Small silver-plated hand mirror with floral design and beveled mirror.
Inscribed: "1904 Worlds Fair St. Louis." (RLH 31-690) Size: 4 1/16" x 2" Condition:
Very Fine with some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 278 - White China Cup with black transfer image of "Palace of Electricity.", "St.
Louis Exposition 1904". There is gold decoration around the rim and picture. Cup was
made by Victoria Carlsbad Austria. Size: 2 3/4" tall by 3 1/2" wide to edge of handle.
Condition: Fair, there is a chip out of the rim on the side and a 1" hairline from it.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 279 - Gilt Bronze Medal with enamel. Obverse has an embossed eagle inside a
Fleur-de-lis in the center surrounded by stars. Above the eagle is "LPE" and below is
"1904". The center of the eagle is the Western Hemisphere with an enamel map
outline of the Louisiana purchase with "LP" in the center of the blue enamel. Below
the globe is "St. Louis" in blue enamel with "World's Fair" at the bottom. There are 2
white enamel dots, one on each side of "St. Louis". There are also 2 red dots, one on
each wing. Reverse: pictures "Napoleon L.P.E. 1904 Jefferson". At the bottom is an
artists mark and a copyright. Loop is original. (RLH 30-230) Size: 1 1/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine, there is some damage to the finish at the top and light scratches.
The enamel is not damaged.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 280 - Celluloid button with sepia tone picture of "Cabildo Louisiana". Around
the top is "LA. Purchase Exposition 1904." (RLH 39-1780) Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 15

$7

$1

$ 12

$ 12

Lot # 281 - Celluloid Button for "California" "World's Fair 1904", with a color picture
of the "San Francisco" Bay area including "Alameda County", "Oakland", "Berkeley"
and more. In small print is "Commissioners: Theo. Gier, W.H. Weilbye, Wilber
Walker." Colors are blue red, orange, green and black on white background. (RLH 391700) Size: 2 1/16" diameter. Condition: Poor, there is a crack and tear all the way
across the celluloid. It also has some spotting. It still displays nice.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

Lot # 282 - Sheet Music, "St Louis Exposition March & Two-Step by Fred. L. Ryder."
Published by the "McKinley Music Co." of Chicago and New York. This version has
a blue cover. Size: 10 1/8" wide by 13 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, the covers are
separated on the seam and there is paper lose on the edge, especially the bottom right
corner.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 283 - "St. Louis and the World's Fair", "A Brief Comprehensive Story for
Everybody" , "An Illustrated Courier and Advance Souvenir of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition". This 56 page magazine has the first 22 pages devoted to the fair
and pictures most of the important pavilions. Inside the front cover is a drawing of the
fairgrounds on a page that folds out. Unfortunately the page is completely separated
on one of the seams but is still all there. Size:10 1/4" wide by 14 3/4" high. Condition:
Fine. There are several tears alone the edges and the bird's eye view picture is
separated as noted above.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 284 - Black and White photo album, "Grandeurs of the Universal Exposition at
St. Louis" by the "Official Photographic Company". 48 pages of pictures of the
buildings with captions. Size: 12 3/16" wide by 9 3/16" high. Condition: Good, the
covers are not attached and damaged. There is damage to some of the page edges and
soiling on some pages. Still a good reference book.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

$ 16

$ 10

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition (285 to 287)

Held in Portland, Oregon this fair celebrated the 100th anniversary of the journey of Lewis and Clark to explore the newly
purchased land from France. The journey started and ended in St. Louis and went all the way to the Pacific Ocean.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 285 - Green Plate with multicolor picture of "Festival Hall", "Lewis & Clark
Centennial Portland Oregon 1905". Size: 6 1/4 diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine
with a little of the gold edge rubbed off and a few minor chips on the bottom where it
touches the table (probably from being out on display for 100 years).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 286 - White China cup with multicolor picture of the "Liberal Arts Building",
"Lewis & Clark Centennial Portland Oregon 1905". Size: 2 1/2" tall by 3 1/2" wide
(edge to handle). Condition: Very Fine with a few light scratches in the picture, wear
to the word "Liberal" (as made ?) and a couple of brown spots on the bottom.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 287 - Small China bowl with color picture of the "Liberal Arts Building",
"Lewis & Clark Centennial Portland Oregon 1905". Size: 4 3/4" diameter by 1" high.
Condition: Very Fine. There are some spots in the picture but these flaws were done
when the piece was made.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

$ 15

$ 15

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (288 to 290)

Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Lot # 288 - China Cup with multicolor bird's eye view of fair grounds with
"Jamestown Exposition 1907" written at the edge of the sky. There are white enamel
dots applied to the cup all the way around. The bottom is marked "Copyright by A. C.
Busselman & Co. New York". Size: 3 11/16" tall by 2 7/8" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine overall. The image and coloring are bright. There is a 3/4" hairline in the back
(not the image side), the gold rim is a little worn and one tiny color chip at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Lot # 289 - "New York at the Jamestown Exposition". Hardbound book written by:
"Cuyler Reynolds, Historian". Published by: J. B Lyon Company in Albany, NY,
1909. This book with a red cover has 569 pages, illustrated. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11
1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine because there is wear at the top and bottom of the
spine and dents on the edges of the cover and little cover wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 290 - Hardbound book "Pennsylvania at Jamestown Exposition 1907". There are
360 pages of information about the Pennsylvania exhibit at the fair including a
wonderful section picturing all the sailing ship models that were exhibited. Top has
gold on the edge , but the side and bottom of the paper is uneven indicating that the
book was probably hand made. Size: 6 5/8" wide by 9 11/16" high by 1" thick.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

$ 20

$ 22

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (291 to 295)

Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the
first successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during
1909 all along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description
Lot # 291 - White Porcelain Plate with green printing of "1609-1909 Celebration 3rd
Centennial Newburgh, NY" picturing "Robert Fulton", "Hendrick Hudson",
"TheClermont Steaming in the Hudson 1807" and "The Half Moon 1609 sailing up
the Hudson." Ther is a double gold rim around the edge. Marked "porcelain" on the
back. Size: 6 15/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall crazing and
slight damage to the gold.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 25

Lot # 292 - Brass Badge with a die cut picture of the Clarmont on the top bar with the
word "Souvenir", in the cente3r is a blue white and yellow ribbon, and a medal
hanging from the bottom. The medal pictures a highly embossed Hudson and Fulton
in the center. Above is "Hudson - Fulton Celebration". Below is "New York", "Sep.
25 - Oct. 2", "1909". Size: 4 1/4" high by 1 9/16" at the widest. Condition: Very Fine+
with soiling and fading to the ribbon and a little wear on the metal surfaces.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 293 - Celluloid Button with boat hanging from a red, white and blue ribbon. At
top is a round celluloid pin with color lithograph. At the top left is the image of "the
Half Moon" and at the top right is a portrait of "Hendrick Hudson". At the bottom left
is a portrait of "Robert Fulton" and the bottom right is the image of the "Clermont".
Labeled at the top "Hudson Fulton Celebration" and at the bottom "1609-1909."
Below the pin, suspended by a red, white and blue ribbon is a metal figural boat, the
"Clermont". The paddle wheel turns on this boat. Size: 3 1/2" tall by 2" wide.
Condition: Overall Very Fine, however the ribbon is faded and there is a brown spot
at 8 o'clock on the pin. The boat has a little wear and both paddle wheels turn freely.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 294 - Ribbon with multicolor celluloid button at top, gold and faded red ribbon
surrounding the button and hanging below the button. The button at top pictures the
Clermont with "Hudson Fulton Celebration" at the top and the "Up the Hudson 1807"
on the bottom. Size: 5" high by 2 1/2" at the widest. Condition: The button is
Excellent, the ribbon is Good. The ribbon is frayed and faded.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 15

$ 15

$8

Lot # 295 - "Official Souvenir", "Hudson-Fulton Celebration", "Historical Pageant"
booklet published by Redfield Brothers, Inc. The booklet contains 64 pages of color
and black and white drawings of each of the floats constructed for the Historic
Pageant, which portrayed important events in the history of the New York City area.
Size: 7" wide by 10" high. Condition: Very Fine because one corner of the back cover
is torn off, but included with the piece.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (296 to 298)

Picture

Description
Lot # 296 - Large Bronze Medal. Obverse: Engraved in the center with a wreath
around it "The Businessmen's League of St. Louis", "April 30,". At the bottom of the
wreath is raised ribbon shape with "1915" in raised writing. Reverse: Written down
the center is "In Commemoration", "Panama-Pacific International Exposition", "San
Francisco." Made by "Shreve & Co. SF." I would say this is a souvenir of a junket to
SF by a group of wealthy men from St. Louis. Size: 3" by 5/16" thick. Condition:
Extremely Fine with nice age toning and light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 297 - Badge with an Oval Brass Medal suspended from a gold and blue ribbon.
The Medal has an embossed bear in the center with "MIND" written across its chest
and "1915" below. Around the edge is "Bear in Mind the Worlds Greatest
Exposition", "San Francisco, California" in raised letters with blue enamel paint
surrounding the letters. On the back is written "Copyrighted 1911, Pat. Pending,
Ament and Gerke" with "Made in Calif. Irvine & Jachens" at the bottom. The top bar
is missing. Size: 3 3/4" long by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Because the top bar is
missing, I can only rate it Very Good. The front of the medal is Extremely Fine, but
the back of the medal has some of the gold peeled off. The ribbon is soiled.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

$5

Lot # 298 - Brass pan has "Official Souvenir" embossed on the handle and in the pan
center is the logo of the woman on the globe and "Panama Pacific International
Exposition", "San Francisco 1915" around the edge. There is a loop at the top end that
may mean it was attached to a ribbon at one time (I have seen this exact pan attached
to a ribbon). Size: 2 3/8" high by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a few spots
on the finish.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Category: 1925 Exposition Des Arts Decoratifs (299 to 299)

The Art Deco movement was introduced at this fair in Paris

Picture

Description
Lot # 299 - Picture Booklet: "Paris 1925", "Exposition Internationale Des Arts
Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes", "Avril - Octobre". This booklet contains
drawings of the exteriors of the pavilions on 28 pages plus has 3 additional pages of
information, of course written in French. Size: 7 3/16" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with some soiling and very light small spots on the cover.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Minimum
Bid

$6

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (300 to 306)

Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 300 - Poster for "Today's Events Monday, Nov. 15, 1926" "Sesquicentennial
International Exposition", "Where to go - What to See - and When". This day was
"Brazil Day" and that program is listed first, then all the other event times and
pavilions or location on the grounds." These posters were hung on a daily basis
around the grounds. This poster also announces "Sixteen Days More of the
Sesquicentennial". Size: 25" wide by 38". Condition: Very Fine. There are several
edge tears on the folds and one fold area that has darkened with age.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 301 - Lamp in the shape of the Liberty Bell. Yellow painted glass lamp shade in
the shape of the liberty bell hangs from a metal holder made to look exactly like the
real bell. On the top of the base is written "The Sesqui-Centennial International
Exposition 1776 Philadelphia 1926 150 Years of American Independence". On the top
of the glass bell are words with gray paint around the words. Size: 6 3/4" wide, 7"
high and 4 1/4" deep at the base. Condition: Very Fine. There is a little damage on one
side of the top bracket that holds the lamp and there is some yellow paint missing
from the inside of the bell and some of the gray paint is missing (very unusual to have
any of the gray paint).
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 302 - Cast Iron Bookend in the shape of the Liberty Bell with "The Old Liberty
Bell", "Sesqui 1926 Centennial" written on it. One thing that makes this different is
that the lettering has old red paint on it and the top is painted in a brown that makes it
look like wood. Size: 5 1/4" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Fine with lovely aging
to it.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 303 - "Boscul Coffee" tin coin bank. The top of the tin has a slot for the coins to
be deposited with "The Sesqui-Centennial", "Philadelphia", "1776", a picture of the
Liberty Bell, "1926", "150 Years of American Independence" printed in black. Two
waiters are pictured serving the coffee on the sides of the tin. The original key, still
attached is on the bottom of the tin along with a message and "Can manufactured by
the American Can Co.". Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine overall. The printing on the top shows wear and even has a little light rust around
the coin slot. The rest of the tin is bright with a few small flakes on the tin
lithographed label.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 75

$ 20

$ 18

$ 20

Lot # 304 - "Sesqui-Centennial Festival Chorus and Chorus of the States Organized
for the Celebration of One Hundred and Fifty Years of American Independence
Philadelphia 1926". This softbound book contains 68 pages of sheet music and words.
Size: 7" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine because the covers are soiled and
have a few light spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 305 - "Illustrated Catalogue Department of Fine Arts Sesqui-Centennial
International Exposition Philadelphia - 1926". 126 pages with the first 60 to be
devoted to black and white pictures with just the title and artist name underneath. The
rest is the contents of each "Gallery" and in each country's exhibit, along with indexes
in the back. Size: 6" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the paper
damage on top and bottom of spine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 306 - "Official Publication", "Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition
Philadelphia 1926". This booklet, that is bound with a string contains 12 pages each
with a black and white picture attached. Size: 12 3/4" wide by 9 7/8" high. Each
picture is about 8" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Good, the cover is ripped half
way down the middle, corners are missing and all the pages have edge damage. The
pictures are not damaged.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$8

$ 10

$4

Category: Liege International Exposition (307 to 307)

Held in Liege, Belgium

Picture

Description
Lot # 307 - Poster "Liege 1930 Exposition Internationale". This fair is celebrating the
"Centenaire de L'Independance de la Belgique" (100 anniversary of independence).
The poster pictures a man sitting on an anvil holding a sledge hammer with a
panoramic view of Liege in the background. In the upper left corner is written
"Chemins de fer Belges" (Belgian Railroad). In the bottom right of the image in a box
is "HUB DUP." At the bottom of the poster is "Grande Industrie, Sciences &
Applications, Art Wallon Ancien", "Agriculture - Congres - Musique - Sports Tourisme - Attractions". In the bottom selvage is "Exempt du Timbre" on one side and
"Imp. J.-E. Goossens, S.A.Bruxelles. This poster has been professionally mounted on
linen. Size: 26" wide by 40 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, original vertical and
horizontal shipping folds with tiny hole in one spot on fold.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 800

Minimum
Bid

$ 250

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (308 to 358)

Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Lot # 308 - Color poster "World's Fair Chicago". Made by Goes Litho Company.
Image of woman standing on globe in center; Fair and Chicago images on either side.
Size: 42 x 28". Condition: Good - Paper lose at top, a few 2" tears, bottom left corner
missing a little paper and part of an old label stuck to the top and bottom. Some toning
and light staining.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 309 - Large color silk screen poster, image of the Federal Building by Weimer
Pursell, printed by Neely Printing Co., labeled: CHICAGO/WORLD'S FAIR/MAY
27TH NOV 1ST/1833/A CENTURY OF PROGRESS/1933. Size: 41.75 x 27.25.
Condition: Fair-Poor, has large liquid damage spot on top third of left side, stains
along right side, several tears (one is 7" long), paper loss both top corners, staining on
lower left on a 4" tear. Mounted on acid free backing.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 310 - Poster. Large color poster with Hall of Science in center and dates of the
Fair in 1933. Size: 41.5" x 27.5" Condition: Good, paper missing around edges, small
holes in field upper right corner, repaired tears, spots of color loss on tower and lower
right corner. Creased 3 times horizontal and once vertically. Dirt and wear overall.
Mounted on acid free backing.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

Minimum
Bid

$ 75

$ 10

$ 50

Lot # 311 - Poster. Large orange/blue poster with "I Will" woman and "Come!",
"Travel by Train/Ask Railroad agent about reduced fares" Size: 41.5" x 27.5"
Condition: Good, It has tears (repaired), missing lithography on the folds, holes in the
bottom left corner, some small bubbles in surface, edge damage. It has 3 horizontal
creases. Mounted on a acid free backing.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Lot # 312 - Framed comedic map/overview of the University of Chicago w/"A
Century of Progress" bldgs in upper right corner and "1893 1933 From Fair to Fair" in
upper left. There is no glass in the frame. Size: 26" x 39". Condition: Fine with
buckling and overall light browning.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 313 - Three panel, folding, hand painted wood bandstand. Image of the Chicago
Federal Building in the center. Text at bottom reading "Vic Mogel". Hinged music
stand on reverse. Size: 38 x 38 x 10". Condition: Good - Some chipping and
scratching of paint. 3" x .75" chip from wood. at top right center
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Lot # 314 - Three 3-ring binders of original and published documents from A Century
of Progress. Documents are organized by kind and date and individually enclosed in
plasitc sleeves. Includes original copies of publication articles from A Century of
Progress Publicity Department, exposition newsletters, and forms. Two binders
(approx 300 sheets each) of typed press releases from A Century of Progress
Exposition Publicity Division/Office. Press relaeases are dated February of 1934
through September 1934 and give detailed information on daily events and
happenings. Third binder includes: 54 pages of typed Daily Programs from A Century
of Progress Publicity Division for July 23, July 24, July 27, August 11, September 21,
and September 22;15 pages of typed Schedules of Events from A Century of Progress
Events Division from September 2 through September 15; 1 typed page of Radio
Broadcasts from A Century of Progress Publicity Division from July 26; 1 typed page
program for a Gilbert and Sullivan production; Seven issues of "Corps of the Island
Weekly", a newsletter published by Guide Company "A"; One issue of "Guide News"
newsletter; Sixteen issues of newsletter "Progress: A Century of Progress International
Exposition", Vol. 1 number 9, 10, 11, 28, 37; Vol. 2 number 3, 5, 14, 19, 20, 23, 37;
Vol. 3 number 3, 15, 17; Vol1. 4 number 6; Three "World's Fair Series" newsletters:
A Century of Progress in Agriculture, bulletin no. 3; A Century of Progress in
Science, bulletin no. 2; A Century of Progress in Living Together, bulletin no. 1; 15
page booklet "A Century of Progress: General Conditions and Rules and Regulations
for Concessionaires 1934"; Two booklets "A Century of Progress: Rules and
Regulations Governing Foreign Participation", one published July 31, 1931, and the
other published December 21, 1933. . Size: 8.5 x 11 sheets; 8.5 x 11 x 4.3" (binders a
& b); 8.5 x 11 x 2.5" (binder c). Condition: Very Good - Some toning of paper,
otherwise excellent
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 40

$ 20

$ 50

$ 75

Lot # 315 - Pink and white cotton bedspread with pink design of Hall of Science in the
center, Travel and Transport Bldg above and Fort Dearborn beneath; at top center "A
Century of Progress/1933/Chicago" and I Will logo; border by pink and white
checked design with. Size: 97" x 83". Condition: Very good - area of yellow staining
in lower right corner; other small stains; slightly overall yellowing creased from being
folded
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 316 - Agfa souvenir box camera. Front metal plate has Star of Arcturus logo
with text "1933 / Chicago / Century of Progress". Leather-like board exterior with slip
handle on top. . Size: 4.25 x 3.25 x 5". Condition: Good - Some soiling. Some small
areas of loss primarily on handle. Minor rusting on metal portions
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 317 - "Three Little Pigs" music box. Three pig figurine on top, each holding and
instrument. Figurine is sitting on a green metal cylindrical box. Metallic Star of
Arcturus decal on front. Size: 4.75 X 4" diameter. Condition: Fair - Figurine plastic
seems to have decomposed somewhat. Music mechanism is not working. Some rust to
interior of box
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

Lot # 318 - Collapsible metal stereoscope viewer and 32 BW stereoscopic prints (6
repeats) showing fair buildings and sights. Prints are numbered and appear to be from
two different sets, both incomplete. Viewer and prints are in original box labeled in
part "Third Dimension Photographs and Stereoscope / Chicago World's Fair 1933 /
Official Photographers Kaufman-Fabry". Size: 2.75 x 5 x 1" Viewer (closed); 2.25 x
5.75" Prints. Condition: Good - Viewer has some small chipping of paint and toning
of paint. Light warping and toning of photos
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 319 - Set of 4 Wooden Barrel Mugs, each with an attached brass emblem that
has "1933", "A Century of Progress", "Chicago" on them along with the Star of
Arcturus comet logo. Each mug is made of 13 Pieces of wood banded together which
makes this mug just like the way they made the old barrels. There are 3 brass bands
around each mug. The handles are wooden and the lid is one piece of wood attached
to the handle. This mug is not pictured in Rossen's book and you probably will not
find another set of 4 any time soon. Size: 6 1/8" tall by 6" at the widest. The opening
at the top is 4" in diameter. Condition: Overall they are Extremely Fine with some
scratches to the wooden sides. There is a little wear to the brass bands in places. The
attached emblems are a little faded and one has significant wear.
Estimate: $ 80 - $ 120

$ 20

$ 20

$8

$ 20

$ 35

Lot # 320 - Pocket knife with raised images of "Federal Bldg", "Chicago 1934 World's
Fair" on one side and "Hall of Science", "Chicago 1934 World's Fair" on the other
side. There is gold in the background of each side. There are 2 blades. The knife was
made by "N. Shure Co. Chicago". Size: 3 3/8" long by 3/4" when closed. Condition:
Very Fine+, there is a little wear on the handles.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 321 - Metal Ashtray with raised image of the "Walgreen" "Drug" building in the
center along with "A Century of Progress". Around the edge are pictures of the "Hall
of Science", "Sky Ride", "Old Fort Dearborn", "Electrical Group", Travel and
Transportation" and "Belgian Village". Size: 5 7/16" diameter by 3/4" high.
Condition: Fine, most of the silver finish has been worn away.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

Lot # 322 - Enamel Ash Tray "Just Another Mug at the Fair". The enamel is green and
black. There is a picture of a mug with a stylized face on it. The fellow this was made
for "F. W. Farnsworth" had his name put right on the front. The back has a felt bottom
with "A Century of Progress", "Porcelain Enamel Institute" and "Genuine Porcelain
Enamel" printed on it. Size: 5 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, the felt on
the bottom is worn.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Lot # 323 - Shell shaped metal dish with red and blue enamel emblem "Century of
Progress", "Chicago". There is a shell shaped frosted glass insert that rests inside the
metal. Stamped on the bottom is "FPN5". Size: 4 3/4" wide by 5 1/4". Condition: If it
was polished it would be Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 10

$8

$6

$ 17

Lot # 324 - Double Jigger measuring cup with a small attached plate picturing the Star
of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of Progress" below. Size: 4 5/16"
high by 2 1/8" diameter at the widest. Condition: Fine, some of the finish is worn off.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 325 - Metal Bud Vase with raised image of the "Federal Building" on one side
and "Hall of Science" on the other. Around the top is "World's Fair Chicago 1933
1934". Inside base is marked "R. Shure Co. Importers Chicago". Size: 4 5/8" tall, base
is 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

Lot # 326 - Tie clip with blue enameled Star of Arcturus logo with the word
"Chicago" in the comet's tail. Above is "1933" and "June 1 to November 1" and below
"World's Fair", "A Century of Progress". The design and writing are raised with blue
paint in the background. This is an uncommon variety of these tie clips. Size: 2 3/*'
wide by 11/16" high. Condition: Overall Fine, because the bar is worn but the design
is Very Fine+.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Lot # 327 - Elongated rolled 1918 Lincoln Cent with picture of the "American Indian
Villages" including tee pees, totem poles, Southwestern building and igloos (?). Under
the picture is "World's Fair Chicago 1933". Size: 1 3/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, with ever so slight wear on a few letters.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 18

$7

$5

$7

Lot # 328 - Elongated rolled 1928 Lincoln penny with Star of Arcturus logo embossed
vertically on it. Above the logo is "1934" and below is "A Century of Progress
Chicago". Size: 1 9/16" high by 13/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with nice age
toning. There is a mark on the back that looks like the coin was scratched before it
was rolled.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Lot # 329 - Elongated rolled 1929D Lincoln Cent with a picture of the "Italia"
building. It has "Italian Pavilion Souvenir", "A Century of Progress" and "1933"
written above the building. The reverse of the coin shows the "One Cent" clearly
visible under the image. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 13/16" wide. Condition: Excellent with
overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 330 - Brass Fob with advertisement for "Kelvinator" picturing a shield in the
center with "Electric Refrigeration for Every Need" around the edge. The reverse
pictures an aerial view of the fairgrounds with "A Century of Progress 193" written
around the top and 3 men (2 are native American and one is frontiersman) at the
bottom. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, the fob hole is out of round, there is a
little wear and little white discoloration in the low spots in the aerial view.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 331 - Bronze Medal for "Jewish Day" with the Star of David and Hebrew
numbers (that translate to "1933") along with the Star of Arcturus logo, "1933",
"Chicago" and "Century of Progress" at the bottom. The reverse pictures Moses with a
long beard coming down Mt. Sinai holding the 2 tablets of the 10 Commandments
with "The Romance of a People" written on the side and Hebrew letters (that translate
to "Moses went down to the people") at the bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light pitting in spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 332 - Brass Good Luck Medal. Obverse pictures "Hall of Science" in the center
with "A Century of Progress", "Chicago 1933" below. Reverse pictures a wishbone,
four leaf clover and horseshoe in the center with "Keep Me For Good Luck" around
the edge. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely fine with light surface pitting.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 333 - 1934 Century of Progress "Phot-O-Coin". This is made up of 2 round
aluminum hinged pieces. There is supposed to be a paper insert, but it is missing. The
embossed front features the Star of Arcturus logo. The reverse pictures an embossed
image of the "Federal Building", "Hall of States". It was made by Franklin Specialty
Co., Chicago. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: If it were not missing the interior
paper, the case would be Extremely Fine, with a couple of slight dents on one side.
However, no paper inside, so it is incomplete.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
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Lot # 334 - Set of silver colored pot metal creamer and sugar bowl set with embossed
design of the "Hall of Science" on the front of each and the "Federal Building" on the
reverse side. Both pieces are marked "1933 World's Fair Chicago 1934" at top of both
sides. On the bottom is "34A59, N. Shure Co., Importers, Chicago, Made in Japan"
Size: Sugar bowl is 4 7/8" wide by 2 1/8" deep by 2 1/4" tall. Creamer is 4 1/2" wide
by 2 1/8" deep and 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Fine, there is wear to the finish of both
pieces.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

Lot # 335 - Silver colored metal bookmark with triangular shape at top. Engraved on
top is globe attached to box-like device labeled "Chemical Elements". Written down
the tapered end with cut-out paper marker "Chicago 1934 A Century of Progress".
Size: 6" long by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good with a couple of large spots on
the finish, front and back (back is better than front).
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

Lot # 336 - Pot Metal Tray with raised image of the "Agricultural Building, Chicago
World's Fair". Around the edge is a flower pattern. The back is marked "Made in
Japan". Size: 5 1/4' wide by 3 15/16" high. Condition: Very Good, the brass coloring
is mostly rubbed of f and the image is a little worn.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4

Lot # 337 - Silver Colored Metal Crumb Tray. It has embossed images of "Federal
Building", "Travel and Transport Building", "Hall of Science" and labeled at bottom
edge "1933 World's Fair Chicago 1934". On the reverse side "34A57, N. Shure Co.,
Importers, Chicago" and "Made in Japan". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 4 1/8". Condition:
Very Fine with some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 338 - 1933 Chicago's Century of Progress World Sixteen miniature souvenir
color views of the 1933 Chicago's World's in a small box. This is "Series 1". The
address area on the reverse side has been written in, but it was not mailed. Each view
has a short description on the back. Included are views of:
- The Lincoln Group
- Hall of Science (3 views)
- Oriental Village
- "Enchanted Island"
- General Exhibits Group
- Administration Building (3 views)
- Travel Building
- Golden Temple of Jehol

$3

$1

$1

$1

$5

- Federal Building
- Electrical Group by Night
- Court of States Building
- Hall of States and Federal Buildings
- Three Fluted Towers Around Dome of Federal Building
Copyrighted by Curt Teich & Co. 16 cards size: 2.5" x 3" Condition: Extremely Fine,
some light wear to box.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Lot # 339 - Pair of "Century of Progress" Commemorative stamps issued by the U.S.
Post Office in 1933. There is the one cent stamp picturing "Fort Dearborn" and the
three cent stamp picturing the "Federal Building". Size: Each stamp is 1" wide by 7/8"
high. Condition: They are in mint unused condition and have never been hinged.
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

Lot # 340 - Black wood frame tray with glass bed. Glass has illustration with eight
buildings/sights from the fair: The Federal Group, the Engineering Building, the Sky
Ride, the Hall of Science, the Adler Planetarium, the Golden Pavilion of Jehol, the
General Exhibits Group. Black silhouette illustrations with red and gold background.
Black wood frame with handles at each end . Size: 11 x 18.5". Condition: Fair - Some
chipping of paint and wear to frame edge.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 341 - Hardcover book "The Official Pictures of A Century of Progress
Exposition / Chicago 1933-1934", Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., New York. Size:
13.75 x 10.5". Condition: Good - Edge wear and some soiling of cover. Some light
soiling of pages and foxing to endpapers and edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 342 - Lot of 3 score pads:
- Box of bridge score sheets. Accordion fold pad with perforations for ripping off
individual score sheets. On reverse of sheets are illustrations of different sights from
the fair. Box has rules for auction bridge and contract bridge on reverse. Size: 7.75 x
4.5 x .75". Condition: Fair - Soiling staining and toning of box. Interior score sheets
are in good condition
- Box of 8 Bridge tallies and two score pads. Tallies and score pads are in booklet
form with silver covers and black printing. Covers have images of buildings from the
fair and colored tassels. Enclosed in a silver box. Still has original shrink wrap around
pads and tallies, although it is somewhat torn. Size: 7 x 7 x .5". Condition: Good Tallies and score pads are untouched and in original shrink wrap. Box has moderate
amount of edge wear and surface scratching
- Box of 8 Bridge tallies and two score pads. Tallies and score pads are in booklet
form with silver covers and black printing. Covers have images of buildings from the
fair and colored tassels. Enclosed in a silver box. Still has original shrink wrap around
pads and tallies. Size: 7 x 7 x .5". Condition: Good - Tallies and score pads are in
original shrink wrapping although it is torn open at edge. Light cracking an warping to
paper. Box has moderate amount of edge wear and surface scratching
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
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Lot # 343 - Lot of 4 hanging pictures:
- Framed glass image of the Hall of Science. Black illustration with gold background
on glass. Text reading "Hall of Science / Chicago World's Fair / 1933". Silver painted
wood frame with carved braid type pattern. Wire on reverse for hanging. Size: 7.75 x
5.75". Condition: Very Good - Some wear to silver paint on frame
- Wood carved relief image of the Federal Building with a gondola in foreground.
Small text "A Century of Progress". Carving is in a wood frame. Gold decal on
reverse gives a short history of wood carving. Size: 13.5 x 9.5 x 1.5". Condition: Good
- Some nicks and scratches. 1" x .5" area of loss to upper left corner of frame
- Framed glass photographic image of Fort Dearborn, looking into a courtyard
between log buildings. Image is adhered to glass with a gold background. Text at
bottom reads "A Century of Progress / 1833-1933". Wood frame with thin gold line. .
Size: 4.75 x 5.75". Condition: Good - Image is in good condition with very minor
scratch. Frame shows some wear and rubbing
- Framed etched copper image of the Paul Revere House in Colonial Village with a
man on horseback in front. Black frame with hook for hanging on reverse. Made by
Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated. Size: 4.25 x 5.25". Condition: Very Good Some wear to frame primarily at corners.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 344 - Lot of 2 umbrellas:
- Bamboo and fabric parasol / umbrella. Japanese red and blue geometric motif.
Bamboo handle with wood burnt text "1933 / Chicago". Size: 27 x 23" diameter
(when open). Condition: Fair - Some holes in fabric and light tearing at bamboo
spokes. Minor soiling at edges.
- Wood and paper parasol / umbrella. Japanese red and blue geometric motif. Wood
handle with text "1933 / Chicago". . Size: 24 x 27" diameter (when open). Condition:
Good - Paper is toned and somewhat brittle. Some small holes.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 345 - Lot of 3 match boxes:
- Brass holder for wooden matchbox with etched faux wood design of Sky Ride
Tower on front, Travel Building on reverse, and "Star of Arcturus" 1934 logo on one
side; contains a few wooden matches. Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x .5". Condition: Very good
- some wear to design on front; strike pad is used
- Brass holder for wooden matchbox with etched cream colored design of the English
Village on front and reverse; on one side is a decorative design, shield and
"1934/Chicago World's Fair"; contains a few wooden matches. Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x
.5". Condition: Excellent
- Copper colored metal holder for wooden matched with embossed design of the "Star
of Arcturus" logo, 1933 on front; contains a full wooden matchbox with unused strike
pad. Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x .5". Condition: Fair - dark brown areas of staining on front;
minor wear otherwise.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
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Lot # 346 - Lot of 2 walking toys:
- Painted wood figurine of a man with movable legs. Text on back reads "World's Fair
/ Chicago 1933 / Chechoslovak Exhibit". Hollow cup-like torso with swinging legs
attached to a pin in center. Size: 4 x 2 x 2.25". Condition: Good - Some chipping and
warping of paint. May have originally had arms which are now lost. Some soiling
- Painted wood figurine of a pig with moveable legs. Text on back reads "Century of
Progress Exposition / Chicago / 1934". Rope-like tail. Size: 2.5 x 4 x 1.5". Condition:
Good - Some crazing of paint. Some nicking and marring of surface.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 347 - Lot of 2 large trays:
- Metal rectangular tray. Photographic image of the Ford pavilion in center with text
in banner below "A Century of Progress". Size: 12 x 17.25". Condition: Good - Some
surface scratching and chipping
- Metal rectangular tray with illustrations of five sights from the fair: The Hall of
Science, The Travel Transportation Building, Fort Dearborn, the Federal Building and
States Group, and the Electrical Group. Green border around edge with text "A
Century of Progress / 1833 / Chicago / 1933. . Size: 12 x 17.25". Condition: Poor Moderate amount of rusting. Moderate loss of printed surface revealing metal below.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 348 - Lot of 5 trays:
- Rectangle brass colored metal ashtray with embossed images of skyline at top and
Fort Dearborn at bottom; along rims are embossed "World's Fair Chicago/Fort
Dearborn/1933/1934"; on reverse side "34 A 17/N. Shure
Co./Importers/Chicago/Made in Japan". Size: 4" x 5.5". Condition: Fair - flaking to
the brass colored paint with some visible green deterioration to the metal underneath
- Square copper ashtray with image of the Chrysler Motors pavilion in center. Four
cigarette slots; one at each corner. Text in center reads "A Century of Progress /
Chicago / 1933 / Plymouth / Dodge / DeSoto / Chrysler". In original paperboard box.
Size: 2.9 x 2.9 x .25". Condition: Very Good - Light discoloration of metal
- Rectangular metal ashtray with a ruffled edge. Single cigarette slot at right. Image of
Administration Building in center with text below " Century of Progress Chicago
1933". Decorative pattern on inside edge. Size: 2.75 x 3.25 x .25". Condition: Good Appears to have been plated with silver metal which is almost entirely lost.
- Octagonal metal ashtray with cigarette slot at right. Image of the Belgian Village in
center. Decorative floral patter on inside edge. Size: 2.75 x 3.75 x .25". Condition:
Good - Appears to have been plated with silver metal which is almost completely lost.
- Circular white metal tray. Embossed with 12 circular vignettes of fair buildings
around outside edge: Adler Planetarium, Shedd Aquarium, Travel and Transportation
Bldgs, Old Heildelburg, Illinois Host Bldg, Seare Roebuck Bldg, Federal and States
Bldg, Blue Ribbon Restaurant, Vienna Garden, Hall of Science, Electrical Groupo,
Sky Ride. Large image of the Buckingham Fountain in the center with text "Century
of Progress / Chicago / 1933" at top. Marking on back "Made by Century Art Works
Chicago USA". Size: 4.6" (diameter) x .25". Condition: Good - Some discoloration
and darkening of metal. Some loss of silver metal plating.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
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Lot # 349 - Lot of 4 trays.
- Copper ashtray. Circular bowl with embossed image of the sky ride. To side is
square projection with two cigarette slots. Text around edge reads " A Century of
Progress Exposition / Chicago Illinois 1934". Green felt on bottom. Size: 3.5 x 5.5 x
.25". Condition: Very Good - Some minor discoloration of metal
- Circular copper ashtray with image of the Chrysler Motors pavilion on cigarette slot.
Text at edge reads "A Century of Progress / Chicago / 1934" and text on cigarette slot
reads "Plymouth / Dodge / DeSoto / Chrysler". In original paperboard box. Size: 3.5 x
3 x .25". Condition: Good - Some light discoloration/corrosion of metal
- Square copper ashtray with image of the Chrysler Motors pavilion in center. Four
cigarette slots; one at each corner. Text in center reads "A Century of Progress /
Chicago / 1933 / Plymouth / Dodge / DeSoto / Chrysler". Size: 2.9 x 2.9 x .25".
Condition: Very Good - Light discoloration of metal
- Circular white metal tray. Embossed with 12 circular vignettes of fair buildings
around outside edge: Adler Planetarium, Shedd Aquarium, Travel and Transportation
Bldgs, Old Heildelburg, Illinois Host Bldg, Seare Roebuck Bldg, Federal and States
Bldg, Blue Ribbon Restaurant, Vienna Garden, Hall of Science, Electrical Groupo,
Sky Ride. Large image of the Buckingham Fountain in the center with text "Century
of Progress / Chicago / 1933" at top. Marking on back "Made by Century Art Works
Chicago USA". Size: 4.6" (diameter) x .25". Condition: Good - Some discoloration
and darkening of metal. Some loss of silver metal plating.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Lot # 350 - Lot of 5 wooden souvenirs:
- Wood miniature of a beer barrel tap with a yellow stein beneath tap. Stein has a
decal reading "1933". Size: 3.5 x 3.5 x 1.75". Condition: Good - Some nicking and
scratching of surface
- Thermometer mounted on the front of a miniature wood windmill. Text on sides
reads "Belgian Village", "World's Fair" and "Chicago 1934". Size: 6 x 4 x 2.5".
Condition: Good - Some nicking. Scratching and edge wear. Text is faded and
difficult to make out
- Wood miniature of a spinning wheel. Text on base reads "World's Fair Chicago
1934". Size: 7 x 3 x 3. Condition: Very Good - Does not have thread or yarn on it
- Miniature pair of wooden clogs with wood burnt text and drawings. Left clog has
text " A Century of Progress / Chicago, 1933". Right clog has wood burnt image of a
windmill in a landscape. . Size: 1.75 x 3.25 x 3.75". Condition: Good - Some soiling
and surface discoloration. Sticker tag mark
- Wood mallet with wood burnt text on shaft of handle "Century of Progress / Chicago
1933". Size: 3 x 8 x 2.5". Condition: Good - Some soiling of wood.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125
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Lot # 351 - Lot of 3 bracelets:
- Cuff bracelet with embossed images from the fair: Hall of Science, Travel and
Transportation building, Chicago skyline, and World's fair skyline. Center of bracelet
has Star of Arcturus logo and head of Liberty (?) and a Native American. Text "A
Century of Progress". Size: 1.75 x 2.25". Condition: Good - Appears to have been
plated with silver metal which is significantly lost leaving yellow metal base. Slight
uneven bending of metal
- Cuff bracelet with embossed images from the fair: Electrical Group, 200 ft
thermometer, Illinois Hosthouse, Federal and State Building, Travel and Transport
Building, Sky ride. Center of bracelet has Star of Arcturus logo and text "World's Fair
/ 1933 / Chicago". Size: 2 x 2.25 x .75". Condition: Good - Appears to have been
plated with silver metal which is significantly lost leaving yellow metal base. Some
minor discoloration/corrosion of metal
- Gold color metal bracelet with royal blue enamel. Bracelet has Star of Arcturus logo
in center with six sights depicted in circular vignettes along bracelet: Maya Temple,
Golen Pavilion of Jehol, Travel Building, Carillion Tower, City of New York, and
Electrical Group. Size: 1.15 x 1.75 x 2.15". Condition: Good - Some surface
scratching and loss of gold metal plating.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 352 - Lot of 3 lapel pins:
- Silver metal lapel pin with red enamel. Square face with Star of Arcturus logo and
skyline to either side. Text "1934 / Chicago". Size: .5 x .75 x .25". Condition: Good Some corrosion of metal
- Gold metal lapel pin with royal blue enamel. Face has Star of Arcturus logo in center
and skyline of buildings to either side. Text reads "1934 / Chicago / A Century of
Progress". Size: .5 x .5 x .25". Condition: Good - Some corrosion of metal
- Silver metal lapel pin with royal blue enamel. Rectangular face with Star of Arcturus
logo and text "1933 / A Century of Progress / Chicago". Size: .75 x .5 x .25".
Condition: Good - Some loss of silver metal plating and some corrosion.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 353 - Lot of 3 keys:
- Paperboard thermometer in silhouette of a key. Silver metallic surface with red Star
of Arcturus logo and text "The Key to 1933 / A Century of Progress / Chicago". Size:
8 x 3.5 x .1". Condition: Very Good - Minor soiling to surface
- Bronze color metal skeleton "Key to Chicago Worlds Fair". On handle relief image
of the Travel and Transportation building with text "1933 / World's Fair" and Star of
Arcturus logo below. On reverse is image of the Hall of Science and below bust of
Roosevelt and text " F. D. Roosevelt / 1933". On key teeth is image of sky ride and on
reverse Fort Dearborn. In original pink and gray paperboard box. Size: 8.25 x 2 x .5".
Condition: Excellent - Some wear to box
- Bronze color metal skeleton "Key to Chicago Worlds Fair". On handle relief image
of the Travel and Transportation building and on reverse image of the Hall of Science.
On key teeth area is text " A Century of Progress / 1933" and on reverse "Key to
Chicago Worlds Fair". In original red and gold paperboard box. Size: 8.25 x 2 x .5".
Condition: Good - Some corrosion to metal. Box base has a puncture and some
tearing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 12

$ 12

$ 12

Lot # 354 - Lot of 3 canes:
- Wood children's cane. Ceramic dog head handle. Painted blue wood shaft. Metal tip.
Decal on shaft with image of Travel and Transportation building an text "Travel and
Transportation / A Century of Progress / Chicago - 1933. Size: 25 x 1.5" diameter.
Condition: Very Good - Minor marring of varnish. Some chipping varnish on ring
- Wood cane. Circular wooden handle of cane had wood burnt text on end reading
"Heywood Wakefield Co. / More Than A Century of Progress / 1826 to 1933. Thin
metal ring at base of handle. Size: 34 x 1.75" diameter. Condition: Good - Minor
marring of varnish. Some chipping varnish on ring
- Wood cane with hooked handle at the top. Near top of the stem is attached a brass
colored metal plate with a building [U.S. Government/Federal Building?] embossed in
the center. Above is embossed "1933/Chicago" and beneath "A Century/of Progress.".
Size: 36" x 5". Condition: Very good - Some minor scrapes and wear to the wood.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 355 - 3 sets of souvenir photos:
- Set of 24 Souvenir Views of the City of Chicago and A Century of Progress
Exposition with text printed on front identifying building or sight. It appears as if the
photographs came from different sets as the size and formatting of the photographs is
not ... Size: Photographs range in size from 1.9 x 3.2" to 1.75 x 2.4". Condition: Good
- Minor marring to the surface of some of the photographs
- Set of 10 Souvenir Views of Chicago in original paperboard box. Box reads
"Genuine "Arena" Photos". Images of famous buildings and views of the city. Size: 2
x 3". Condition: Very Good - Some surface cracking to emulsion on image of "Night
View of Chicago Business District". Box shows some wear
- Set of "24 Official Photographs / Chicago World's Fair / A Century of Progress /
1933". Photographs have the name of the sight printed on front with "Chicago World's
Fair / 1933". Photographs are in original box. Manufactured by Stadler Photographing
Co., Chicago. Size: 1.6 x 2.6". Condition: Very Good - Box is toned with flap on one
end loose.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 45

$ 20

$ 10

Lot # 356 - Lot of 4 pillows:
- Pillow with yellow rayon pillowcase with drawings of Hall of Science in the middle
and eight additional fair buildings and Chicago attractions around the outside with
pink and teal blue colored highlights; in center "World's Fair Chicago 1933/1833
Century. Size: 16.25" x 15.75". Condition: Excellent - minor wear
- Pillow. Off-white front with images of 9 fair sights printed in black with pink and
blue: the Golden Temple of Jehol, the Travel and Transportation Building, the Adler
Planetarium, Fort Dearborn, the Hall of Science, the three fluted towers, the Electrical
Building, Buckingham Memorial Fountain, and the Administration Building. Large
text reading "World's Fair Chicago 1933" and Star of Arcturus at right. Below id text
"1833 / Century of Progress / 1933". Reverse of pillow is light pink color. Size: 10 x
10". Condition: Good - Some surface soiling. Pillow is slightly musty
- Pillow. Off-white front with images of 9 fair sights printed in black with pink: the
Golden Temple of Jehol, the Travel and Transportation Building, the Adler
Planetarium, Fort Dearborn, the Hall of Science, the three fluted towers, the Electrical
Building, Buckingham Memorial Fountain, and the Administration Building. Large
text reading "World's Fair Chicago 1933" and Star of Arcturus at right. Below id text
"1833 / Century of Progress / 1933". Reverse of pillow is light pink/peach color. Size:
10 x 10". Condition: Fair - Printed image is faded. Some soiling of fabric. Closure
where stuffing is inserted is held closed with a safety pin. Stuffing is chunky
- Pillow. Pink front with images of 9 fair sights printed in black: the Golden Temple
of Jehol, the Travel and Transportation Building, the Adler Planetarium, Fort
Dearborn, the Hall of Science, the three fluted towers, the Electrical Building,
Buckingham Memorial Fountain, and the Administration Building. Large text reading
"World's Fair Chicago 1933" and Star of Arcturus at right. Below id text "1833 /
Century of Progress / 1933". Reverse of pillow is a green, pink and cream floral
pattern. Pink and yellow fringe at edge. Size: 18 x 18". Condition: Fair - Some fading
of printed images. Moderate light brown soiling to front.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 357 - Lot of 2 passes:
- Short term press pass issued to Mabel E. Morgan from the Buffalo Evening News.
BW photograph of Mabel Morgan in upper left corner. Signature of Mabel Morgan at
bottom. Blue and orange printing. Size: 2.5 x 4.25". Condition: Good - Paper is
somewhat toned. Some bleeding and toning of photograph adhesive. Some paper
adhered to reverse side
- Short term press pass issued to Leonard Bright from the News, Dowagiae, Mich.
Orange and green printing. Reverse has stamps from different sights including the
Midget Village, Ripley, and the Exhibition Ship / City of New York. Size: 2.5 x 4.25".
Condition: Good - Vertical crease through center. Light soiling. Some edge wear and
surface wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 358 - Lot of 3 envelopes all with fair cancellations:
- Unopened postmarked envelope addressed to Rose Kolassa, Buffalo NY. Mailed
July 15, 1933. Stamped "Chicago Welcomes the Italian Air Fleet to the Century of
Progress" and " Escorted by American Airlines, Inc". Size: 3.5 x 6.5". Condition:
Very Good - Light toning of paper
- Unopened postmarked envelope addressed to Rose Kolassa, Buffalo NY. Mailed
July 15, 1933. Stamped "Chicago Welcomes the Italian Air Fleet to the Century of
Progress" and " Escorted by American Airlines, Inc". Size: 3.5 x 6.5". Condition:
Very Good - Light toning of paper
- Unopened postmarked envelope addressed to "Junior" Kolassa, Buffalo NY. Mailed
Nov 12, 1933. Stamped "Last day of Century of Progress Exposition". Size: 3.5 x
6.5". Condition: Very Good - Light toning of paper.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

$ 14

$5

Category: 1935 Exposition de Bruxelles (359 to 359)

Picture

Description

Lot # 359 - "Magazine "L'Illustration Exposition de Bruxelles". Dated May 25, 1935,
this large format magazine has over 60 pages of information including color and black
and white photos of the fair. Countries, exhibits, restaurants and even the amusement
area are described. There are also many pages of advertisements before and after the
fair article. Size: 15" high by 11" wide. Condition: Very Good, the cover has many
edge tears and the spine is damaged (the cover is partially separated from the spine).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Minimum
Bid

$5

Category: 1936-37 Great Lakes Exposition (360 to 368)

Held in Cleveland Ohio

Picture

Description
Lot # 360 - Cast metal Greyhound truck and trailer toy. Painted blue with white
accents along bottom of trailer and printed in white on top of trailer "Greyhound
Lines/Great Lakes Exposition 1936." Has six white rubber tires that are discolored.
Truck is attached to trailer by hook. Size: 1.75" x 7" x 1.5". Condition: Good - Small
areas of loss to the paint throughout with areas of rust visible. Rubber tires are
hardened and stained black, but are completely intact (minor cracking, but no loss
visible on right rear tire).
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

Lot # 361 - Heavy, silver colored metal plaque. The front shows an image of a man
(George Washington?) in profile. Around this it says "1836-1936 Cleveland
Centennial / Great Lakes Exposition / June 27 to Oct 4. 1936." The back advertises
"Chemicals - Anodes - Equipment for Electro-Plating" by the "Grasselli Chemical ...
Size: 2.75" x 2". Condition: Good- the metal is worn and scratched in some places.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 100

$8

Lot # 362 - Electric pants presser in box. The outside of the box has a maroon lid and
says "Great Lakes Exposition / Cleveland Centennial / June 27 to Oct 4 Cleveland
1936." The presser is silver with a black handle and maroon electrical cord. On the
side of one of the silver ... Size: Box-1.5" x 11.75" x 3.5" presser- 10.5" x 2.75".
Condition: Excellent (the box is a little worn).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 363 - Sheet Music "Strangers in the Dark" from "Billy Rose's Aquacade at Great
Lakes Exposition Cleveland Ohio". The words were co-written by Billy Rose. Size: 9
1/8" wide by 12" high. Condition: Very Fine because there is serious wear at the top
in the middle.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 364 - 12 page booklet for "Robert Shaw Equipped Grand Gas Ranges",
"Souvenir Cook Book", "Great Lakes Exposition Cleveland Centennial - 1936". Size:
5 3/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with a corner crease and edge wear.
Inside there is a postcard mailer that has browned and discolored the 2 pages it is next
2.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

Lot # 365 - "Official Great Lakes Exposition View Book" with original mailing
envelope. This soft cover book contains 48 pages of black and white photos that show
just how wonderful the design of art deco buildings at the fair were. The envelope has
a postal strip with the "1937 Great Lakes Exposition" marking. Size: Booklet is 7 1/6"
wide by 10" high. Condition: Booklet is Extremely Fine. The envelope shows wear
since it was mailed.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 25

Lot # 366 - Souvenir ticket from the Fair. The ticket is in full color and shows a scene
from "Cleveland's Centennial Great Lakes Exhibition 1936 /June 27 to October 4" of
an entranceway lined with eagles atop pedestals. The ticket is numbered "D 57153.".
Size: 2.25" x 3.5". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

$ 15

$8

$8

$7

Lot # 367 - Lot of 3 glasses:
- Clear glass with the 1936-37 Exposition logo and "Great Lakes Exposition
Cleveland Centennial / June 27 to Oct 4 Cleveland 1936" in blue. Size: 4.5" x 2.5"
diameter. Condition: Excellent. A few minor scratches. Also, there is a bubble in the
top rim- this is not a chip.
- Clear juice glass with pink design of the seven pylons of the Main Entrance in
center. Also in pink at top "Souvenir Great Lakes/Exposition" and at bottom "1937.".
Size: 4.25" x 2.5" diameter. Condition: Very good - Minor flaws and scratches. No
chips or cracks.
- Clear juice glass with blue design of the seven pylons of the Main Entrance in
center. Also in pink at top "Souvenir Great Lakes/Exposition" and at bottom "1937.".
Size: 4.25" x 2.5" diameter. Condition: Very good - Minor flaws and scratches. No
chips or cracks.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 368 - lot of 7 Paper Items:
- Certificate stating "Great Lakes Exposition Cleveland /know all men by these
presents that (Blank) is a Charter Associate and is awarded this certificate in grateful
appreciation of his cooperation in support of the Great Lakes Exposition." Above this
is an image of a building from ... Size: 10.25" x 7.25". Condition: There are two
creases where the paper has been folded, otherwise excellent.
- Program of events at the "Great Lakes Expo." The program is dated "Sunday August
1, 1937" in very faded typed lettering. The front lists times of events occurring
throughout the day. The program opens and gives information on "Feature
Attractions" inside. The back advertises "Billy Rose's Aquacade" with a "Cast of 500
Singing, Dancing and Swimming Stars.". Size: 11" x 8.5". Condition: Excellent- one
horizontal crease in the center, and the typed date on the front is extremely faded.
- Program of events at the "Great Lakes Expo." The program is dated "Monday
August 2, 1937" in typed lettering. The front lists times of events occurring
throughout the day. The program opens and gives information on "Feature
Attractions" inside. The back advertises "Billy Rose's Aquacade" with a "Cast of 500
Singing, Dancing and Swimming Stars.". Size: 11" x 8.5". Condition: Excellent - one
horizontal crease in the center.
- One page paper advertisement promoting "A Treat Unique! / Billy Rose's
Aquacade." The page announces added dance orchestras as feature attractions as the
"Great Lakes Exposition." The lettering is in green. Size: 9" x 6". Condition:
Excellent- the paper is discolored from age along the edges and feels very fragile.
- Advertising pamphlet. The front of the pamphlet says "See Cleveland / De Luxe
sight-seeing tours -$1.00." Printed by "The Cleveland Sight-Seeing Co." The inside
and back of the pamphlet also advertises other businesses around Cleveland. "The
inner front page has "Trip to Cleveland with pa & Joe- Tues, June 28-1938" written in
pencil. Size: 9.75" X 3.75". Condition: Very good- horizontal crease in the center
from folding, slightly worn, handwriting inside.

$ 12

$ 10

- Booklet promoting "Firestone at the Cleveland Great Lakes Exposition." The booklet
advertises and gives information on Firestone's tires and other products, and also
describes their exhibit at the fair. The inside front cover says "M-711 / 8-36
Copyright, 1936, the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.". Size: 8" x 5". Condition:
Excellent.
- Full color souvenir cards folded together inside and attached to a mailing card
envelope. The front of the envelope says "Great Lakes Exposition Cleveland Ohio"
and has a space for an address and postage stamp(this piece is not stamped). The
bottom right says "C. T. & Co." The back shows four different scenes from the fair.
Inside it says "Greetings From Great Lakes Exposition Cleveland, Ohio" and gives a
brief description of what can be seen at the fair. 9 cards fold out showing 18 different
scenes or buildings from the fair (one scene on each side). These cards are attached to
each other and to the envelope. Size: 4.25" X 6.25". Condition: Very good. The
outside is worn around the edges, the cards on the inside are in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Category: 1937 Paris International Exposition (369 to 370)

The last International Exposition before World War II

Picture

Description

Lot # 369 - Poster "1937 Exposition Internationale" with a wonderful deco design of
"Paris" with shapes, designs and the Eiffel Tower. Desinged by Marcel Lods &
Eugene Beaudoin, this poster won first prize in a competition held by the French
Ministry of Commerce for the Paris 1937 World's Fair. Maarked "Grands Reseaux de
Chemins de Fre Francais" and "Imp. Jules Simon, S.A. Paris" across the bottom. Size:
38" high by 24" wide. This poster is mounted on a linen backing. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 1,000 - $ 2,000

Lot # 370 - Copper dish with raised image of the Eiffel Tower and several World's
Fair buildings. Above it is marked "Souvenir de L'exposition Internationale", "Paris
1937", and below "Arts et Techniques". Size: 4 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine,
it has a couple of small dents and the finish is worn. Probably would look great when
polished.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 300

$ 10

Category: 1939-40 New York World's Fair (371 to 449)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 371 - Poster for the most popular exhibit at the 1939 New York Worlds Fair.
"Come Tour 'Tomorrow' with General Motors at the New York World's Fair".
"Highway & Horizons", "General Motors Free Exhibit at the World's Fair". The center
of the poster pictures the future world that is shown in the ride with a chain of seats
filled with people riding around the edge of the exhibit, exactly what it was like to
take the ride at the exhibit. At the bottom there is a list of all GM products "Chevrolet,
Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, La Salle, Cadillac, Frigidaire, and Fisher Body". The
poster is professionally mounted on linen. This is one of the most impressive World's
Fair posters I have ever seen. Size: 36" wide by 48" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with slight color loss in a few spots including the Letter 'L' and in the red in the
middle of the bottom, a repaired tear at the bottom, a few minor creases and cracks
(not distinguishable except under very bright light and held at an angle). It displays
excellent with bright colors.
Estimate: $ 2,500 - $ 4,000

Lot # 372 - Poster for the Holland America Line, picturing an ocean liner sailing in
front of the Trylon and Perisphere with the New York City Skyline in the background.
The American Flag and the Holland Flag flying above the ship. Below the ship is
written "New York", "Weltausstellung" (World's Fair) and "Besuchsreisen per
Holland-Amerika Linie". The poster is professionally mounted on a linen backing.
The colors are red, white, blue, yellow and green on a gray background. The artist
signature is in the upper right corner "Ted Broek 38". In small print at the bottom is
"Printed in the Netherlands" and "Joh Enschede en Zonen, Haarlem". Size: 24 1/2"
wide by 37 1/8" high. Condition: Image is Near Mint, with a little wear in the
Perisphere and a repair of a 2" tear in the upper left corner. The top and bottom appear
to have ben slightly trimmed. Displays Fabulous with bright colors.
Estimate: $ 1,700 - $ 2,500

Lot # 373 - Full color, visitor poster for the 1939 New York World's Fair created by
the Grinnel Litho. Co., Inc. N.Y.C. Graphic design of the Trylon and Perisphere in
yellow on a blue background with 9 red planes flying in formation in the upper left
hand corner a red boat in the bottom right corner and a cityscape with a red train in the
bottom left. Across the bottom are the words, "New York World's Fair The World Of
Tomorrow 1939" in white and blue lettering. Size: 20"h x 13.5"w" Condition:
Excellent - a couple of light creases and edges are rolled
Estimate: $ 350 - $ 500

Lot # 374 - Full color visitor poster for the New York World's Fair 1939. Illustration
of a Grecian woman embracing the earth as people walk towards the Trylon and
Perisphere. Created by the Grinnell Litho. Co., Inc. NYC. Size: 20"h x 13.5"w"
Condition: Very good - Paper is significantly rolled. Slightly yellowing. Some small
tears and creasing along the edges.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350

$ 1,000

$ 400

$ 150

$ 100

Lot # 375 - Full color visitor poster for the New York World's Fair 1939. Illustration
of a female fair employee raising her arm towards the sky. Trylon and Perisphere with
fireworks in the background. Made by the Grinnell Litho. Co., Inc. NYC. Size: 20"h x
13.5"w" Condition: Excellent - Paper is rolled. One tiny edge tear. Slightly yellowing.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350

Lot # 376 - Advertising poster for the New York World's Fair. Full color graphic
illustration of a woman dressed in blue and red sightseeing with a camera with the
Trylon and Perisphere and the fountains in the background. Poster states, "For Your
Summer Vacation World's Fair New York Admission Fifty cents--Travel
America.....See the World at the World's Fair in New York." Created by Polygraphic
Company of America, Inc. N.Y.C. Size: 29.75"h x 20"w" Condition: Extremely Fine
with small tear in upper left corner (out of field) and bend in upper right corner. Paper
is yellowing.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 750

Lot # 377 - Advertising poster for the New York World's Fair. Full color graphic
illustration of a family biking, roller skating and riding scooters. Poster states "GO by
all means" at the top in white lettering. "World's Fair in New York 1940 Admission
50 cents" in red and black lettering across the bottom. Created by the Polygraphic
Company of America, Inc. N.Y.C. Size: 30"h x 20"w" Condition: Very Good with 5
edge tears (longest 2") staining at top, some discolration and tears in the large 'W'.
Paper is yellowing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

Lot # 378 - Oversized poster for the London Midland and Scottish Railway
advertising the new LMS Coronation Scot, "See Britain's Newest Luxury Streamliner
here and at the New York World's Fair." Poster has a large full color print of Bryan de
Grineau's painting of a streamliner. Printed in G. Britain by Jordison, London. Size:
40"h x 25"w" Condition: Very Fine with a few small edge tears and slight edge
damage to sides. Paper has been creased at the top and bottom. Bottom left hand
corner wrinkled.
Estimate: $ 350 - $ 500

Lot # 379 - Large advertising poster for Shell Oil with a color illustration of the
Trylon and Perisphere with a fountain in front and the words, "Best Routes to the
Fair", "Ask Shell". In the bottom left hand corner is the object number "01302 LITHO
IN USA Framed in a large black frame, faced with plexiglass. This is an impressive
image that will enhance any collection. Size: 58"h x 42.5"w x 1.25 "d" Condition:
Extremely Fine - There are 2 professionally repaired tears. One is 7 inches long on the
left side and the other is about 5 inches long under the "HE". You have to examine the
poster closely to see these tears. The poster is mounted on linen. It has Minor wear.
The bottom of the poster is creased. Paper is yellowing slightly.
Estimate: $ 750 - $ 1,500

$ 100

$ 200

$ 36

$ 150

$ 250

Lot # 380 - Poster for "The Yugoslav Participation at the New York World's Fair
1939." Black and white photo of a mother and child in traditional Yugoslavian garb
on an orange tinted background of photographed landscape. Graphic image of the
Trylon and Perisphere on the bottom right hand corner. Poster is attached to a white
foam core board with clear plastic shrinkwrap. Size: Poster: 30.25"h x 21.5"w Poster
with foam core board: 30.75"h x 22.5"w" Condition: Very Fine a couple of edge tears
and some soiling. There are a couple of dents in the Trylon (half way up) and the fold
lines can be seen.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 700

Lot # 381 - Tall pinkish orange Lenox China vase with flared top rim and raised white
china embossing of the Trylon and Perisphere. The bottom is stamped with "Officially
Approved/N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic/1789 1939./Lenox/Made in U.S.A./Designed in Honor
of/New York World's Fair/Ovington's/New York." Size: 6.25" x 3.5" diam. Condition:
Excellent - Near mint
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 400

Lot # 382 - Plaster 3-dimensional model/replica of the Italian Pavilion. The pavilion
has the blue and brown globe in the background with "New York World's Fair" and
"Italian Pavilion" engraved in the white band that runs across the globe. The
representation of the pavilion include both the statue on the top and the statue in front
of the building as well as the columns, steps, decorations on the exterior walls and the
roof lines. The figure is mostly white/cream with green painted plants in the front. On
the bottom is engraved in the plaster "(c) Of. It. Comm. N.Y.W.F. 1939" (copyright
Official Italian New York World's Fair 1939). Size: 7.5" x 12.75" x 3" Condition:
Very good - There are 2 chips in the front of the base. Light overall soiling.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 400

Lot # 383 - Oval shaped chrome bank. On the front is a gold, blue and orange image
of the Federal Building. Rounded handle at the top of the bank. Coin slot on the front
above the image. Key slot at the bottom to open (No Key) Coins inside. Size: 3.5" x
2" x 4.5" Condition: Excellent - Minor surface scratches, finger prints and smudges.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

Lot # 384 - a.) Gold still bank in the shape of a Remington typewriter. Money slot is
located on the back of the typewriter and has the words, "Electrical Products Building
Remington Rand Hall New York World's Fair 1939" On the bottom is a panel that can
be removed by unscrewing two screws. b.) Original merchandise cardboard box. On
one side is a picture of the Electrical Products Building Remington Rand Hall at the
New York World's Fair 1939. Around the edges are instructions on saving 10c a day
to accumulate a down payment on a new Remington Rand typewriter. Size: 2.75" x
1.5" x 3"; box is: 1.5" x 3" x 2.75" Condition: Excellent - some pennies in bank; no
chips or cracks
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 385 - Photo of the Court of States laminated to a wooden background. The back
has a sticker on it "Sol Nodel, 55 West 42nd Street, New York 36, NY, LOngacre 40695". There are no other markings on it. Size: 16 3/8" wide by 13 7/16" high. The
picture is 13 3/8" wide by 10 1/4" high. Condition" Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 200

$ 125

$ 125

$ 25

$ 30

$ 10

Lot # 386 - Small, round ceramic plate a small image of the Trylon and Perisphere in
the center and the words, "New York World's Fair 1939" On the outer rim is a blue
and an orange stripe. Two handles on each side painted gold. On the bottom is a gold
maker's stamp that states "Atlas China, Made in USA, A-1247". Size: 7" diam; 8"
with handles" Condition: Extremely Fine - Crazing on the entire dish. Minor wear
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 387 - Circular- 'Fisher Jewel Tray'- gold tray with a black 'beaded' rim. On the
inside of the tray are the words, "New York World's Fair 1939" and the image of the
Trylon and Perisphere stamped into the surface of the metal. Size: .5" x 3.25" diam.
Condition: Excellent - minimal wear. minor surface scratches
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 388 - Circular- 'Fisher Jewel Tray'- gold tray with a burnt orange/dark red
'beaded' rim. On the inside of the tray are the words, "New York World's Fair 1939"
and the image of the Trylon and Perisphere stamped into the surface of the metal.
Beads are loose: missing silver base to hold ... Size: .5" x 3.25" diam. Condition: Very
good - minimal wear. minor surface scratches Beads are loose, missing the base to
hold the prongs together.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 389 - a.) Blue and orange metal kazoo fashioned in the shape of the Trylon and
Perisphere. The mouthpiece is the base of the Trylon and the air vibrates through the
holes at the base of the Perisphere. On the side of the Trylon is an image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair Kazoo Co. Eden, N.Y." b.)
Blue and orange cardboard box that the kazoo was purchased in. On the blue sides of
the box is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's
Fair Officially Licensed Musical Kazoo: Yours for fun from The World of
Tomorrow" On the orange sides are illustrations of people playing the kazoo with the
words, "fun for all from 6 to 60 with the Officially Licensed New York World's Fair
Musical Kazoo" On the top and bottom are instructions for use. Size: 5" x 1.5" x 2"
Condition: Excellent - Kazoo is in excellent condition with minimal wear Box is worn
along the edges and corners.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Lot # 390 - Large white ceramic teapot with a raised blue, green and gold image of the
Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair". Lid has circular
ridges around its entirety. Brown stripe around the base of the lid. The top and bottom
rim and the spout have a raised three-tiered design in the ceramic. On the bottom is
the makers stamp: "Porcelier Trademark, Vitreous Hand Dec China Made in USA".
Size: 8.5" x 5.5" x 10" Condition: Very Fine. Inside the pot are several dark spots. The
Lid is NOT the correct lid.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 391 - Set of 6 World's Fair Birthday Candles/party favors. Housed in original
box. Candles are in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. All candles are orange.
Unused. "Manufactured exclusively by Manhattan Wax & Candle Co." Size: 4" x .75"
x 8.75"; candles: 3.25" x 1" x .75" Condition: Extremely Fine - Candles are faded and
slightly warped in places. Unused. Box is slightly yellowing and worn.
Estimate: $ 175 - $ 225
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Lot # 392 - a.) brown cardboard mailing box with the address: Mrs. Theodore
Zimmerman, R.4, Waynesboro, Pa". From the Great A&P Tea Company in New
York, NY b.) black plastic holder for the coasters. c.-i.) Set of 8 plastic coasters. Each
plate has a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939 New York
World's Fair". Colors include red, yellow, green and blue. Size: 3.25" x 1.25" x 3.5";
tray set is: 3" in diameter. holder is 1"deep" Condition: Excellent - minimal wear. box
has some wear. Address sticker is torn along the bottom
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 393 - Cast metal ashtray in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Tray is set
into the base of the figurine. In the tray are the words, "Trylon and Perisphere New
York World's Fair". Green felt on the bottom. Size: 7.5" x 4" x 4.75" Condition:
Extremely Fine - minimal wear. Some dust/dirt has collected in the grooves.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 394 - Blue and bronze metal decorative tray. Probably from the China pavilion.
Raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere in the center with images of people and
horses around the inner rim. On the edges are symbols and floral designs. Cobalt blue
background. Made in China Size: 3" diam. Condition: Excellent - very minor wear.
Sticker residue on the bottom
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 395 - 1939 New York World's Fair portable card table. Top of the table has an
image of the Trylon and Perisphere in a faux wood grain finish. Metal nail heads
adorn the edges. Four wooden table legs fold up and down for ease of storage and
portability. Made by King Tables Size: 30" x 30" x 2" Condition: Fair - Overall wear.
Several tears on the surface of the table. Water damage to the underside of the table.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 396 - Blue denim female uniform jacket from the 1940 New York World's Fair.
Dark blue felt bands along the cuffs, the collar and the shoulders. Tapered sleeves and
a fitted waist. Pleated and pointed pockets. Brass buttons (Waterbury Button Co.) with
the Trylon and Perisphere adorn the pockets, sleeves and front closure. Brass belt
loops. On the left shoulder is an blue felt patch with the image of the Trylon and
Perisphere and the date "1940" Made by "Smith-Gray New York City" purchased at
David's Outfitters. Size: 15" x 32.5" x 8" diam. Condition: Very good - Jacket is in
very good condition. Inside satin lining is stained and discolored around the armpits.
Discoloration/staining on the bottom, front coat panel. Small hole in the right arm
sleeve. discoloration on the cuffs of the sleeves. The Boy Scott bandana is NOT
included.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175
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Lot # 397 - Wood cane with a spring-loaded map of the fair grounds, drawn by Tony
Sarg, hidden inside the cane so that one could pull out the map and see where they
were and where they were going. Size: 35.25"; map 13.5" Condition: Fair - Map is
fragile with a few holes in it and the metal edging separating from the paper. Map has
not been pulled out completely for fear of doing more damage. The cane has a split in
the wood above the map to the end and some black tape (a repair) on the handle about
an inch above where the map is.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 398 - Blue frosted glass lamp: Square base with a tiered design. On the front is
an image of the "Hall of Marine Transportation" and on the other side is a picture of
the "Federal Area". Large bronze finial at the top. Light bulb is inside the blue lamp.
Tan fabric coated electrical wire/plugin. Size: 8" x 3.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good The blue glass has been worn around the edges. Marine Transportation image is worn
at the top. dust and dirt have settled into the grooves.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

Lot # 399 - Silver metal pendant with porcelain insert picturing a multicolor Trylon
and Perisphere. The metal holder has 5 arrow tails at the top and one arrow at the
bottom. There are little blue and pink stone decorating the arrows and at the bottom.
Size: 2.5" x 1.75" Condition: Excellent - Near mint.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175

Lot # 400 - Cream colored, linen square tablecloth with blue and orange images of the
Federal Building, Administration Building, Hall of Communications and the Trylon
and Perisphere on each of the corners. The center has a ribbon like banner design in a
circular form with the words "New York World's Fair 1939." Cloud ... Size: 49.25" x
44.5" Condition: Good - Fabric is fading. Large spots of discoloration along the edges
and body of the tablecloth. Four dark reddish brown stains on the quadrants of the
cloth. Some fraying on the edges of the cloth.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 401 - Small flag from the 1939 New York World's Fair. Flag has two vertical
orange bars flanking a central blue panel with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere
and the words, "1939 New York World's Fair". Flag is attached to a black dowel rod
with a gold finial. (c)NYWF. Size: pole it 24.75" long, Flag is 8" x 11.5" Condition:
Extremely Fine - Top hem of the flag has a couple of loose threads. Gold finial is
fading.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 402 - Round, metal, hand-forged basket with a metal twisted handle. Inside the
basket is an engraved image of the Theme center with several fair buildings around it.
Across the top are the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Hammered finish. Bell
shaped makers mark on the bottom of the basket with the initial's "LA" inside the bell.
Size: 8" x 12.5" diam. Condition: Extremely Fine - minor surface scratches and wear.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
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Lot # 403 - Blue and orange hat box from Adam Hats advertising the New York
World's Fair 1939. The lid has a space to fill in personal address information. Filled in
with pencil: "Delivery _____ _____ Store _____ ____ M Dr. Erving 46 Lincoln Rd.
Snyder, NY" (Some words are smudged and unreadable). Images of the Trylon and
Perisphere and the Adam Hats logo adorn the lid and the box. Blue string handle (torn
in half). Made by VYM Paperbox Co. Size: 7" x 12.25" x 14.25" Condition: Fair - box
is worn around the edges and discolored. Blue and orange paper is ripping in many
spots and pulling away from the cardboard hatbox. The base of the box has a large
tear. Water spot on the base of the box. String handle is faded and torn in half.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 404 - Cotton "Sew and Save" apron pattern by "The Apronette" for the New
York World's Fair. Instructions on where to cut and sew to create a pre-designed
apron. Illustrative images of the New York World's Fair grounds in blue, red, green
and white. Geometric border in blue and red of the Trylon and Perisphere. Size: 34.5"
x 34.5" Condition: Very good - The item has not been cut up, Fabric is creased and
wrinkled in many places from folding. Discoloration across much of the fabric.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

Lot # 405 - Box for "1/2 Doz. 12 oz. Tumblers" made by "Libbey". The side is
marked "Six only World's Fair Tumblers", "New York Journal American" (a
newspaper that has been out of business since the 1960's). This is the BOX ONLY. No
Glasses are included. There is a cardboard insert that divides the inside into 6
compartments for the glasses. The box is much rarer than the glasses. Size: 9 3/8"
wide by 6 1/4" high by 6 1/2" deep. Condition: Very Fine, the box is browned and has
some damage, the worst of which is a portion of the top flap is partially ripped off.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 406 - "Lucky Penny" with image of Indian in headdress on the Obverse. Reverse
pictures many good luck symbols including horseshoe, cornucopia, elephant with its
truck raised, wishbone 4 leaf clover an something else. Around the edge is "Wealth",
"Happiness" and "Health". In the center is the Trylon and Perisphere with "World's
Fair N. Y. 1939" around it. It is bronze or copper, I can't tell. Size: 2 13/16" diameter
by 1/4" thick rim. Condition: Extremely Fine. Has a few small rim nicks and a little
wear along with a dark finish.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Lot # 407 - Ticket Stub: "New York World's Fair 1939 Incorporated Souvenir April
30 to October 31", with facsimile signature of the President and Treasurer and the
number "No. 883650" printed at the bottom. The colors are turquoise, dark blue,
yellow, orange and purple. The stub has been separated on the right side. Size: 4 5/8"
wide by 2 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a light spot and a little edge damage.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
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Lot # 408 - Lot of 5 small pennants
- Small blue felt pennant with a gold felt band and orange felt tails. Multi-color image
of the World's Fair and the Trylon and Perisphere across the top with the words, "The
World of Tomorrow." Under the picture in white are the words, "New York Worlds
Fair." Size: 4.75" x 15.5" Condition: Excellent - Some discoloration and fading to the
felt.
- Small maroon felt pennant with a gold felt band and tails. Yellow and white
embossed image of the Trylon and Perisphere on the left hand side with the words,
"New York 1939 World's Fair SUN VALLEY." Size: 4.5" x 12" Condition: Excellent
- Felt is slightly faded, tails are tied into bows.
- Small red felt pennant with a gold felt band and orange felt tails. Multi-colored
image of the World's Fair across the top with the words, "The World of Tomorrow."
The word's "New York World's Fair" across the bottom in white lettering. Size: 4.75"
x 11" Condition: Good - Felt is discolored with dark spots in several places, tails are
wrinkled. Tip is bent and discolored.
- Mini maroon felt pennant with a yellow felt band. Multi-color image of the world's
fair skyline with the words, "Midget town" across the top half of the pennant. The
words "New York World's Fair" in white lettering across the bottom. Size: 3.5" x
8.25" Condition: Very good - Felt is discolored and faded. tip is slightly frayed.
- Mini blue felt pennant with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words,
"New York World's Fair 1940" on the left hand side. The name "Joy" is embroidered
in white thread onto the center of the pennant. Size: 3.75" x 8.5" Condition: Very
good - Felt is faded ad discolored. Hole in the top left hand corner.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 409 - Lot of 4 scarves.
- 1939 New York World's Fair silk blend sheer handkerchief. Cream colored
background with a red border and multi-colored screened images of people from
around the world dressed in traditional garb. Small tag on the back top right hand
corner which states "Made in Hungary." Size: 10" x 10" Condition: Very good Fabric is very wrinkled.
- Cream colored cotton handkerchief. The bottom right hand corner has a red, white
and blue embroidered image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York
World's Fair." Size: 10.5" x 10.5" Condition: Excellent - Spots of discoloration around
border. Creased from folding.
- Blue silk/rayon blend sheer handkerchief with a geometric and floral border in red,
yellow and white. Bottom right hand corner has an image of the fair in blue, yellow
and white with the words "New York World's Fair of 1939." Size: 11.5" x 11.5"
Condition: Excellent - Fabric is wrinkled and creased from folding. Small snag across
image in the lower right hand corner.
- Light blue/periwinkle and red/salmon square silk scarf with yellow, green and white
screened images of people and buildings from the fair. On each (inner) corner is an
image of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words "New York World's Fair 1939."
Skyline of New York City is also in each (outer) corner. Outer border is a red/salmon
geometric border. Inner border is a street scene with people and buildings at the fair.
Size: 18.5" x 19.75" Condition: Very good - Creased and wrinkled from folding. Spot
of discoloration/sticker residue in center by "Hall of Shelter" image. Several snags in
one corner.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 410 - Lot of 3 large pennants.
- Orange felt pennant with a blue felt band and orange felt tails. Multi-color image of
the words, "Souvenir of New York World's Fair" with the Trylon and Perisphere in
the background. Two button pins adorn the top and bottom left hand corners. Each pin
is white with a blue border and the words, "I have seen the future" in blue lettering.
Size: 6.5" x 20" Condition: Very good - Embossing is fading. Edges are beginning to
fray in several spots. Tip is frayed.
- Blue felt pennant with an orange felt band and blue felt tails. Multi-colored
embossed design with the words "1939 New York World's Fair." The 1939 is located
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in the upper left hand corner and is stylized with images of the fair grounds. Size:
8.75" x 22.5" Condition: Very good - Felt is beginning to fray in many areas.
- Red felt pennant with a yellow felt band and tails. Multi-color embossed image of a
tiger head with the Trylon and Perisphere in the background on the left hand side.
Words, "Frank Buck's Jungleland New York World's Fair" in white lettering on the
center/right hand side. Size: 9" x 22.25" Condition: Very Fine - Red felt is fraying on
all sides.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 70

Lot # 411 - Lot of 4 scarves.
- Square "17th Century-Little Old New York-20th Century" silk scarf. Stylized map in
blue, pink, green and red of both old and new New York with cartoon images
depicting life in the 17th century and life in the 20th century. Top left hand corner is
an image of Radio City. Top right-hand corner is an image of "The Empire State
B'ld'g Tallest Building in the World 1,265 FT." Bottom right hand corner is an image
of the 1939 New York World's Fair. Red , white and blue striped border. Size: 22.75"
x 22.5" Condition: Excellent - Sticker residue on the back, bottom right hand corner.
Creasing both horizontally and vertically from folding.
- White silk scarf with design by artist Tony Sarg. Blue, purple, pink and green
screened images with a central image of a medallion with the words, "New York
World's Fair of Tomorrow--Dawn of a New Day." Images depict both old and new
ways of life. Horse drawn carriage on one side with motorized cars on the other side.
Each corner has an image of a building or feature of the fair. Size: 19.75" x 19"
Condition: Very good - Discoloration in spots --fabric is yellowing.
- Light blue, square, silk scarf with red, yellow, blue, and white screened images of
the Trylon and Perisphere, Administration building, Business Administration
Building, Aviation Building, Cosmetics Building, Hall of Communications, Marine
Transportation, Means of Production, Textile Building, Railroad building and the
Federal Building. Each side has the words "New York World's Fair 1939" along the
blue geometric border. Two Trylon and Perisphere logos on opposite corners. Size:
20.25" x 18.75" Condition: Very Good - Creasing and wrinkling from folding. 2
corners are frayed. Sticker residue on one corner.
- Red and blue square silk scarf with yellow, green and white screened images of
people and buildings from the fair. On each (inner) corner is an image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words "New York World's Fair 1939." Skyline of New York
City is also in each (outer) corner. Outer border is a blue geometric border. Inner
border is a street scene with people and buildings at the fair. Size: 20.5" x 18.5"
Condition: Good - Discolored and stained in many areas. Several holes in fabric along
the edge and in the corner. Creased and wrinkled from folding.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 18

Lot # 412 - Lot of 3 pillow covers:
- Small, blue silk pillow sham with a brown cotton backing. Trimmed with gold, white
and pink decorative fringe on all sides. White silk screened image of the Trylon and
Perisphere on the left hand side, image of the Statue of Liberty on the right hand side
with the words "MOTHER Never a pal so true, No comrade half so true, Never a
friend so dear Mother of mine as you. NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1939. Size: 14"
x 13.5" Condition: Very good - Fabric is wrinkled causing the white screen print to
come off in several places. Fringe decoration has been pulled on the right hand side.
- Large purple silk pillow sham with a purple cotton backing and orange fringe on all
four sides. Orange felt screened image of the Trylon and Perisphere on the right hand
side and the words, "NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR" in gold on the left. At the
bottom are the words "Trylon and Perisphere" in gold lettering. Size: 20" x 20"
Condition: Excellent - Fabric is wrinkled. The fringe on right hand side and lower left
hand corner has been discolored.
- Peach silk pillow sham with a peach cotton backing and tan/gold fringe. Across the
top of the pillow is a screened multi-color image of the Triborough Bridge, the Statue
of Liberty, and the words, "NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1939." At the bottom of
the pillow are six images of buildings at the fair and in New York City: Empire State
Building, Trylon and Perisphere, R.C.A. Building, Federal Area, Administration
Building, and the Hall of Communication. Size: 21.5" x 20.5" Condition: Very good Creased from folding. Fringe in the bottom right hand corner is unraveling.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 413 - Set of 4 plates:
- Blue and white ceramic dinner-size plate with image of Marine Transportation
Building, with trees and people in front, in the center of the plate. Image is signed
"Rolph Scarlett." Around the outside edge of the plate are five pictures in squares: the
Trylon & Perisphere, a sexton, a steamboat, an airplane and a car and train together.
On reverse side: "Marine Transportation Building/New York World's
Fair/1939/Abraham & Straus Inc./Brooklyn N.Y./1st
edition/A&S/Copeland/Spode/England." Size: 10.5" diam. Condition: Very Fine - A
couple small scratches
- Blue and white ceramic dinner-size plate with image of Textile Building. Image is
signed "Rolph Scarlett." Around the outside edge of the plate are five pictures in
squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, a hat and hatpin, a tailor's mannequin, and spinning
wheel and scissors, thread and needle. On reverse side: "Textile Building/New York
World's Fair/1939/Abraham & Straus Inc./Brooklyn N.Y./1st
edition/A&S/Copeland/Spode/England." Size: 10.5" diam. Condition: Excellent minor wear
- Blue and white ceramic dinner-size plate with image of Shelter Building. Image is
signed "Rolph Scarlett." Around the outside edge of the plate are five pictures in
squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, compass, a house, a crane, and a surveyor's tripod.
On reverse side: "Shelter Building/New York World's Fair/1939/Abraham & Straus
Inc./Brooklyn N.Y./1st edition/A&S/Copeland/Spode/England." Size: 10.5" diam.
Condition: Excellent - minor wear
- Blue and white ceramic dinner-size plate with image of the Hall of Communications
Building. Image is signed "Rolph Scarlett." Around the outside edge of the plate are
five pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, letters, radio/broadcast tower,
newspaper and periodical, and a telephone. On reverse side: "Hall of
Communications/New York World's Fair/1939/Abraham & Straus Inc./Brooklyn
N.Y./1st edition/A&S/Copeland/Spode/England." Size: 10.5" diam. Condition:
Excellent - Some sticker residue on the front. minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200
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Lot # 414 - Lot of 3 plates from Sweden:
- Round ceramic plate with a hand painted design of a woman poised to blow into a
long horn. Blue mountains in the background. Across the bottom is the words,
"Halsingland--Sweden". Outer rim of the plate is dark brown. On the bottom of the
plate is an indentation of the words, "The New York World's Fair 1939 - NS Sweden"
In the center of the bottom is a blue and silver sticker that says, "Product From
Sweden" The number "884." written in black. Two sets of holes drilled into the back
of the plate for hanging. Size: 8.25" diam. Condition: Excellent - minor wear
- Round ceramic plate with a hand painted design of a man and a woman standing
hand in hand dressed in traditional Swedish garb. Across the bottom are the words,
"Vastergotland--Sweden". Outer rim of the plate is dark brown. On the bottom of the
plate is an indentation of the words, "The New York World's Fair 1939 - NS Sweden"
In the center of the bottom is a blue and silver sticker that says, "Products From
Sweden" The number "884." written in black. Two sets of holes drilled into the back
of the plate for hanging. Size: 8.25" diam. Condition: Excellent - minor wear
- Small round, ceramic dish . Inside the dish is a painted image of a girl is traditional
Swedish clothing with the words, "Sodermanland-Sweden". Dark brown around the
rim and light brown around the edges and bottom of the dish. On the bottom are the
words, "The New York World's Fair 1939" impressed into the ceramic. the letters
"SD." are written in black on the bottom. Size: 5" diam. Condition: Excellent - minor
wear. Inside of dish has some speckling from the firing process.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

Lot # 415 - Lot of 3 compacts:
- Rectangular gold metal powder compact with an orange and blue design on the lid.
The design has a central image of the Trylon and Perisphere with a blue border that
states "1939 New York World's Fair" Four images of fair buildings surround the
central building. Small gold button/clasp on the front edge of the compact. When
opened there is a square powder reservoir with a lid. The top of the lid has a space for
a small square powder puff. To the left of the enclosed powder reservoir is a
rectangular rouge/blush reservoir. Small rectangular blush/rouge puff sits atop the pat
of pressed rouge (thin rice paper sits in between the puff and the rouge. Mirror is inset
into the inside of the lid. Size: 1.75" x .5" x 2.25" Condition: Excellent - minor surface
wear and scratches.
- Periwinkle, square powder compact. On the lid of the compact is a silver medallion
with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair".
Thin silver clasp/button on the front edge. When opened there is a mirror inset into the
lid and a pink powder puff in the base. Still some powder remaining in the compact.
Size: .5" x 2.5" x 2.5" Condition: Very good - Compact has some surface scratches
along the edges, corners and around the medallion. Small dark speckles on the mirror.
- Red, square powder compact with a metal medallion on the top of the lid. Medallion
has an image of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair
1939". Raised silver design along the top edge. Small silver clasp/button on the front
edge. When opened there is a reservoir for powder (some powder still in the base) and
a small square puff. In the lid there is a brown black residue from epoxy that help the
mirror in place (mirror is no longer intact. Size: .25" x 2.5" x 2.5" Condition: Very
good - surface wear and scratches to the edges and corners of the compact. Mirror is
missing, large black/brown epoxy residue remains on the inside of the lid from where
the mirror was affixed.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90
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Lot # 416 - Lot of 2 glasses:
- Clear slightly fluted dessert glass. Imprinted into the glass are several six-pointed
stars. The Trylon and Perisphere are etched into the side of the glass with the words,
"New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 5.25" x 2.75" diam. Condition: Extremely Fine minor wear. Sticker residue at the base of the glass.
- Clear drink glass with a hand painted image of "The Trylon and Perisphere Theme
Building of the New York World's Fair 1940". Bottom of glass flares out slightly.
Gold painted rim around the top, bottom and around painting. Made in
"Czechoslovakia, (c) NYWF Lic. 2972. Size: 5" x 3" diam. Condition: Very good Small chips along the rim of the glass. Gold trim around the rim is fading Black
marker on the base of the glass.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 417 - Lot of 3 trays:
- Large, rectangular metal tray with a blue orange and white design of the Trylon and
Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 11.5" x 17.5"
Condition: Good - crazing and peeling of the lacquer over the entire face of the tray.
Surface scratching and wear to the tray
- Metal decorative serving tray with a color image of a female holding a cup and
saucer. Behind the woman is a landscape of a coastal town with a volcano erupting in
the upper left corner. Green red and white band around the border. At the top are the
words, "Caffe Medaglia D'Oro" and across the bottom are the words, "New York
World's Fair 1939". Size: 10.5" x 13.75" Condition: Good - Some wear and scratches
around the edges. The back is very rusty in the center.
- Metal, rectangular, decorative, serving tray with a color image of the Theme Center.
Blue and orange border with a blue swirl design around the edge. Two handles on
either side, painted inside each handle is the date "1939". Across the top are the
words, "New York World's Fair" and across the bottom are the words, "The World of
Tomorrow". Size: 8.25" x 16" Condition: Very Fine - minimal wear. Small orange
scratches on the central image.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 418 - Lot of 4 ashtrays:
- Rectangular, ribbed, clear glass ashtray from NYWF. On the base of the tray is a
yellow and green image of the Transportation Building - New York World's Fair
1939". Zig Zag tray in the center of the glass. Ribs create multiple cigarette holders.
Size: 3" x .75" x 4" Condition: Excellent - minor wear
- Rectangular, ribbed, clear glass ashtray from NYWF. On the base of the tray is a
white and red image of the Food Building - New York World's Fair 1939". Zig Zag
tray in the center of the glass. Ribs create multiple cigarette holders. On the bottom is
a partial price tag, original to the piece. Size: 4" x .75" x 3" Condition: Excellent minor wear
- Small, square, white ceramic ashtray from NYWF. Tray has a painted image of the
Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair". Four cigarette
holders: one on each corner. Each holder is painted blue. "Made in Japan". Size: 2.75"
x .5" x 2.75" Condition: Excellent - minor wear. Small bubbles in the surface of the
glaze from the manufacturing process. Bottom foot rim is darkened in spots.
- Metal ashtray with a chrome finish. Scalloped edge with five cigarette holders. In the
center of the tray is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere. Around the rim are the
words, "New York World's Fair 1940". Size: 1" x 4.5" diam. Condition: Excellent minor wear and surface scratching. Spot of red discoloration on the bottom
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
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Lot # 419 - Lot of 3 photos - each a Black and white "PhotoMatic" photograph of a
female fair-goer framed in a simple metal frame.
- On the back is a panorama of the New York World's Fair 1940. Date taken: 9-1-40
Made by the International Mutoscope Reel Co., Inc., Long Island City, ... Size: 3" x
2.5" Condition: Very good - Photo has a coppery sheen. Fading around the edges.
Frame has dark spots of discoloration.
- On the back is an orange, blue and white illustration of the Trylon and Perisphere
with the words, "Souvenir of the New York World's Fair 1939". Taken by the
Photomatic: International Mutoscope Reel Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. Size: 3" x 2.5"
Condition: Very good - Photo has several fingerprints and smudges. Frame has dark
spots of discoloration.
- On the back is an orange, blue and white illustration of the Trylon and Perisphere
with the words, "Souvenir of the New York World's Fair 1939". Taken by the
Photomatic: International Mutoscope Reel Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. Size: 3" x 2.5"
Condition: Very good - Photo is off center. Frame has dark spots of discoloration.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 420 - Lot of 3 small licenses plates / Rectangular key fobs in the shape/design of
a car license plate:
- Yellow with "New York World's Fair 1939 7H 91 - 15" On the opposite side
"Goodrich Tires Batteries". No chain. Size: .75" x 2" " Condition: Excellent - minor
wear and surface scratches. Yellow paint is starting to wear around the edges.
- Black with "AC 813 NJ39" in yellow. On the opposite side "Goodrich Tires New
York World's Fair 1939" with an image of the Goodrich exhibition building. No
chain. Size: .75" x 2" " Condition: Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches. Metal
is slightly tarnished around the edges.
- Black with "2R33-90 New York World's Fair 1940" in yellow. On the opposite side
"Goodrich Tires World's Fair 1940 New York" with an image of the Goodrich
exhibition building. No chain. Size: .75" x 2" " Condition: Excellent - minor wear and
surface scratches. Metal is slightly tarnished around the edges.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

Lot # 421 - Lot of 3 badges:
- Round celluloid pinback with a white background and an image of a red fez and the
words, "Welcome Nobles" in green lettering. Attached to the pin are a red, a blue and
a gold grosgrain ribbon. In front of the ribbons is a gold medallion also attached to the
pin with a thinner gold grosgrain ribbon. The Medallion has an image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words "In 1939 New York World's Fair" On the opposite side
is an image of George Washington being inaugurated with the words, "Souvenir of the
150th Anniversary of George Washington's Inauguration." Size: 1.5" x 3.75" x 1.25"
diam. Condition: Very good - minor surface scratches to the pin and the medallion.
Ribbons are faded slightly and frayed at the bottom edge.
- Medal/ribbon pin for the "Representative City of New York- Grand Lodge I.O.O.F.
State of New York 1939 August 22-23-24" The rectangular silver medal has an image
of the Statue of Liberty and the Trylon and Perisphere. Medal is attached to a blue
ribbon and a metal name plate with a pin. Size: 2.25" x 3.5" Condition: Very good minor surface scratches to the metal. Ribbon is faded and discolored in spots.
- Red ribbon pin and gold medallion. On the ribbon are the words, "Order of the
Eastern Star" on gold lettering. Attached to the red ribbon is a round, gold medallion
with a scalloped edge. The medallion has the words, "Grand Chapter 70th Annual
Session N.Y. World's Fair 1939". Size: 1.75" x 4.25" x 1.25" diam. Condition: Very
good - Ribbon is fading and the letters are worn. slight discoloration to the fabric. Pin
is missing.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60
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Lot # 422 - Lot of 4 pins:
- Gold, metal pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "NY
World's Fair" in black. Size: 1.75" x 1" x .5" diam. Condition: Very good - minor
surface scratching and wear to the front of the pin.
- Gold/orange metal oval shaped pin. In the center is an image of the Trylon and
Perisphere. Across the bottom are the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Size:
1.5" x 1.75" " Condition: Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches.
- Gold, metal oval shaped pin with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere in the center
with the words, "New York World's Fair". Scalloped decorative edge. Size: 1.25" x 1"
x .5" diam. Condition: Excellent - minor surface wear
- Gold/bronze, metal pin in the shape of "Electro - the Mechanical Man with the word
"WESTINGHOUSE" across the bottom. From the Westinghouse Co. exhibit. Size: 1"
x 1" Condition: Very good - surface scratches and tarnish.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 423 - Lot of 4 pins:
- Gold metal pin in the shape of a spoon. Across the handle on the spoon are the
words, "NY World's Fair" and a tiny image of the Trylon and Perisphere. Attached to
the bottom of the spoon is a gold link chain with a small "40" pin. Size: .25" x 2";
chain and "40" pin are 1.5" long" Condition: Very good - Minor wear and surface
scratching to the pin.
- Blue plastic pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Small gold link chain is
attached to the pin with a smaller pin. Blue pin has the words, "NY World's Fair". On
the smaller pin is the date 1939 and the words "New York World's Fair". Size: .75" x
.5"; chain and date pin is 2.25" long" Condition: Excellent - some surface scratching.
- Gold/blue metal pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Across the bottom are
the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Attached to the right hand side is a small
gold metal chain with a smaller "39" pin. Size: 1.25" x 1.25"; chain and "39" pin is
1.5" long" Condition: Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches.
- Gold metal circular pin. On the circle is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere with
the words, "New York Worlds Fair" Attached to the top of the circle is a gold link
chain with a small "39" pin. Size: .5" diam.; chain and "40" pin are 1.75" long"
Condition: Excellent - Minor wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 424 - Lot of 6 medals:
- Bronze/copper plated medal with an image of a new Chrysler and the word, "Be
Modern Buy Chrysler" on one side and an image of an old Chrysler and the words,
"15 Years of Progress 1924-1939" on the other side." Size: 1.25" diam. Condition:
Very good - Some wear and surface scratching. Darkening of the metal from wear.
- Gold plated medal with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere on one side and the
Medicine and Public Health Building on the other. "Souvenir New York World's
Fair". Size: 1" diam. Condition: Very good - minor wear and surface scratching. metal
is darkening.
- Gold plated medal with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere on one side and the
profile of George Washington on the other. "In 193 New York World's Fair...150th
Anniversary George Washington Inauguration". Size: .25" x 1.25" diam. Condition:
Very good - minor wear and surface scratching edges are rough and dented in places.
metal is darkening.
- Solid Bronze medal with an image of Trylon and Perisphere and the words " In 1939
New York World's Fair " on one side. On the other side is an image of George
Washington talking the oath of office and the words "Souvenir of the 150th
Anniversary George Washington Inauguration." Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Very
good - Minor wear and surface scratching. Some dark spots on the Inauguration side.
- Gold plated medal with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere on one side with the
words, "In 1939 New York World's Fair" on one side. On the other side is an image of
a Kendall Oil Can and the words, "Guaranteed 100 Bradford Grade Pennsylvania Oil -
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Good Luck". Size: 1" diam. Condition: Excellent - Minor wear and surface scratching.
- Copper/Bronze medal with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere on one side with
the words "Souvenir New York World's Fair 1939". On the other side is an image of
the Empire State Building with horseshoes encircling the image. Hole at the top of the
coin. Size: .25" x 1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - Metal is darkening in spots.
Greenish tinge to one side (oxidization). minor surface scratches and wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 425 - Lot of 2 sugar cubes:
- "Jack Frost Tablet Sugar"/individually wrapped sugar cube w/Y.M.C.A. World's
Fair Bldg. on the label and the Trylon and Perisphere in the background; ad for
Y.M.C.A. Food Services on back on label. Size: .75" x 1.25" x .25" Condition:
Excellent - Unopened; minor wear around edges; yellowed small spots of brown
discoloration around the bottom edges.
- "Domino Pressed Tablets American Sugar Refining Company"/individually wrapped
sugar cube with the Standards Building on one side and the words, "Chase & Sanborn
Coffee Tender Leaf Tea" on the other. Borden's Dairy World of Tomorrow and a
picture of Elsie the Cow on each side. On the side are the words, "New York World's
Fair 1939". Size: .75" x 1.25" x .25" Condition: Good - Unopened; some wear around
edges; yellowed. Flaps are coming unglued. Dark spots of brown discoloration around
the bottom edges and corners.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 426 - Lot of 4 rings:
- Gold round signet ring with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere on a blue and
orange background with the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Flanking the
central image are two eagles. Adjustable. Size: .5" x .5" x .75" diam. Condition:
Excellent - Minor surface scratches and wear.
- Gold/silver round signet ring with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere on a blue
background and the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Size 6; Adjustable.. Size:
.5" x .5" x .75" diam.; size 6" Condition: Good - Significant surface scratching a wear.
Gold metal plating is wearing through to expose the silver metal.
- Gold oval signet ring with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words,
New York World's Fair. Size 6; Adjustable. Size: .75" x .5" x .75" diam.; size 6"
Condition: Excellent - Minor wear. Slight discoloration and surface scratches on the
face of the ring..
- Silver round signet ring with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words,
"New York World's Fair 1939". Size 7; Adjustable. Size: .5" x .5" x .75" diam.; size
7" Condition: Very good - Surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

Lot # 427 - Lot of 3 pendants:
- Gold chain link necklace with a diamond shaped pendant. The pendant has a floral
border. In the center of the diamond is a square raised image of the entrance gates to
the world's Fair and the words, "NYWF 1939". Size: 1" x .75"; chain 18" Condition:
Excellent - minor wear to the pendant and chain.
- Gold, book shaped locket on a gold link chain. Locket has a design of the Trylon and
Perisphere on a blue and orange background. On the front are the words, "New York
World's Fair 1939". Two oval shaped picture slots with plastic insets inside the locket.
Size: 1" x .75"; chain 18" Condition: Very good - Locket and chain are tarnished.
Minor surface scratches. Slight wear along the edges. On the back of the locket the
gold finish is starting to fade.
- Gold circle locket on a 16" gold link chain. On the front of the locket is a blue design
of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "World's Fair New York 1940". On the
back of the locket is the name "Millie" engraved in script lettering. No pictures inside.
Size: .75" x .75"; chain 16" Condition: Very good - Locket and chain are tarnished.
Minor surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60
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Lot # 428 - Lot of 3 key chains:
- Rectangular, bronze metal key fob. On one side is an image of a bald eagle atop the
Zenith radio logo. On the opposite side are the words, "Zenith The World's Oldest
Maker of Fine Home Radios" Fob is attached to a metal ball-chain, loop. Size: 1" x
1.25"; chain 3.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear and surface scratches.
- Gold key shaped key fob. On the front of the key is a blue and orange design with
the image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair 1939 Key to the New York World's Fair" Key is attached to a gold ball-chain loop. Size:
.75" x 2"; chain 4" Condition: Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches.
- Elongated penny with a hole in the top to serve as a key fob. The flattened penny has
an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair 1939 The World of Tomorrow". Attached to a silver metal ball-chain loop. Size: .75" x
1.5"; chain 4" Condition: Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches. Some
discoloration to the metal.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 429 - Lot of 2 wooden items:
- Wooden tray holder with 7 small trays. Holder has a square base with four dowels on
each corner to hold the trays in place. Set of 7 small, round, wooden trays with an
orange and blue circular decal of the Trylon and Perisphere in the center of each. Size:
Holder: 3" x 3.75" x 3.75". Trays are each 2.75" diam. Condition: Very good - 2 Trays
have a crack in the wood and the orange and blue sticker has been worn off. All decals
have some wear.
- Wooden tray made from a section of tree. The outer rim has the bark from the tree
and inside all the tree rings can be seen. In the center is a cylindrical handle with a
decal sticker of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair
1939: World of Tomorrow". Clear lacquer finish to the interior of the tray. Size: 2" x
6.25" diam. Condition: Excellent - Minor wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 430 - Lot of 3 small books of pictures:
- Mini clear blue, plastic picture album from the New York World's Fair 1939. Front
cover is metal with a picture of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York
World's Fair 1939". When opened there is a foldout strip of illustrations from the fair.
Size: 1.5" x 1" x .25" Condition: Excellent - minimal wear.
- Mini brown, plastic picture album from the New York World's Fair 1939. Front
cover is metal with a picture of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York
World's Fair 1939". When opened there is a foldout strip of illustrations from the fair.
Size: 1.5" x 1" x .25" Condition: Excellent - minimal wear.
- Mini orange, plastic picture album from the New York World's Fair 1939. Front
cover is metal with a picture of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York
World's Fair 1939". When opened there is a foldout strip of illustrations from the fair.
Size: 1.5" x 1" x .25" Condition: Excellent - minimal wear. On the top edge is a chip
in paint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
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Lot # 431 - Lot of 3 pieces of SyrocoWood:
- Carved wooden towel rack. Trylon and Perisphere on the left hand side painted with
a white lacquer and "New York World's Fair 1939" Two holes in the back for
hanging. Metal rod attached to two wooden arms on either side of the rack. On the
back is a black and gold "SyrocoWood" sticker: Made in Syracuse, NY. Size: 5.75" x
2" x 10" Condition: Excellent - Minimal wear to the edges.
- Carved wooden tie rack. Trylon and Perisphere carved into the front of the rack. On
the right and left hand side are 3 arms for hanging ties. Two holes in the back for
hanging. On the back is a black and gold "SyrocoWood" sticker: Made in Syracuse,
NY. Size: 4.5" x 6" x 2" Condition: Excellent - Minimal wear to the edges. Back is
scratched.
- Small rectangular container (no lid). Inside the container is a carved image of the
Trylon and Perisphere and the words "New York World's Fair 1939" On the bottom is
the remnants of a SyrocoWood sticker. Size: 3.5" x 2.5" x 1" Condition: Very good Box is worn on the edges and corners. Central image is worn. SyrocoWood sticker is
mostly removed from the box.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

Lot # 432 - Lot of 4 figural Trylon and Perispheres:
- Red and silver metal pencil holder in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. The
Trylon and Perisphere sit on top of a red metal base. Attached to the base is a 10 inch
chain with a metal pencil at the end. Lead is still intact and can be 'sharpened' by
twisting the top of the pencil. Size: 3" x 1" x 4.5" diam. Condition: Excellent - Minor
wear to the paint finish on the metal. Metal is tarnished slightly. The pencil and the
ring attaching the chain to the base is rusting
- Cast metal figurine in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with a circular base.
Around the base are the words, "New York World's Fair 1939". Screw in the bottom
holding the Perisphere in place. It appears as though there was a chrome-like finish on
the figurine. Size: 4.25" x 2.5" x 2.5" Condition: Very good - Minimal wear. Finish
has been worn significantly. Some tarnish
- Cast metal figurine in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with a circular base.
Around the base are the words, "1939 New York World's Fair". Etched onto the
Perisphere are the words "World's Fair" on script. Matte silver finish. Gray felt on the
bottom. Size: 3.5" x 1.75" x 1.75" Condition: Excellent - Minimal wear. Felt is
coming off the base.
- Cast metal figurine in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with a square base.
Around the base are the words, "New York - Trylon & Perisphere - World's Fair".
Black felt on the bottom. Metal has a dark 'brown-green-bronze' like finish. Size: 4.5"
x 1.75" x 1.75" Condition: Excellent - Minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 433 - Lot of 3 pairs of plastic Salt and Pepper Shakers:
- Single piece of molded plastic in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere in orange
set on a blue base. Both the Trylon and Perisphere have holes in them, one for
dispensing salt and one for pepper. Printed in gold on the base "New York World's
Fair." On the bottom of the base are two sliding black pieces covering the refill holes
for the salt and pepper and embossed printing "One Piece Salt & Pepper Shaker/Pat.
Pend./Emeloid Co. Arlington, N.J." Included is the original cardboard box/mailer for
"One-piece Salt and Pepper Shaker Set." Colored with orange and blue design, shows
image of set on the front. Reverse side is unused mailer with places for mailing
address, return address and 1.5 cent stamp. Size: 3.5" x 3" x 1.75" Condition:
Excellent - S&p have minimal wear to the lettering. The Box is yellowed. Some wear
to edges, primarily on the top panel, with a .75" tear in lip.
- Blue, orange and brown plastic, "one-piece" salt and pepper shaker in the shape of
the Trylon and Perisphere. The base is orange with the words, "New York World's
Fair" in brown/silver letters. The Trylon and is blue and the Perisphere is a marbled
brown. Two corks in the bottom. Size: 3.75" x 2" x 3" Condition: Excellent - minimal
wear the plastic shakers. Cardboard box has the top cut off. The edges and corners are
worn.
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- White and black plastic, "one-piece" salt and pepper shaker in the shape of the
Trylon and Perisphere. The base is black with the words, "New York World's Fair" in
gold letters. The Trylon and Perisphere are white. Plastic slide covers on the bottom.
Size: 3.75" x 2" x 3" Condition: Excellent - minimal wear the plastic shakers.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 434 - Lot of 4 Salt and Pepper Shakers:
- Salt and pepper shaker holder in the shape of a triangular base with the Trylon and
Perisphere. Made from a cast metal with a gold finish. Around the base are the words,
" New York World's Fair". There are 2 clear glass salt/pepper shakers with a screw-on
white plastic cap. Size: 3.5" x 3.25" x 1.75"; Perisphere is 2" h" Condition: Excellent The gold finish has been worn off the top of the Trylon. Plastic white caps are slightly
discolored.
- One piece, salt and pepper shaker set. Two oblong glass bottles are attached to an
orange plastic base with a blue Trylon and Perisphere design in the center. Across the
base are the words,"New York World's Fair". In the center are two buttons, one black
and one white that activate the cork at the bottom that releases salt or pepper. Size: 4"
x 1.25" x 6" Condition: Very good - Minor wear. Black button sticks. Rubber ring
missing from the salt cork. Some dirt/dust built up inside the crevaces.
- White and blue ceramic holder for the salt and pepper shakers. Central handle has
three blue stripes on the top and the words, " New York (c) N.Y.W.F " in gold
lettering on one side and on the other, " World's Fair". White, ceramic round salt
shaker in the shape of the Perisphere. Across the middle are is the word, "Salt" in gold
lettering. White, ceramic pyramidal pepper shaker in the shape of the Trylon. Across
the center is the word "Pepper" in gold lettering. Cork is missing. Size: 3.5" x 2.25" x
5"; Perisphere 2" h" Condition: Excellent - Pepper shaker is missing cork.
- Blue and orange, plastic, "one-piece" salt and pepper shaker in the shape of the
Trylon and Perisphere. The base is orange with the words, "New York World's Fair"
in gold letters. Includes original brown cardboard box that the salt and pepper shaker
were purchased in. One side has a space for a mailing address and stamp. Includes
color illustrations of the "One-Piece Salt and Pepper Shaker Set" with directions on
how to fill and use. Size: 3.75" x 2" x 3"; box is 4" h x 3"l x 2"w" Condition:
Excellent - minimal wear the plastic shakers. Cardboard box has the top cut off. The
edges and corners are worn.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 435 - Lot of 4 thermometers:
- Bakelite thermometer in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere; thermometer is
attached to the front of the yellow Trylon while the Perisphere is a yellow plastic, on a
black base. Across the front of the base are the words, "New York World's Fair" in
gold lettering. Size: 3.75" x 1" x 2" Condition: Excellent - Minimal wear to
thermometer.
- Solid brass, sailboat shaped thermometer. Thermometer is attached to the center
mast of the sailboat. At the base of the figurine is a medallion with an image of the
Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "World's Fair New York 1939". Size: 5" x .75"
x 4" Condition: Very good - Minor surface scratches and wear. Dark spots over the
entire piece. Sticker residue on the backside of the main sail. Face of the thermometer
is worn (some numbers are not visible)
- Gold, key shaped thermometer. The head of the key has a color image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair" in black lettering.
Thermometer is attached to the spine of the key. Hole at the top of the key for
hanging. Size: 8.5" x 3" Condition: Very good - gold coloring is worn off the edges
and creases. Picture is faded
- Gold, key shaped thermometer. The head of the key has a color image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair" in black lettering.
Thermometer is attached to the spine of the key. Gold cardboard backing with a blue
and orange sticker that states, "Officially Licensed No. 2848 New York World's Fair
1939". Hole at the top of the key for hanging. Size: 8.5" x 3" Condition: Very good gold coloring is worn off the edges and creases. Cardboard backing is cracked at the
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top.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 436 - Lot of 5 knives:
- Small sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a full color image of the
Trylon and Perisphere and the Statue of Liberty on the exterior. Metal loop at the top
of the knife. 2 flip out knives (one on either side). Size: .75" x .25" x 2.25" Condition:
Excellent - minor wear and surface scratches. Blade is in excellent condition. image is
chipping slightly.
- Miniature New York World's Fair knife and leather sheath. Knife has a 2" blade and
a white mother of pearl like handle with the words, "New York World's Fair" and the
Trylon and Perisphere printed in blue. Sheath is made of a medium brown leather with
a snap fastener. Size: 1" x .25" x 4" Condition: Excellent - minor wear, blade is in
excellent condition. Sheath is also in excellent condition.
- Medium sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a mother of pearl exterior.
The Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939 Souvenir New York World's Fair"
are printed in blue on the exterior. Has 2 flip out tools/knives. Size: .75" x .25" x 3.25"
Condition: Very good - Minor wear and surface scratches to the outside of the knife.
Knives/tools are rusting and difficult to move.
- Medium sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a mother of pearl-like
exterior. Image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words "New York World's Fair
1939" is printed on the exterior in blue and orange. Has 2 flip out knives/tools. Size:
.75" x .25" x 3.25" Condition: Good - Blades are rusted and covered in a dark
red/brown crusty material. Exterior is slightly scratched with small spots of dark
discoloration. Pinheads are rusted. Minimal fading to the image.
- New York World's Fair knife with a mother of pearl like handle. 4 inch blade. On the
handle is a blue and orange image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words "New
York World's Fair 1939". Size: 1" x .25" x 7.5" Condition: Very good - Some wear to
the handle and the blade. Blade has been sharpened; several surface scratches on the
edge of the blade and the body of the blade. Blade metal is darkening. Image on the
handle is fading/worn off.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 70

Lot # 437 - Lot of 5 knives:
- Medium sized New York World's Fair switchblade knife with a red colored exterior.
A banner design with the words, "New York World's Fair" and a small image of the
Trylon and Perisphere are printed in blue and orange on the exterior. Has 1 flip out
knife that is activated by a pull/handle on one end: Pull to extend blade, push to sheath
knife. Made by Utica Cutlery. Size: .75" x .25" x 3" Condition: Excellent - minor wear
and surface scratches. Blade is in excellent condition. image is chipping slightly.
- Small New York World's Fair pocket knife with a mother of pearl exterior. The
Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair" are printed onto the
exterior in blue and orange. Metal loop at the top of the knife. Has 2 flip out
tools/knives. Made by "Colonial Prov. RI". Size: .5" x .25" x 2.5" Condition: Very
good - Minor wear and surface scratches to the outside of the knife. Knives/tools are
slightly darkening. Blade edges have small knicks.
- Medium sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a mother of pearl exterior.
The Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939 Souvenir New York World's Fair"
are printed in blue on the exterior. Has 2 flip out tools/knives. Made by Utica
Cutlery". Size: .5" x .25" x 3" Condition: Very good - Minor wear and surface
scratches to the outside of the knife. Knives/tools are rusting and difficult to move.
- Medium sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a cream colored exterior.
The Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939 Souvenir New York World's Fair"
are printed in blue on the exterior. Has 1 flip out knives. Made by Utica Cutlery".
Size: 1" x .25" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - Minor wear and surface scratches to the
outside of the knife. Knives/tools are rusting and difficult to move.
- Medium sized New York World's Fair pocket knife with a cream colored mother of
pearl like exterior. The Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair
1939" are printed in blue and orange on the exterior. Has 2 flip out knives/tools. Made
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by Utica Cutlery". Size: .75" x .25" x 3" Condition: Fair - Exterior is darkening on one
side and cracking in places. Image has faded. Rusty metal pin heads and end caps.
Knives are rusty and difficult to move.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 438 - Lot of 4 metal tie clips:
- With a gold finish. Front of the clip has a striped design and a blue enameled circle
with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York 1939". Next to
the blue circle are the letters, "H.L.T." engraved into the clip. Size: .5" x 2.75"
Condition: Excellent - Minor surface scratches and wear to the clip. Letters are
engraved upside down
- Metal tie clip with a silver finish. Front of the clip has a blue and orange enamel
circle medallion with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's
Fair 1939". Size: .75" x 2.5" Condition: Excellent - Minor surface scratches and wear
to the clip.
- With a silver finish. Front of the clip has an engraved silver metal, circular medallion
with an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair
1939". Size: .75" x 2.5" Condition: Excellent - Minor surface scratches and wear to
the clip.
- With a gold finish. Ovoid medallion on the front of the clip with an image of the
Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "New York World's Fair". Size: 1" x 2.75"
Condition: Very good - Minor surface scratches and wear to the clip. Metal is
darkening on the left hand side of the clip.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 439 - Lot of writing implements:
- Novelty Giant fountain pen from the 1939 New York World's Fair. Pen is blue gold
metal tip. Small color image of the Theme center and the Administration Building at
the base of the pen. Housed in original orange cardboard box. Box has the words,
"Souvenir of the New York World's Fair..." in blue lettering. Size: Pen: .75" x 10.5".
Box: 11.5" x 1.25" x 1.0". Condition: Very good - Minor wear. Tip is slightly bent.
Box is bent and worn. corners are ripped.
- Novelty Giant mechanical pencil from the 1939 New York World's Fair. Pencil is
gold with a blue and orange illustration of a man and a woman sitting on the Trylon
and Perisphere with the words, "New York World's Fair". Lead is sharpened by
twisting the . Made by the Eagle Pencil Co. Size: .75" x 10.5" Condition: Very good Surface scratches and wear to the gold pencil. Image has faded with wear. Eraser has
hardened and discolored.
- Novelty Giant pencil from the 1939 New York World's Fair. Pencil is blue and
orange with white writing: "New York World's Fair". Gold metal band around the
eraser. Size: .5" x 10". Condition: Very good - Surface scratches and wear to the gold
pencil. Eraser has hardened and discolored.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50
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Lot # 440 - Lot of 4 Tiajuana Bibles (pornographic booklets):
- Small booklet ("8-pager") "She Saw the World's Fair--and how!" with an X-rated
story of a fair tour ride at the 1939 New York World's Fair. Consists of 8 pages of
black ink drawings with a pink cover. "8-Pagers" were sold under the counter at a
back-end show at the Fair. Size: 2.875" x 4.5" Condition: Excellent - Pages are
yellowing. Minimal wear to the binding.
- Small booklet ("8-pager") "Zonga the Dove Dancer" with an X-rated story of a dress
rehearsal for Zonga the dove dancer at the 1939 New York World's Fair. Consists of 8
pages of black ink drawings with a pink cover. "8-Pagers" were sold under the counter
at a back-end show at the Fair. Size: 2.875" x 4.475" Condition: Excellent - Pages are
yellowing. Minimal wear to the binding.
- Small booklet ("8-pager") "Monkey Business at the World's Fair" with an X-rated
story of a couple at the monkey exhibit at the 1939 New York World's Fair. Consists
of 8 pages of black ink drawings with a gold cover. "8-Pagers" were sold under the
counter at a back-end show at the Fair. Size: 3" x 4.25" Condition: Good - pages are
yellowing, binding is worn and creased in many places. torn around he staple binding.
- Small booklet ("8-pager") "Living Models" with an X-rated story of Live models at
the 1939 New York World's Fair. Consists of 8 pages of black ink drawings with a
pink cover. "8-Pagers" were sold under the counter at a back-end show at the Fair.
Size: 2.785" x 4.25" Condition: Excellent - pages are yellowing, binding is slightly
worn.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

Lot # 441 - Lot of 6 Menus:
- Bi-fold menu for Pabst Blue Ribbon Gardens "On Liberty Lake-New York World's
Fair-Nineteen 40." Front cover has an image of a bottle and a can of Pabst Blue
Ribbon Beer in the bottom left hand corner. Inside is the food menu in blue and red
print. Back cover is a "Points of Interest" list highlighting five spots at the fair. Size:
12"h x 9"w" Condition: Very good - Horizontal crease across the center of menu from
folding. Edges and corners are slightly worn. Pages are yellowing.
- Bi-fold menu for Child's Restaurant. Front cover has a full color illustration and
advertisement for the Child's Restaurant at the New York World's Fair in the Railroad
exhibit building. Menu includes 2 color photos of the spring vegetable salad and the
Roast half squab Chicken dinner. A small Luncheon combination menu is attached to
the front cover with two metal staples. Size: 13"h x 9"w" Condition: Excellent - Pages
are yellowing. Luncheon combination menu is attached to upper right hand corner
with staples, one of the staples is loose.
- Bi-fold menu for Topps. Front cover has a green and white design and a yellow
border at the bottom. Attached to the front cover with paperclips are three restaurant
special advertising cards: Bar Special: Grand Macnish, Rye Special: Guckenheimer
and Cocktail special: Cassis Cocktail. Inside is the food menu, back cover has the
liquors menu. Size: 11.5"h x 6.75"w" Condition: Very good - Some discoloration.
Paperclips have left rust stains at the top of menu. paper is yellowing.
- Bi-fold menu for Toffenetti Restaurant New York World's Fair and Triangle
Restaurants, Chicago. Front cover has a full color graphic illustration of the Toffenetti
Restaurant and the Trylon and Perisphere in the background. Picture of Toffenetti in
the bottom right hand corner with the caption, "1914- 25 years of progress- 1939
Here...in this majestic setting of human achievement and future aspirations we have
erected the marvelous restaurant, a symbol for better service and finer food." Inside is
the food menu. A specials menu is affixed with staples to the top left hand side of the
food menu. Back cover has an advertisement for Oscar-Mayer Hickory smoked ham.
Size: 12"h x 8.25"w" Condition: Good - Discoloration on cover and inside menu.
Pages are yellowing. Several staples on back page. Menu has been written on both
inside and on the back cover.
- Bi-fold menu for Child's Restaurant at the New York World's Fair in the Railroads
exhibit building. Front cover has a blue and white etched image of the Railroads
building and Child's Restaurant with a fountain in front of it. Inside is the food menu
with an image of the fair grounds and the Trylon and Perisphere in the background.
Back cover has a wine and liquors menu. Size: 13.5"h x 9"w" Condition: Good Paper is yellowing. Bottom right hand corner is bent. Multiple stains in the cover. Top

$ 40

$ 25

edge is bent in many areas and discolored.
- The Pennsylvania Railroad's "The Trail Blazer" Restaurant menu. Two sections:
Dinner 75 c and A la Carte. Brown and green print. Size: 8"h x 4.5"w" Condition:
Good; Dark yellow/tan staining on left 3/4 of front side. Similar type of staining
across top on the reverse.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

Lot # 442 - Lot of 9 Pavilion Booklets.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 443 - Lot of 10 Magazines
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 444 - Lot of 15 different plans & 7 Benjamin Moore & Co handbills from the
"Town of Tomorrow".
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 445 - Lot of 10 different Maps of the Fairgrounds.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 25

$ 15

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 446 - Lot of 9 different Transportation Paper items from the fair.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 447 - Lot of 10 different Advertising Brochures,
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Lot # 448 - Lot of 12 Miscellaneous Paper items.
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

$ 20

$ 20

Lot # 449 - Hardcover guide book from the NYWF entitled, "Official Guide Book
New York World's Fair 1939". Cover is brown. There is nothing printed on the cover,
but down the side is written "New York (City) - World's Fair 1939- 1940 - Official
Guide Book - Copy 2". The book is from the Public library and this was probably
printed by them on the side. Content includes information about the New York
World's Fair - Supplemented by black and white photographs and illustrations. Before
each section is a map of that area of the fair grounds. Size: 7" wide by 9 15/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with very light wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1939-40 Golden Gate International Exposition (450 to 465)

Picture

Description
Lot # 450 - Large visitor poster for the "1939 World's Fair on San Francisco Bay -Golden Gate International Exposition." Graphic illustration of the white Temple of the
Sun with the Golden Gate Bridge on either side on a red background with green water
at the bottom. Golden seal of the fair on the bottom left hand corner. Created by
Schmidt Litho. Co., S.F. Size: 34.25"h x 26.5"w. Condition: Very good - Right and
left hand edges are wrinkled and torn.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

Lot # 451 - Square, white cotton card tablecloth. Blue, yellow and orange screen print
image of a round map/globe with Treasure Island in the center. Each corner has an
image of a building from the fair. The border has a coin design with the words,
"Golden Gate", "International Exposition", "World's Fair" and "Pageant ... Size: 34" x
36". Condition: Very good - Several spots of discoloration, cloth is yellowing.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 452 - "Official Souvenir Spoon" featuring "Golden Gate International
Exposition Logo-1939-San Francisco Bay" logo in bowl. "International Sterling".
Also included: box and informational sheet describing imagery used on spoon by
artist Peter A. Ilyin. Size: 6"h (spoon); 1.5"h x 6.5"w x 1"d (box). Condition: Very
good (spoon is slightly tarnished; box is slightly worn/discolored).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 453 - Off-white cotton pillow w/ similar colored fringe at edges. Stamped image
of tower in center, w/ "Golden Gate Exposition" at bottom/center and "1939" at left
and right. Size: 10"h x 16"w x 4"d (not including fringe). Condition: Very good
(minor fading, discoloration, stains).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 100

$ 10

$8

$5

Lot # 454 - Aluminum Medal "1939 San Francisco Bay" over Oakland Bay Bridge
with Tower of the Sun. Around the image "Golden Gate International Exposition".
Reverse: In center pictures 2 train engines over a "Union Pacific the Overland Route"
Shield. Around rim "Route of the Streamline and the Challengers." "Union Pacific" at
bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some surface scratches and a
small brown spot.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

Lot # 455 - Lot of 2 plates:
- Blue license plate w/ yellow-orange lettering. At top: "California World's Fair 39".
Also: "1F 97 38". Size: 6"h x 14"w. Condition: Fair (rust; losses; scratches).
- Foil-covered cardboard (?) plaque with scenes from the "Golden Gate International
Exposition" embossed on front. Back is lined w/ velvet-y paper and has logo at center:
"Standard Flamo Natural Gas for Use Beyond the Gas Mains - Standard Oil Company
of California". Also, "Made in U.S.A.". Size: 7"h x 10"w. Condition: Very Good
(minor scratches).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 456 - Lot of 3 pennants:
- Orange with a gold band and orange tails. Image of the exposition tower on the left
hand side with the words "The Spire to the Sun" in white lettering beneath the image.
Center /right hand side are the words "Golden Gate International Exposition San
Francisco" in white lettering. Size: 8.25" x 29.5". Condition: Excellent - Felt is fading.
- Blue with a gold band and blue tails. On the left is a circular medallion with a color
image of the fair and the words "Golden Gate International Exposition California". In
center/right are the words "San Francisco" in gold lettering. Size: 8" x 33". Condition:
Very good - Fabric is fading. Tip is bent. Bottom of gold band has two small tears.
- Red with a white band and red tails. On the left is a multi-color image of the Golden
Gate Bridge and the Fair with a plane flying above and the words, "Portals of the
Pacific" in white lettering. On the center/right side are the words, "1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition San Francisco Bay.". Size: 5.75" x 18.5" . Condition: Very
good - Felt is faded. Spots of discoloration on the bottom of the white band.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 60

Lot # 457 - Lot of 2 china items:
- Shallow bowl w/ four cigarette rests at edges. "Golden Gate International Exposition
- 1940 - San Francisco Bay" logo in gold at center. Various scenes around edge. Mfgd
by Homer Laughlin; made in USA. Size: 6.25" diam. Condition: Very good (minor
losses).
- Dinner-sized plate with "Golden Gate International Exposition - 1940 - San
Francisco Bay" logo in gold at center. Various scenes around edge. Mfgd by Homer
Laughlin; made in USA. Size: 10" diam. Condition: Very good (minor discoloration
and/or dirt).
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$1

$ 10

$ 15

$ 25

Lot # 458 - Lot of 3 pieces of jewlery:
- Gold-ish colored looping wire bracelet with "Golden Gate International Exposition 1939 - San Francisco Bay" plate affixed. Probably for a child (or someone with a
really small wrist). Size: irregular. Condition: Very good (minor discoloration).
- Adjustable signet-type ring w/ round "Golden Gate International Exposition - 1939 San Francisco Bay" logo. Size: irregular. Condition: Good (discolored; dirty; bent in
odd shape).
- Sailboat-shaped brooch, w/ red sails and "San Francisco Bay / Golden Gate
International Exposition / 1939". Possibly in original packaging - cardboard backing
("Authorized Souvenir/Golden Gate/International Exposition/on San Francisco Bay /
Ladies Brooch/Made in U.S.A./G.G.I.E. License No. 40C") and cellophane wrapping.
Size: 4.25"h x 2.5"w. Condition: Excellent (some tears/losses to cellophane wrapping.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 459 - Lot of 3 misc. souvenirs:
- Silver-colored disk w/ visible grooves. Label at center says: "Golden Gate
International Exposition - 1939 - Voice Reproduction Associates . . . Use Fibre or
Cactus Needle". Also on label "To: Flo / From: Nell (ha ha)" - names and commentary
is hand-written. ... Size: 5" diam. Condition: Good (scratches all over top; label
peeling; reverse is scratched/dirty).
- Round, polished base made from "California Redwood Burl", with brown velvet (?)
pincushion center. Deal on side reads: "Souvenir of Golden Gate International
Exposition 1939". Also, the number "577" is written on the bottom of the wooden
base. Single straight pin in pincushion. Size: 1.25"h x 2.25"w (i.e., diam = 2.25").
Condition: Very Good (minor scratches).
- Small metal cowboy hat, with etching on brim: "Treasure Island 1940" and "Jim".
Also (on bottom): "Made in Japan". Size: 1.25"h x 3.25"w x 3"d (irregularly shaped).
Condition: Very good - slight scratching and wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 460 - Lot of 4 matchbooks:
- Oversized gold-colored matchbook--UNUSED--with foil-lined mailing envelope.
Round "Golden Gate International Exposition" logo on outside front cover; drawing
of exposition grounds (?) on outside back cover - labeled "Treasure Island". Inside are
11 oversized matches that--together--form a scene of the Golden Gate Bridge. Printed
... Size: 4"h x 3.25"w. Condition: Matchbook: excellent - Mailing envelope: good (foil
is ripped/torn, missing in some spots).
- Oversized/elongated matchbook--UNUSED. Illustration of the "1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition" spans outside cover. Inside cover features advertisement:
"It's smart to shop at Benatars' / Cut Rate Drugs - Cigars - Wines - Liquors". Universal
Match Corporation. Size: 2"h x 3"w. Condition: Excellent.
- Unused matchbook. Illustration of "Court of The Moon Gardens / Golden Gate
International Exposition" spans outside cover. Narrative description of the Moon
Gardens on inside cover. Diamond Match Co. Size: 2"h x 1.5"w. Condition: Very
good (slight wear).
- Partially used matchbook. Blue outside cover; front includes "Golden Gate
International Exposition" logo and "Souvenir" in yellow script; back cover has
advertisement for Anacin. Inside cover is blank. Lion Match Co. Inc. Size: 2"h x
1.5"w. Condition: Good (matches missing; worn).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$ 15

$ 10

$5

Lot # 461 - "Official Guide Book 1940", "25c", "Golden Gate International Exposition
on San Francisco Bay". Contains 96 pages of everything you need to know about the
fair plus has the full color map insert still attached. Size: 8 3/16" high by 5 1/2" wide.
Condition: Very Fine because the upper right corner is missing from the cover, there
are bent corners and wear to the spine. There is a small tear in the map.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 462 - Hard cover book "The Magic City, Treasure Island 1939- 1940". This 309
page book with additional 0 page Appendix that contains a list of all the exhibits,
concessions and employees as well as attendance figures and more. The book itself
tells the story of the fair from the time it was an idea until it closed with lots of
information about the fair itself. The book has many black and white photos and a few
color pictures. Published in 1941. Size: 10" high by 7 1/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine
because there is wear to the edges of the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 463 - Chevron booklet with flamingo dances on the front cover and "How to see
the best of the West", ""Standard Stations Inc." Inside is information about different
states including "The Golden Gate International Exposition and the Golden State..."
The booklet has 28 pages with a place to record your "Motor Log" in the back. Size:
6" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with slight wear.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Lot # 464 - Booklet from "San Francisco World's Fair 1940 Pennsylvania Railroad".
This 24 page booklet, which is folded down the middle (given out that way) contains
both color and black and white pictures of the exposition. Size: closed 4" wide by 9
1/8" high. When open it is 8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a little damage to the
edges and the fold line.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$ 10

$8

$6

$6

Lot # 465 - Folder for "After the Fair See all the Redwood Empire". This is a
"Souvenir...Redwood Empire Building, Redwood Empire Exposition Commission,
Treasure Island... San Francisco". This folder opens to show a map of California and
lots of pictures of the beautiful landscape. Size: Closed: 4 1/16" wide by 8 9/16" high.
Opened: 17" wide by 19 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Category: 1958 Brussels World's Fair (466 to 467)

Picture

Description

Lot # 466 - Magazine "International Lighting Review", "1958 No. 3-4". This
magazine devotes all 68 pages to lighting at the 1958 Brussels fair. Written in English
and including color and black and white pictures of the buildings along with drawings
of the design of the lighting and the buildings. There is also some information about
previous fairs. This is a fabulous reference magazine for any fair historian or lighting
enthusiast. Size: 12" high by 9 1/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine with damage to the
spine at the top and creasing to the corners.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 467 - Long Playing Vinyl Record of "Jan Clayton sings Carousel Brussels
World's Fair". Jan Clayton, who played Jeff's mother on the original Lassie TV show
broke into Hollywood as a singer. Size: 12 5/16" square. Condition: The record
appears to have no scratches. The cover is damaged on the corner and the edges, but
still has most of its original plastic cover. The sleeve for the record is missing.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

$6

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (468 to 482)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 468 - Medium sized poster with artistic renderings of Fair structures, across the
bottom is "SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR 1962," marked in bottom left corner
"PRINTED IN U.S.A. COPYRIGHT 1962 ARTPRINTS INC." and in the bottom
right "OFFICIAL WORLD'S FAIR POSTER K-2" . Size: 29 x 20.5. Condition: Good,
discolored across top, some wear in the corners.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 469 - Medium sized poster with an artistic rendering of the International
Fountain by Ted Rand, across the bottom is "SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR 1962,"
marked in bottom left corner "PRINTED IN U.S.A. COPYRIGHT 1962 ARTPRINTS
INC." and in the bottom right "OFFICIAL WORLD'S FAIR POSTER R-4" . Size: 29
x 20.5. Condition: Fair, stains, wear and adhesive in the corners, mild discoloration.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 470 - Medium sized poster with an artistic rendering of the Space Needle by
Harry Bonath, on the left side is "SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR 1962," marked in
bottom left corner "PRINTED IN U.S.A. COPYRIGHT 1962 ARTPRINTS INC." and
in the bottom right "OFFICIAL WORLD'S FAIR POSTER B-1" . Size: 29 x 20.5.
Condition: Fair, stains and wear in the corners, small tear off of the left edge, mild
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 471 - Medium sized poster with an artistic rendering of the Fair at night, across
top is "SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR 1962," marked in bottom left corner "PRINTED
IN U.S.A. COPYRIGHT 1962 ARTPRINTS INC." and in the bottom right
"OFFICIAL WORLD'S FAIR POSTER P-3" . Size: 29 x 20.5. Condition: Good, mild
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 472 - Gigantic postcard / poster pictures an aerial view of the "Seattle World's
Fair", "1962". At the bottom is "The World's Largest Picture Kard". On teh back it
was mailed and postmarked "Space Needle". There is a pre-printed message on back
""This Show is the Greatest! Wish you were here too!". This is the biggest postcard I
have ever seen and to think you could mail it for 11 cents. Size: 27 5/8" wide by 21
1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, there is tape on the edges, staingin in one corner, it
is buckled, creased and has damaged edges (one 1" tear) and corners. It sounds much
worse than it looks.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

$ 25

$ 25

$ 25

$ 25

$ 20

Lot # 473 - Lamp. Oval, gold-colored, filigree-type base stands on three round, black
knobs and has light bulb and switch mechanism as well as vertical rod next to bulb.
Shade is a tall oval cylinder that sits in base and has image of Space Needle w/
"Seattle World's Fair" on one side and panoramic view of fairgrounds, city and
mountains on the other side. Also, near bottom: "(c)1962/Econolite/Hand-printed
U.S.A." Electric cord appears to be intact; did not test. Size: 11.25"h x 6.75"w x
5.25"d. Condition: Very good (some scratches on base and shade).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 474 - Soft Cover Book, "United States Science Exhibit", "World's Fair in Seattle
- 1962", The "Souvenir Guide Book". This 48 page booklet contains color pictures of
the exhibits along with text that describes what you will learn as you wander through
this wonderful pavilion. In the back is taped an order form and envelope so you can
order additional copies or send them to your friends. Size: 10 7/8" high by 8 3/8"
wide. Condition: Extremely Fine because the cover is a bit soiled.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

Lot # 475 - Set of glass trays:
- Shallow rectangular tray made of dark glass, with gold, white and black design.
Cartoon in center: two people (one appears to be a young boy w/ his legs crossed)
looking at a fountain; the other figure is saying to the boy, "I know! But ... Size:
4.75"h x 3.75"w x .5"d (tray only). Condition: Excellent (tray); Very good (box slight discoloration).
- Shallow rectangular tray made of dark glass, with blue, gold, white and black design.
Image of monorail in center. At top, "Seattle World's Fair"; Century 21 logo below the
world "Seattle" in top left; also, "The Monorail" written at bottom. Size: 4.75"h x
3.75"w x .5"d. Condition: Good (loss in top left corner).
- Shallow rectangular tray made of dark glass, with white, gold, blue and red design.
At top, "Seattle World's Fair"; Century 21 logo below the world "Fair" in top right;
Space Needle and monorail depicted along right side; Science Pavilion along left side.
Size: 4.75"h x 3.75"w x .5"d. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 25

$4

$ 10

Lot # 476 - Set of 8 glasses:
- Tall frosted glass with teal coloring over most of surface. On the front within the teal
is an image of the Space Needle in black. On the back is a short description of the
Space Needle and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At the ... Size: 6.5" x 2.75"
diameter. Condition: Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with yellow coloring over most of surface. On the front within the
yellow is an image of the monorail with people below it, in black. On the back is a
short description of the monorail and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At the
bottom of the yellow it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is through the
yellow to see the frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Very
good.
- Tall frosted glass with dark green coloring over most of surface. On the front within
the dark green is an image of the World of Entertainment in black. On the back is a
short description of the World of Entertainment and the World's Fair logo, also in
black. At the bottom of the dark green it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This
lettering is through the dark green to see the frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75"
diameter. Condition: Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with brown coloring over most of surface. On the front within the
brown is an image of the Coliseum in black. On the back is a short description of the
Coliseum and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At the bottom of the brown it says
"Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is through the brown to see the frosted
glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with blue coloring over most of surface. On the front within the
blue is an image of the United States Science Pavilion in black. On the back is a short
description of the United States Science Pavilion and the World's Fair logo, also in
black. At the bottom of the blue it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is
through the blue to see the frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter.
Condition: Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with green coloring over most of surface. On the front within the
green is an image of the Hydro-Electric Exhibit in black. On the back is a short
description of the Hydro-Electric Exhibit and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At
the bottom of the green it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is through
the yellow to see the frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition:
Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with red coloring over most of surface. On the front within the red
is an image of the Boulevards of the World in black. On the back is a short description
of the Boulevards of the World and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At the bottom
of the red it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is through the red to see
the frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Very good.
- Tall frosted glass with pinkish coloring over most of surface. On the front within the
pinkish is an image of the World of Art in black. On the back is a short description of
the World of Art and the World's Fair logo, also in black. At the bottom of the pinkish
it says "Seattle World's Fair, 1962." This lettering is through the pinkish to see the
frosted glass beneath. Size: 6.5" x 2.75" diameter. Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$8

Lot # 477 - Lot of 3 figurals:
- Ceramic decanter, shaped like the Space Needle with "World's Fair/Seattle" down
one quadrant. Other quadrants depict mountains and trees w/ "1962" above; fruit with
"Century 21" written above; an airplane, mountains and fish w/ "1962" above. Top is
removable; doubles as stopper (w/ cork) ... Size: 13.25"h x 5" diameter (bottom).
Condition: Good (worn).
- Predominantly gold-colored statuette of the Space Needle. Round base with "Space
Needle * Seattle World's Fair * 1962 *" on edge. Sticker on bottom says "Made in
Japan". Size: 6.75"h x 2.125" diameter (base). Condition: Fair (scratched, discolored,
worn and dirty).
- Silver-ish metal statue, shaped like the Space Needle. Square based with "1962" /
"Space Needle" / "Seattle" on three sides. Appears to be solid. Green felt on bottom.
Size: 4.75"h (base is 1.75"w x 1.75"d). Condition: Good (scratches, minor losses,
discoloration).
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 478 - Lot of 4 salts & 2 coasters:
- Silver-ish metal shaker, shaped like the Space Needle. Square base with "Space
Needle" on one edge and "Seattle USA" on opposite edge (two other edges are blank).
Plastic stopper on bottom can be removed to reveal small cavity that extends
approximately halfway up ... Size: 4.75"h (base is 1.25"w x 1.25"d). Condition: Very
good (slight discoloration.
- Silver-ish metal shaker, shaped like the Space Needle. Square base with "Space
Needle" on one edge and "Seattle USA" on opposite edge (two other edges are blank).
Plastic stopper on bottom can be removed to reveal small cavity that extends
approximately halfway up tower. Approximately .75" from bottom are three small
holes (evenly spaced around tower) -- leading to the supposition that this is either a
salt or pepper shaker. Size: 4.75"h (base is 1.25"w x 1.25"d). Condition: Very good
(slight discoloration.
- Three-sided ceramic shaker, with three holes at top. Mostly white/off-white, with a
possibly hand-painted color image on each side, including: the Space Needle ("Seattle
World's Fair" above); the monorail; and the U.S. Pavilion. Size: 2.5"h . Condition:
Good (discolored; dirty; worn).
- Three-sided ceramic shaker, with three holes at top. Mostly white/off-white, with a
possibly hand-painted color image on each side, including: the Space Needle ("Seattle
World's Fair" above); the monorail; and the U.S. Pavilion. Size: 2.5"h . Condition:
Good (discolored; dirty; worn).
- Metallic silver base with shallow sides and decorative piercing. In center,
black/silver logo/design with "Seattle World's Fair" at top and "1962" at bottom right.
Also, Century 21 logo and image of Space Needle and monorail. Stamped "Made in
Japan" on back. Size: .5"h x 3"diameter. Condition: Very good (minor scratching,
especially on bottom).
- Metallic silver base with shallow sides and decorative piercing. In center, light
blue/silver logo/design with "Seattle World's Fair" at top and "1962" at bottom right.
Also, Century 21 logo and image of Space Needle and monorail. Size: .5"h x 3"
diameter. Condition: Very good (minor scratching, especially on bottom).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

Lot # 479 - Lot of 4 pieces of jewelry:
- Gold-colored charm bracelet with nine charms attached: Indian head; bird totem;
canoe; jumping fish; Washington State seal; "Century of Progress" (possibly shaped
like a train, w/ rhinestones for windows); Space Needle (w/ rhinestones); Century
21/"Seattle 1962" logo". Size: 7" (length of chain). Condition: Very good (some
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rhinestones are missing).
- Silver-colored pin, shaped like the Space Needle and accented with round and
rectangular rhinestones (?). . Size: 2.75"h. Condition: Very good (rhinestones are
slightly yellowed).
- Money clip. The front of the clip shows a postage stamp, which is encased in resin.
The stamp is blue and red and shows the Space Needle. Around the edge of the stamp
it says "Seattle World's Fair 1962 / United States Postage 4c. The back of the clip says
"Pat. 2853761."`. Size: 1.75" x 1.75" x .25". Condition: Some scratches on case and a
small chip at the bottom.
- Off-white plastic (?) key chain in the shape of the Century 21 logo - double-sided.
One side features the logo in blue and other side has astronaut and the words
"Souvenir/Seattle World's/Fair - 1962". Metal "loop" to hold keys pulls out from
between two sides of plastic element. Size: 1"h x 2"w. Condition: Good (plastic is
yellowed; worn).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

Lot # 480 - Lot of 5 brass medals:
- Gold colored high relief medallion with image of "Space Needle" on one side.
Around the edge it says "World's largest revolving restaurant / 600 feet in the sky."
On the opposite side the logo is in the center with "1962" and "Seattle World's Fair/
Official Medal" around the edge. Size: 1.5" diameter. Condition: Very good (minor
imperfections & scratches, one black spot on reverse side).
- Bronze-colored high-relief medallion w/ "$1,000,000 Display" on one side. Logo in
center on opposite side w/ "1962" and "Seattle World's Fair / Official Medal" around
edge. Size: 1.5" diameter. Condition: Very good (minor imperfections & scratches).
- Bronze-colored high-relief medallion w/ "World of Commerce and Industry" on one
side. Logo in center on opposite side w/ "1962" and "Seattle World's Fair / Official
Medal" around edge. Size: 1.5" diameter. Condition: Very good (minor imperfections
& scratches).
- Bronze-colored high-relief medallion w/ "World of Century 21" on one side. Logo in
center on opposite side w/ "1962" and "Seattle World's Fair / Official Medal" around
edge. Size: 1.5" diameter. Condition: Very good (minor imperfections & scratches).
- Bronze-colored high-relief medallion w/ "World of Entertainment" on one side.
Logo in center on opposite side w/ "1962" and "Seattle World's Fair / Official Medal"
around edge. Size: 1.5" diameter. Condition: Very good (minor scratches &
discoloration).
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Lot # 481 - Lot of 5 large plates:
- Round cream colored dinner plate that has a full color image of aspects of the
"Seattle World's Fair" in the center. The image shows the "Space Needle," the "U.S.
Science Pavilion," the "Washington State Coliseum," the Monorail," and "The
Coliseum." On the outside of this are gold flower designs, that extend all of the way to
the rim of the plate. Size: 9.25" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Large, round, white plate, with decorative gilt edge and color image in center. Center
image has "Seattle's World's Fair" at top, along with illustrations of "The Glittering
Gayway"; "Washington State Coliseum"; the "Space Needle"; the "U.S. Science
Pavilion"; and the "Monorail" below. Two half-inch long narrow "tubes" have been
affixed to back of plate; a coated orange string (presumably not original) has been
threaded through the "tubes" for hanging (not sure when/by whom this was done).
Small sticker on back is partially missing -- looks like the sticker [on 62.PLA.005]
that says: "Century Souvenir Co. Inc.". Size: 10" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Round white dinner plate that has a green toned scene, including the Space Needle,
from the "Century 21 Seattle World's Fair 1962" in the center. There is a rim of silver
around this, and another rim of silver around the outside edge of the plate. The scene
is the same as in 62.PLA.001. Size: 10.75" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
- Round cream colored dinner plate that says "Seattle World's Fair 1962" in blue.
Under this there is a scene from the fair. There is also an image of an arrow that says
"Century 21 Exposition" inside of it. Size: 10.5" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
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- Cream colored plate with silver accent on rim. In center, illustration of fairgrounds
colored w/ greens, blues and yellows. Space Needle predominant. "Century 21 *
Seattle World's Fair * 1962" arching above illustration. Size: 10.75"diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 482 - Record Postcard. The front of this oversized postcard has a pre-punched
hole in the center (which has not been removed) for playing it on a turntable ("at 33
1/3 RPM"). The grooves are clear and underneath is pictured the "International
Fountain at Night". The top of the postcard has "Seattle World's Fair". On the back is
"Greeting from the Seattle World's Fair" and logo along with a place to put the
address and a stamp. This is a very unusual postcard. Size: 7 7/8" wide by 5 7/8" high.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York world's Fair (483 to 527)

Picture

Description

Lot # 483 - Large poster with image of the Unisphere in front of the NYC skyline,
across the top is "NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR," across the bottom is "AMERICAN
AIRLINES" and the company emblem, in the bottom left corner is "PRINTED IN
THE U.S.A.," on cardboard wrapped in plastic. Size: 40 x 30. Condition: Fair, both
bottom corners are torn off, 2" tear off of the bottom edge, small stains, wear in the
other corners and some creases in the field.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

Lot # 484 - Large poster marked across the top "PAVILION OF SPAIN," mostly
white with a black and blue unidentified image, across the bottom is "FASHION OF
SPAIN/NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65". Size: 38.5 x 26.75. Condition: Fair,
tears off of all the edges the largest is 2" on the left (some of which are scotch-taped),
mild discoloration and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 75

$ 15

Lot # 485 - Large poster with an artistic rendering of the Unisphere with a family
visitors in front of it with a camera and balloons, across the top is "NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR/1964-1965," in the bottom left corner is "LITHO IN THE U.S.A."
and an emblem for Amalgamated Lithographers of America, New York. Size: 42 x
28. Condition: Good, a few small stains and a little bit of wear in the corners, one
small tear off the top edge and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Lot # 486 - Large poster with an artistic rendering of the Unisphere at night with
visitors around and fireworks, across the top is "NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR/19641965," in the bottom left corner is "LITHO IN THE U.S.A." and an emblem for
Amalgamated Lithographers of America, New York. Size: 42 x 28. Condition: Fair,
with paper loss at bottom and in the upper right corner (in the field) and tears in the
upper left corner. These is wear around the edges and the top right corner is torn off.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 487 - Small Poster "Come Back to the Fair", "New York World's Fair" picturing
a night scene of the Rocket Thrower statue in front of the Unisphere with Fountains in
the foreground. Size: 11" wide by 16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 488 - Small Poster "New York World's Fair", "1964-1965" picturing the
Unisphere with people in front and lights and fireworks in the background. The
overall color of the background is blue. Size: Size: 11" wide by 16" high. Condition:
Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
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Lot # 489 - Small Poster "New York World's Fair", "1964-1965" picturing a family
holding balloons in front of the Unisphere. The background is red. Size: Size: 11"
wide by 16" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 490 - Small Poster "Come Back to the Fair", "New York World's Fair" picturing
a family of 4 with the children holding balloons that picture the Unisphere. The
background is white. Size: 11" wide by 16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is
a tiny tear on the edge.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 491 - Poster for "Dexter", "Official New York 1964 - 1965 World's Fair
Postcards On Sale Here" with image of Peter and Wendy. The colors are blue, orange
and black printed on a white background. Size: 35" wide by 11" high. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 492 - "Post Cards by Dexter on Sale Here" Poster. This poster was located
where the postcards were sold. Across the top is written "Official New York 1964
1965 World's Fair Post Cards". 8 different postcards are pictured on the poster
including Ford, Vatican, GM, Monorail, New York State, Unisphere, Sudan and the
Heliport. Size: 17" wide by 18 5/8" high. Condition: Near Mint and Unused.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 493 - Large banner used at the Fair, orange and blue middle section with white
text and image of the Unisphere, "WELCOME VISITORS/1964/1964/NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR, blue/white/orange panels on either side of middle section, white
strip across the top with holes for attachment. Size: 35 x 100. Condition: Poor, very
dirty, holes in several places, discolored.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100
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Lot # 494 - Round, flat beige ceramic bank on a slanted shoe-like base, one side has
Peter and Wendy, other side has: NEW YORK/WORLD'S/FAIR 1964-1965 and
images of 4 Fair structures, cork stopper on the underside. Size: 5 x 4.5. Condition:
Very good.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 495 - Blue and silver plastic coin bank in the form of the Unisphere (A) with
original box (B), base is marked twice around: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 19641965, silver globe with everything else in blue, on underside is: MANUFACTURED
BY/RMS SALES CORP/EAST ORANGE, N.J., inside box is an instruction sheet and
... Size: 6 x 5 (bank), 6.75 x 5.25 (box). Condition: Fair, bank has a couple of
cracks/separations.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 496 - Small, "square" bank (A) on original packaging (B), orange and yellow
with an image of the Unisphere on the front, marked: 1964-1965/NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR/DAILY DIME BANK, dials on the right side register the day of the
week and amount. Size: 2.75 x 2.75 (bank), 5 x 3.25 (packaging). Condition: Good,
packaging has wear but bank is good.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 497 - Tall, round white candle in a glass, glass has a sparkly frosted coating,
same image of the Unisphere and text on two sides: WORLD'S FAIR/NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65". Size: 9.25 x 3 (diameter). Condition: Good & unused.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
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Lot # 498 - Bronze medal. Image of the IBM pavilion with legend reading New York
World's Fair 1964-1965.Reverse has IBM logo in center with text Hundred Percent
Club 1963. Legend at edge reads IBM Electric Typewriter Division. Size: 2.5"
diameter. Condition: Good - Very light corrosion of metal. Some denting of metal on
reverse center.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 499 - Kodak World's Fair Flash Camera. Metallic paper label of front of camera
reads Kodak / World's Fair Flash Camera / 1964-1965. Black plastic. In original box
with neck strap and 5 additional flash bulbs. Size: 5 X 3.25 X 2.75" . Condition: Good
- Physically in good condition. Some light surface scratching. Unsure of mechanical
condition. Box is in poor condition with the lid being disconnected, edge wear, and
abrading of box surface, and light water staining .
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 500 - Blue Molded Triceratops from "Sinclair Dinoland", "New York World's
Fair 1964 65". This figurine toy was molded in a machine at the fair for 25 cents.
Size: 7 1/4" long by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Fine although the horns are not
completely formed (which happened often when these were made and does affect the
value), there is a hole between the eyes and there is a small hole in the top of one foot.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 501 - Brass Medal from the Boy Scouts. Obverse pictures the Unisphere with
"Wonderful World of Scouting" written around the edge. Reverse pictures the Boy
Scout Eagle Logo in the center and has "Do A Good Turn Daily" around the top and
"Be Prepared" around the bottom. Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, it has some
wear on both sides.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

Lot # 502 - Coasters. Unopened plastic package of 10 or 12 drink coasters picturing
the Unisphere behind the New York City Skyline with "New Your World's Fair 1964 1965" below and a little copyright © mark. Size: Coasters are 3 5/16" diameter.
Condition: The coasters are Near Mint but the package shows some wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

Lot # 503 - "Lowenbrau, Munich" Coaster, "New York World's Fair 1964-65"
picturing a horse drawn beer wagon loaded with kegs of beer on one side and a
German village on the other (same words). Size: 4 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
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Lot # 504 - Metal lithographed fold over tab pin "I Have Seen The Future", "General
Motors Futurama". This pin was given to everyone who road the GM ride at the fair.
Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 5/16" high. Condition: Fine with a scratch, a little bubbling on
the edge and some rust on the back.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 505 - Mastro Pizza Coupon. Discount coupon 5 cents off per slice" "Mastro
Pizza Pavilion" "New York World's Fair". Pictures a map that shows the "Mastro
Pizza" pavilion just behind the "Festival of Gas". When a nickel would still buy a
candy bar. Size: 2 1/8 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide. Condition: Very Fine because
there is a tiny hole in the first letter 'Z' at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

Lot # 506 - 1965 Greyhound Bus Map of Fairgrounds. "How to see the New York
World's Fair Quickly Comfortably Completely 1965". As stated on the back cover,
this folder shows "Routes Transportation and tours within the fair grounds" "Go
Greyhound...and leave the driving to us" with Unisphere on back cover. Inside
pictures 6 maps of the different bus routes and a list of all the exhibits. Size closed: 3
3/4 inches wide by 6 3/4 inches tall. Size open: 14 1/2 inches wide by 19 7/8 inches
high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

Lot # 507 - Lot of 2 hats:
- Felt cowboy hat, black with orange trim & green tie, white/blue/orange patch on
front with image of Unisphere, marked "1964/1965/NEW YORK/WORLD'S
FAIR/AN ARLINGTON HAT, label inside: AN OFFICIALLY LICENSED
HAT/TEX FELT/BY ARLINGTON NEW YORK. Size: 10.25 x 12. Condition: Fair,
has wear but no tears, inside label is coming off.
- German Alpine hat. Black felt with white cord, white and pink feathers, and patch at
front with the Unisphere logo and text World's Fair / New York / 1964 / 1965.
Embroidered across front in orange thread is Larry. Size: 6 X 8 X 9.5". Condition:
Poor - Felt is crinkled all over. Hem at brim of hat is 1/3 loose. White feather is
broken off and pink feather remains but is loose from hat. Patch at front is very
loosely attached.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 508 - Lot of 4 pennants:
- Blue with orange and blue text and image of Peter and Wendy on a Greyhound
vehicle at the Fair, labeled "THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65," orange
strip of cloth with ties on wide edge for a pole. Size: 8.5 x 26.25 (with ties).
Condition: Fair, wrinkled all over, some wear along the edges.
- Orange with white and blue text and image of the Unisphere and other Fair
structures, labeled "THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65," blue strip of cloth
with ties on wide edge for a pole, on cardboard and wrapped in plastic. Size: 8.75 x 31
(with ties). Condition: Very good.
- Blue with white and orange text and image of Unisphere and other Fair structures,
labeled "THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65," orange strip of cloth with ties
on wide edge for a pole, in original packaging. Size: 8.75 x 31 (with ties). Condition:
Fair, has stains, small hole near tip.
- Blue with white and orange text and image of Unisphere, labeled "THE NEW
YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65," orange strip of cloth with ties on wide edge for a
pole. Size: 11.5 x 32.25 (with ties). Condition: Good, has some wear along the edges.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
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Lot # 509 - Lot of 2 New York State license plates:
- Metal license plate, black with yellow lettering and border, "7367-UT/NY
WORLD'S FAIR 64," red strip down right side with black lettering
"NY/5767406/65". Size: 6 x 12. Condition: Fair, rusted, minor chips on the yellow
paint.
- Metal license plate, black with yellow lettering and border, "OR-4420/NY
WORLD'S FAIR 64," red strip down right side with black lettering (all but a small
piece missing). Size: 6 x 12. Condition: Poor, very rusted all over, almost all of red
strip missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 510 - Lot of 3 view toys:
- Plastic viewer in shape of the Unisphere. In original paper board packaging. Blue
and orange molded plastic. . Size: 5.5 X 3.5 X 1.5" (packaging, 2.25 X 1.5" diameter
(viewer). Condition: Poor - Mechanism to flip transparencies is broken; only Eastman
Kodak Exhibit transparency is viewable.
- Plastic transparency viewer and three strips of transparencies with seven images
each. "General tour and night scenes". In original paper and plastic packaging. . Size:
9.5 X 4.5 X 1.5" (packaging). Condition: Good - Package has never been opened.
Transparencies appear to be in good condition with one strip slightly bent. Packaging
is soiled and toned; staples are rusted. .
- Plastic TV viewer. Blue and orange molded plastic with a white screen and two
dials. Text at bottom reads See the New York World's Fair on television. Lens at back
allows viewing of transparencies of fair images when held up to light. Size: 2 X 1.4 X
.75". Condition: Poor - Mechanism to flip transparencies is broken; only Alaska
pavilion transparency is viewable. Yellow glue stain on front of TV, 3/4".
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 511 - Lot of 3 Cigarette Lighters:
- Large white metal rectangular lighter. Sides of lower portion of lighter are off white.
One side has red and blue Unisphere logo. The other side reads New York World's
Fair / 1964-1965. Marking on bottom reads Hestia Lark. Size: 1.25 X 1.15 X .4".
Condition: Good - Some corrosion of metal especially on lower portion of lighter.
Light surface scratching.
- White metal lighter with blue and red enamel. One side has fair logo of Unisphere
with red on one half and blue on other half. Other side of lighter has text New York
World's Fair / 1964-1965. Size: 1.25 X 1.15 X .4". Condition: Good - Some crazing of
painted areas. Light discoloration of painted areas. Small area of loss, approx . 1/16".
- Set of two brushed white metal flip top lighters. Each with image of the Unisphere
logo on front; one red and one blue. In original paperboard box with black fabric
lining.. Size: 1.5 X .8 X .4" (red lighter), 1.75 X .8 X .4" (blue lighter). Condition:
Good - Very light surface scratches and dents.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 512 - Lot of 3 Cigarette Lighters:
- Yellow metal lighter. Rectangular shape with fluted sides. Text on one edge reads
W. Marvin Rowe / Potentate / Damascus Temple with an image of a red shriner cap.
Text on other side reads New York World's Fair / 1964-1965. . Size: 2.25 X .9 X .5".
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Condition: Fair - Significant amount of nicking and scratching. Paint and part of
image on shriner hat is lost. Some loss of yellow metal plating.
- White metal flip lid lighter. Sides of lighter are painted off-white with images of the
New York State pavilion, the Amphitheatre, the Astral Fountain, the Port Authority,
the Hall of Science, and the Lunar Fountain. Red Unisphere logo in lower corner. .
Size: 2 X 1.15 X 2.4". Condition: Fair - Three .5" scratches/gouges. Chipping and
wear at edge of painted area. Light all-over surface scratching.
- White metal lighter with square black and gold acrylic piece set on from. On acrylic
piece is an image of the Unisphere with surrounding text New York World's Fair /
1964-1965. Marking on bottom Vulcan. Size: 1.75 X 2 X .4". Condition: Fair - All
over light surface scratching and some denting at edges. Some discoloration of metal.
Acrylic piece is pulling away from pained background.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 513 - Lot of 7 plates:
- White ceramic plate with a thin gold band around the edge, image over most of front
of the African continent and 4 animals, marker on bottom left has image of a tree with
text around: AFRICAN PAVILION/NAY. WORLD'S FAIR 1964-65. Size: 7.25
(diameter). Condition: Very good.
- Greenish-brown glass plate with white & gold oval border, center has intersecting
circles, one circle has an image of the Ford Pavilion and other has an image of the
Unisphere, above the circles: NEW YORK, below the circles: WORLD'S FAIR 19641965. Size: 11.25 (diameter). Condition: Fair, decoration coming off slightly.
- Large white and blue ceramic plate, labeled images around the wide rim of Fair
structures, one image in the hollow/center of the Unisphere (labeled as such), marked:
1964/NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR/1965/PEACH THROUGH
UNDERSTANDING, underside has a green crown in the center . Size: 10 (diameter).
Condition: Good, minor spots on the underside.
- Medium sized white ceramic plate, color images around the rim of Fair structures
and one image in the hollow/center of the Unisphere (labeled as such), marked:
1964/NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR/1965. Size: 7.25 (diameter). Condition: Good, a
little wear on the images.
- Medium sized white ceramic plate, color images around the rim of Fair structures
and one image in the hollow/center of the Unisphere (labeled as such), marked:
1964/NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR/1965, underside has a green crown in the center.
Size: 8 (diameter). Condition: Good, a little wear on the images.
- White ceramic plate with multicolor image. In center is image of Unisphere with
banner at top reading New York World's Fair / 1964 / 1965. At edge at six oval
vignettes with images of the General Motora pavilion, the Swiss Sky Ride, the
Eastman Kodak pavilion, the Ford pavilion, the Electric Power and Light pavilion,
and the Bell System pavilion. Between each site vignette is an image of a fountain.
Marking of a crown on bottom. Size: 10" (diameter). Condition: Very Good - Small
amount of crazing to glaze.
- White ceramic plate with multicolor image. In center is image of Unisphere with
banner at top reading New York World's Fair / 1964 / 1965. At edge at six oval
vignettes with images of the General Motora pavilion, the Swiss Sky Ride, the
Eastman Kodak pavilion, the Ford pavilion, the Electric Power and Light pavilion,
and the Bell System pavilion. Between each site vignette is an image of a fountain. .
Size: 10" (diameter). Condition: Very Good - Small amount of crazing to glaze.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
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Lot # 514 - Lot of 4 beer steins:
- White glass mug with wood handle and yellow metal braces. Blue image of the
Unisphere with text New York World's Fair / 1964-1965. Siesta Ware marking on
bottom. Size: 5"h x 4.75"w x 2.75"d. Condition: Good - Some light surface scratching
of glass and metal. Some flaking of yellow staining on metal.
- White ceramic stein, painted a terra cotta-type color on top and bottom, center is
mostly a grayish-blue decoration of two figures toasting with steins and a castle &
village scene, between the two figures is a medallion with an image of the Unisphere,
labeled "NEW YORK/WORLD'S FAIR". Size: 6 x 4.75 (including handle).
Condition: Very good.
- Blue and white ceramic stein with tan-color on top and bottom, two figures toasting
standing on either side of an image of the Unisphere, labeled "NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR/1964-1965," image on other side of a village and castle. Size: 6 x 5
(including handle). Condition: Very good.
- Light green miniature ceramic beer mug. Dark green text reads Dinkelacker Biere /
Stuttgart / World's Fair New York /1965. A left is logo for Dinkelacker in front of
image of the Unisphere. . Size: 2 X 2 X 1.5". Condition: Very Good - Some light
crazing of glaze. Minor wear of printed text.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

Lot # 515 - Lot of 5 ceramic & glass objects:
- Decorative ceramic tile (A), white tile with decorative pattern in each corner of the
front, circle of labeled, color images from the Fair painted in the center, marked
"1964-NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR-1965, back side is felt covered with a small
triangular hook, in original paper sleeve (B). Size: 6 x 6. Condition: Good, a few
minor spots on the front.
- Decorative ceramic tile, white tile with decorative pattern in each corner of the front,
circle of labeled, color images from the Fair painted in the center, marked "1964NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR-1965, back side is felt covered with a small triangular
hook. Size: 6 x 6. Condition: Good, a few minor spots on the front.
- Round, white ceramic ashtray with a yellow rim, 3 indentations in the rim, the center
has 7 images from the Fair around a central image of the Unisphere, banner above
images: 1964/NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR/1965, underneath Unisphere: PEACE
THROUGH UNDERSTANDING. Size: 7.75 (diameter). Condition: Good, tiny dents
on front.
- Black glass "round" ashtray with a wide-ruffle edge, face has one central image of
the Unisphere and 6 other images around, blue, green, black, white, and gold paint,
labeled images, around central image is: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 19641965/PEACE THROUGH UNDERSTANDING, made by Houze Art, Pt. Marion, PA.
Size: 7 (diameter). Condition: Good, minor wear on paint.
- Small, white ashtray with gold accent border and 2 indentations, center has labeled
images from the Fair (Swiss Sky-Ride, Spain, Tower of Light, Monorail, US Pavilion,
Heliport, Unisphere), above images: 1964-NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR-1965. Size:
4.75 (diameter). Condition: Good, wear around edge and a few spots of wear on the
paint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 516 - Lot of 4 kitchen items:
- White ceramic spoon rest. Tray has two side by side hourglass shaped indentations
for spoons. Text in center reads New York World's Fair 1964-1965 / Spoon Rest.
Images of four pavilions: General Motors, Ford, the Federal Pavilion, and the Pool of
Industry. Image of the ... Size: 8.5 X 5.5". Condition: Good - Some chipping of top
glaze primarily at rim.
- Plastic Butter dish. Lid section is painted silver, with image of the Unisphere in
center and text New York World's Fair / 1964 / 1965. Lid had images of wheat on
sides. Bottom tray section is clear molded plastic with a cut glass design. . Size: 3.75
X 7 X 175". Condition: Good - Lid has some minor chipping of silver paint and light
surface scratching. Tray section has some scratches and surface abrasions.
- Spoon and fork salad serving set. White ceramic handle ends with three color image
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printed on front. Image is teal and orange with image of the Unisphere and text
reading New York World's Fair / 1964-1965. Carved wood fork and spoon tips.
Stickers on back read Made in Japan. Size: 10.5"h x 2"w each. Condition: Very Good
- Minor amount of crazing to ceramic glaze. Small scratch, approx .25" to one printed
image. .
- Spoon and fork salad serving set. Cream color plastic with yellow metallic plastic
ends. Metallic handle ends have Unisphere on very end with text New York World's
Fair / 1964-1965 on handle. Size: 11"h x 2.5"w each. Condition: Good - Some light
surface scratching and some minor chipping of metallic paint on handles.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 517 - Lot of 6 items:
- Terra-cotta colored clay wall hanging in the shape of a frying pan, short handle with
a hole at top, center of pan has a raised image of the Unisphere, gold lettering around:
NEW YORK/1964/WORLD'S FAIR/1965. Size: 7 x 5. Condition: Very good.
- Oval shaped plaque with a recessed center, ceramic made to look like wood, face has
raised lettering and images, around top: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, around
bottom is a banner with: 1964-1965, cityscape image with a Unisphere in the
foreground, two holes and a string on the back for hanging. Size: 7.5 x 9.25.
Condition: Good.
- Oval shaped plaque with a recessed center, ceramic made to look like wood, face has
raised lettering and images, around top: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, around
bottom is a banner with: 1964-1965, cityscape image with a Unisphere in the
foreground, two holes and a string on the back for hanging. Size: 7.5 x 9.25.
Condition: Fair, has a patch of wear on the face, minor color loss on the lettering.
- Large, oval shaped plastic plaque with a recessed center, made to look like wood,
has 5 raised, labeled images in a "U" shape around an image of the Unisphere, above
images: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 2 large holes at top for hanging, 4 "feet" on
back for even placement on wall. Size: 10.25 x 11.75. Condition: Very good, minor
chipping of top coating.
- Large, oval shaped plastic plaque with a recessed center, made to look like wood,
has 5 raised, labeled images in a "U" shape around an image of the Unisphere, above
images: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 2 large holes at top for hanging, 4 "feet" on
back for even placement on wall. Size: 10.25 x 11.75. Condition: Good, top coating is
chipping on front and around edge.
- Large, oval shaped plastic plaque with a recessed center, made to look like wood,
has 5 raised, labeled images in a "U" shape around an image of the Unisphere, above
images: NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 2 large holes at top for hanging, 4 "feet" on
back for even placement on wall. Size: 10.25 x 11.75. Condition: Very good, minor
chipping of top coating.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 518 - Postcard in large format picturing "Caribbean Pavilion", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". "Published by Roberts Novelty, Inc." and was printed by
Dexter. It has the number "86857-B" in small letters. Size: 9" wide by 6" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little corner damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

Lot # 519 - Postcard with Color picture (marked on back) of "Sinclair Dinoland",
"New York World's Fair". Pictured is an aerial view of the exhibit with Chrysler cars
in the foreground and New York City building in the background. The back is also
marked "Dexter Color New York, Inc." and a World's Fair copyright with the number
"98035-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$8

$1

$1

Lot # 520 - Postcard with color picture of "The Japan Pavilion", "New York World's
Fair", "1964-65" (all marked on back). "Published by Japan Trade Center, New York".
Has small WF copyright. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
corner damage to lower left.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 521 - Postcard of with a picture of the model of "The Bell System Pavilion"
(marked on back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Genuine Natural Color
Made by Dexter Press Inc., West Nyack, N.Y." and is numbered "72586-B" and has
the Unisphere logo on the back. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine,
there is corner damage and a spot of browning on the upper left corner on the back
only.
Estimate: $ 2

Lot # 522 - Postcard with a color photo of the (marked on back) "Africa Pavilion:
Individual and general exhibits of 24 independent nations...." "Prepared exclusively
for AFRICA Pavilion, New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little rounding of the corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 523 - Postcard with a color photo of "The United States Pavilion at Night"
(marked on back). "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" along with "Official World's
Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y.". It is numbered "DT-91865-B" with
copyright statement. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, has corner
damage, worse in lower left.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

Lot # 524 - Postcard with Color picture (marked on back) of "The Mexican Pavilion",
"New York World's Fair 1965". Pictured are the 'folk dancers' doing their
performance in front of the building. The back is marked "Dexter Color New York,
Inc." and a World's Fair copyright with the number "1413-C". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight edge wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 525 - Postcard with a color photo of "Hall of Free Enterprise" (marked on back).
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965" along with "Official World's Fair Post Cards by
Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." It pictures the personal Escorter in front of the building.
There is a Unisphere insert on the front as well as a drawing on the back. The edges of
the card are serrated. It is numbered "DT-86863-B" with copyright statement. Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, every so slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Lot # 526 - Postcard with a color photo of "The Astral Fountain Night Scene" (marked
on back). "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" along with "Official World's Fair Post
Cards by Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y.". It is numbered "DT-91869-B" with copyright
statement. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, has damage to one corner
and edge at top has wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 527 - Postcard with color photo of (marked on back) "Denmark Pavilion", "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965." "A Top-Card from Gronlund's Publishers Copenhagen". Size: 5 11/16" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a little
corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: Expo '67 (528 to 538)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 528 - Official "Expo 67" Poster with writing on the top and 4 blue vertical
stripes. In each stripe is a picture: A man and a woman dining, the metro (subway)
with the city skyline in the background, a woman's face and ballet dances. At the top
is "L'Exposition Universelle de 1967 - Le Spectacle du Siecle", "The 1967 World
Exhibition - Show of the Century". Under the large "Expo 67" are the dates and at the
bottom is "Montreal Canada".
Size: 30 3/4" high by 20" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with creases on left edge.
Bright colors displays Excellent.
NOTE: When the auction ends, if lots 528 to 531 (which includes this lot) have sold
for a cumulative total higher than lot 532, then these lots will be sold separately and
lot 532 will not be sold and will be marked "Withdrawn". If lot 532 has achieved a
price higher than or equal to the total of lots 528 to 531, then lot 532 will be sold to
the highest bidder and lots 528 to 531 will not be sold and will be marked withdrawn.

$ 15

Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 529 - Official "Expo 67" Poster with writing on the top and 4 orange vertical
stripes. In each stripe is a picture: 3 Mounted Police, a pavilion, a boys face and a
balloon seller. At the top is "L'Exposition Universelle de 1967 - Le Spectacle du
Siecle", "The 1967 World Exhibition - Show of the Century". Under the large "Expo
67" are the dates and at the bottom is "Montreal Canada".
Size: 30 3/4" high by 20" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with creases on left edge.
Bright colors displays Excellent.
NOTE: When the auction ends, if lots 528 to 531 (which includes this lot) have sold
for a cumulative total higher than lot 532, then these lots will be sold separately and
lot 532 will not be sold and will be marked "Withdrawn". If lot 532 has achieved a
price higher than or equal to the total of lots 528 to 531, then lot 532 will be sold to
the highest bidder and lots 528 to 531 will not be sold and will be marked withdrawn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 530 - Official "Expo 67" Poster with writing on the top and 4 purple vertical
stripes. In each stripe is a picture: Soccer game, U.S. Pavilion, man holding camera
and Habitat. At the top is "L'Exposition Universelle de 1967 - Le Spectacle du
Siecle", "The 1967 World Exhibition - Show of the Century". Under the large "Expo
67" are the dates and at the bottom is "Montreal Canada".
Size: 30 3/4" high by 20" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with creases on left edge.
Bright colors displays Excellent.
NOTE: When the auction ends, if lots 528 to 531 (which includes this lot) have sold
for a cumulative total higher than lot 532, then these lots will be sold separately and
lot 532 will not be sold and will be marked "Withdrawn". If lot 532 has achieved a
price higher than or equal to the total of lots 528 to 531, then lot 532 will be sold to
the highest bidder and lots 528 to 532 will not be sold and will be marked withdrawn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 531 - Official "Expo 67" Poster with writing on the top and 4 green vertical
stripes. In each stripe is a picture: A Pavilion, a Gondola, a boys face and 4 people in
their local costume holding a flag. At the top is "L'Exposition Universelle de 1967 Le Spectacle du Siecle", "The 1967 World Exhibition - Show of the Century". Under
the large "Expo 67" are the dates and at the bottom is "Montreal Canada".
Size: 30 3/4" high by 20" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with creases on left edge.
Bright colors displays Excellent.
NOTE: When the auction ends, if lots 528 to 531 (which includes this lot) have sold
for a cumulative total higher than lot 532, then these lots will be sold separately and
lot 532 will not be sold and will be marked "Withdrawn". If lot 532 has achieved a
price higher than or equal to the total of lots 528 to 531, then lot 532 will be sold to
the highest bidder and lots 528 to 531 will not be sold and will be marked withdrawn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Lot # 532 - Set of four Official "Expo 67" Posters with writing on the top and each
with 4 vertical stripes in different colors. This lot includes the original shipping tube.
At the top is "L'Exposition Universelle de 1967 - Le Spectacle du Siecle", "The 1967
World Exhibition - Show of the Century". Under the large "Expo 67" are the dates and
at the bottom is "Montreal Canada". Each poster has different pictures in the stripes.
Blue poster: A man and a woman dining, the metro (subway) with the city skyline in
the background, a woman's face and ballet dances.
Orange poster: 3 Mounted Police, a pavilion, a boys face and a balloon seller.
Purple poster: Soccer game, U.S. Pavilion, man holding camera and Habitat.
Green poster: A Pavilion, a Gondola, a boys face and 4 people in their local costume
holding a flag.
Original Mailing Tube is included if you buy this lot of 4 posters.
Size: Each poster is 30 3/4" high by 20" wide. Condition: Each poster is Extremely
Fine with creases on left edge. Bright colors displays Excellent. The shipping tube is
Very Fine.

$ 15

$ 75

NOTE: When the auction ends, if lots 528 to 531 have sold for a cumulative total
higher than this lot, lot 532, then those lots will be sold separately and this lot will not
be sold and will marked "Withdrawn". If this lot has achieved a price higher than or
equal to the total of lots 528 to 531, then this lot will be sold to the highest bidder and
lots 528 to 531 will not be sold and will be marked "Withdrawn".
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

Lot # 533 - Poster picturing the flags of 35 countries along with the expo 67 flag.
Across the top is written "Expo 67 Rendez-vous de 70 Nations Montreal, Canada 28
Avril - 27 Octobre 1967". Across the bottom is written "Meet 70 Nations Expo 67
Montreal, Canada April 28 - October 27 - 1967". Size: 10 1/8" high by 55 1/4" wide.

$5

Condition: Fine, there are some red spots in the flags in the center and there are
several small edge tears. There are 3 spots on the back that had glue (like on a bumper
sticker), these are uncovered and dried out.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 534 - Poster picturing an Ariel Photograph of the fairgrounds. The only writing
is small letters under the bottom of the picture: "Expo 67" and "Copyright Gordon F.
Callaghan Montreal Quebec ". Size: 25" wide by 18 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine
only because there are a couple of tears in the left edge and they just go into the field.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 535 - Royal blue flag with white logo of Expo 67 in center. Rope cord
drawstring at edge with wood toggle at one end and 2" white border along drawstring
edge. Made by Scyco.. Size: 53 X 108". Condition: Good - Some surface soiling. 1"
area of rust like staining. Some small holes, slightly larger than pinhole in size.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

Lot # 536 - Globe coin bank. Translucent blue globe with gold color continents. White
plastic band around equator with text reading expo67 / Man and His World. Circular
expo logo at top. Metal key to open bottom. Size: 4 x 4 x 4". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 537 - Lot of 2 Mechanical Calendars.
- White metal mechanical calendar. Top piece rotates to flip numerical day date.
Square base has manual dials to turn month and weekdays. Expo67 circular logo and
text expo67. Marking on back reads 1963 Expo '67 / Japan. Size: 3 x 1.75 x 1.75".
Condition: Good - Light all-over surface scratching. Light soiling on month and day
dials.
- White metal mechanical calendar. Top circular piece rotates to flip numerical day
date; Color images of three Canadian pavilions on one side and pavilions of Great
Britain, France and the United States on the other side. Reads expo67 / Montreal at
bottom. Square base has manual dials to turn month and weekdays. Expo67 circular
logo and text expo67. Marking on back reads 1963 Expo '67 / Japan. Size: 3 x 1.75 x
1.75". Condition: Good - Light all-over surface scratching. Minor dots of
rust/corrosion.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$7

$ 25

$7

$ 10

Lot # 538 - Lot of 25 Souvenirs. A Nice collection from the last great Fair in North
America
To view the details (including images and descriptions) of this lot, you must use the
on line catalog
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Category: 1968 Hemisfair (539 to 539)

Held in San Antonio Texas

Picture

Description

Lot # 539 - "Hemisfair 1968 Official Souvenir Guidebook". This soft cover book
contains 224 pages of information including a page or more on each pavilion with
color and black and white pictures. Also has many advertisements from popular
products of the day. An excellent reference for this fair. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, the cover has wear and a 1/4 tear on the edge.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

Minimum
Bid

$4

Category: 1982 Knoxville World's Fair (540 to 540)

Picture

Description

Lot # 540 - Poster for "The World's Fair", "Knoxville, Tennessee USA", "MayOctober, 1982". The poster pictures flags of many different countries with the flame
logo superimposed in black over the flags. Unmounted and rolled up. Size: 17 3/8"
wide by 22 7/8" long. Condition: Very Fine, there are a few creases in the edge and in
the field.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

Category: 1984 New Orleans World's Fair (541 to 541)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 541 - Poster for "World's Fair 1984", "New Orleans", marked the "Official
Map". A wonderful color drawing of the grounds and the buildings with a large name
next to the building. There are too many to list all the names, but some are: "Chrysler
Pavilion", "Festival Park", "Vatican Pavilion", "The Great Hall", "Japan Pavilion",
and "Union Pacific". A delightful and busy poster. Size: 36" wide by 24" high.
Condition: Excellent with the usual folds and one small stain on the right edge.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: Modern Reference Books (542 to 543)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 542 - Oversized paperback book entitled "The 1939 New York World's Fair
Trylon and Perisphere" by Barbara Cohen, Steven Heller and Seymour Chwast
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the 1939 New York World's Fair. Text and
color images throughout. Front cover has a picture of the Trylon and Perisphere.
Inside front cover ... Size: 16"h x 11.5"w" Condition: Excellent - slight wear on
corners. Pages are starting to yellow.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

Lot # 543 - Autographed First Edition of "The San Francisco Fair", "Treasure Islan
1939- 1940", "Edited by Patricia F. Carpenter & Paul Totah" (autographed by both).
This book was published by "Scottwall Associates" of San Francisco, in 1989.
Contains 154 pages of color photos and interviews with people who went to the fair.
An interesting read. Size: 11 1/4" high by 9" wide. Condition: Excellent with original
dust jacket which shows a little wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$4

$8
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